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ABSTRACT

This thesis relates to a series of experiments designed to study the development of
strategies in reading by a group of 16 children in a mainstream English Primary
school. The children were studied over a four year period from the age of 7 years
until they left primary school at the age of 11 years. The children who acted as the
subject cohort were initially screened for and divided into two criterion groups Good Readers and Poor Readers - on the basis of their reading performance.
The experimental programme included a longitudinal study of word and non-word
reading accuracy; a longitudinal study of the effects of context on word and non
word reading; a longitudinal study of lexical and phonological decisions using
ordinary non-words and pseudo-homophones ; a study of the effects of context on
the identification of anomalous words and non-words.

Finally there was an

interview with the children about their reading habits which included an assessment
of the relative amount of reading they did using a U.K. version of the Author
Recognition Test.
The results indicated that the Good Readers were able to use a decoding strategy
when reading

from the beginning of the project, but that the Poor Readers had

difficulty in doing so.

The lack of an ability to make use of such a strategy

appeared to hinder their progress and in particular appeared to affect the
development of an extensive sight vocabulary.
The results are discussed with reference to the models of reading presented in the
early part of the thesis.
considered.
discussed.

Modifications to models of reading development are

Finally the implications of such data for the teaching of reading are
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CHAPTER 1

Servant: ....but, I pray, can you read anything you see?
Romeo: Ay, if I know the letters and the language
Romeo and Juliet; Act 1, Scene II

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON READING

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Reading has become an essential skill in the modern, post-industrial world.
Learning to read, therefore, can be seen as the most important thing that children
have to learn when they get to school. Once they have learnt to read a host of other
possibilities open up to them.

Additionally, any failure to learn to read

independently locks children out of the wider school curriculum to a large extent
and indeed denies them access to their full place in a modern democratic system.
Having stated this, it becomes necessary to define reading carefully and to recognise
that different definitions will lead to different orientations in research.

Some

research focuses on how the items are decoded so that definitions of reading in such
domains tend to relate to accurate word recognition. Much psychological research
is of this bottom-up type. Other types of research tend to focus on top-down skills,
being concerned with the more macro attributes of whole text comprehension.

In

the final analysis it is likely that all aspects of research are valid, but that for
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practical purposes it is necessary to focus on specific elements in order to build up a
true picture of reading behaviours. The research reported in this thesis will focus
on the strategies that children develop as they progress towards becoming skilled
word readers. Whilst recognising the importance of reading continuous texts, the
central thesis is that in order to become skilled, independent readers, children need
to develop fast and accurate word reading skills.
Vygotsky (1962) wrote:
''Written speech is a separate linguistic function, differing from oral
speech in both structure and mode o f functioning." (Vygotsky, 1962,
p.98)
This does not define what reading is, but it is an important statement of what
reading is not. Vygotsky was quite definite in his view that reading is not the same
as language. This contrasts markedly with Goodman (1967) who defined reading
with the title of a paper:
"Reading: a psycholinguistic guessing game. " (Goodman, 1967, p.
126)
Goodman's view appears to equate reading with language. Indeed, in the world of
education, there has been a prevailing view that learning to read and learning to talk
are much the same thing (cf Adams, 1990). Donaldson (1989) claimed that it was
precisely this over-emphasis on the similarities between speech and writing that lay
at the root of the weakness of Goodman's case. She stated that:
"To my mind the notion that the differences can be ignored in
educational practice

is profoundly

mistaken

and dangerous. "

(Donaldson, 1989, p. 10)
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In defining literacy Garton and Pratt (1989) gave the following definition:
"Our definition o f literacy must include both spoken and written
language, the latter involving both reading and writing.

Literacy

ther^ore is to be defined in this book as the mastery o f spoken
language and reading and writing. This is a much broader d ^n itio n
o f literacy than is usually accepted. " (Garton and Pratt, 1989, p. 1)
Such a broad sweep is of limited use when attempting to analyse closely the
procedures that are used to access the meaning and sound of printed text and a more
limited definition, such as that of Ellis (1984), would seem more useful for research
purposes:
"When we say that a child has learned to read we mean that he or
she is able both to understand and to pronounce written language. "
(Ellis, 1984, p .l)
This simple but elegant definition encompasses both comprehension and - implicitly
- accuracy and will serve as a beginning definition for the behaviour that is under
investigation in this thesis. To this definition can be added the following statement
by Adams (1990):
"....deep and thorough knowledge o f letters, spelling patterns and
words, and o f the phonological translation o f all three, are o f
inescapable importance to both skilful reading and its acquisition. "
(Adams, 1990, p. 416)
Both Ellis and Adams have their academic background in psychology, so their
definitions would naturally fit intellectually with the present psychologically
orientated thesis. It would therefore be perhaps valuable to add a third definition
from the domain of literature. Cox (1991) wrote:

14
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"Reading is much more than the decoding o f black marks upon a
page: it is a quest fo r meaning and one which requires the reader to
be an active participant.'' (Cox, 1991, p. 133)
This is a useful addition to the statements by Ellis and Adams because it
acknowledges that the decoding of the marks on the page is important, but then
requires that we are able to go beyond that. There is an implication that the skilled
decoding of the marks on the page is a necessary process in order to access the
meaning.
Smith (1978), in explaining why defining reading was an artificial exercise, then
went on to write:
"It is, o f course, possible to recite a series o f words without
understanding them at all ...... when there is no possibility o f
comprehension o f a meaning I shall avoid using the word "reading "
but talk about "word identification" instead. Occasionally - because
I want to make a comparison or contrast - I shall refer to
comprehension as "meaning identification". But, in general, I shall
use

the

terms

"reading"

and

"comprehension

of

print"

interchangeably. To my mind reading is something that makes sense
to the reader. " (Smith, 1978, p. 7)
In other words, he defines reading as comprehension. Clearly, if we are to think
about the reality and processes of every day life, we read for many purposes
including study, information gain and pleasure.

However, when we become skilled

readers, the act of reading itself becomes so automatic that we cannot stop ourselves
processing print if it is placed in front of us. The question that has exercised
psychologists is one which Smith has side-lined - that is - what are the processes
that enable the reader accurately to identify the words and so access the meaning?
Unless we were able to identify the individual words accurately and fluently.

15
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reading could only be at best a guess at the meaning and at worst an impossible
task.
These top-down views of reading tend to relegate accuracy to a minor role and
therefore to downgrade the necessity for identifying the processes by which we are
able to read. An important educational implication of the adoption of such views
has been that the teaching of skills necessary for identifying words accurately has at
times been considered unnecessary.

Part of the reason for this is that such a

perspective on reading has tended to stress the close relationship between language
per se and reading. From this belief there came the notion that, since language was
a "natural development", so too must be reading; language does not need to be
explicitly taught and therefore neither should reading.

The notion of reading as

learned skill was discounted.
However, such a view can be seen to be fundamentally flawed. Language clearly is
a biologically determined behaviour.

It is specific to humans and the language

centres in the brain can be identified neurologically.

Language does seem to be

acquired as a result of the development and maturation of the brain and indeed it is
very difficult to stop a child from acquiring language.
denied that language needs to be nurtured.
linguistic environment to develop.

Of course, it cannot be

The child needs to be in a caring

Reading is entirely different.

It is a second

order skill which is culturally as well as biologically determined. Whereas language
use could almost be considered to be one of the defining attributes of being human,
the possession of reading skill can only be seen as an expression of the cultural
milieu of the individual. Surround a child with language and, in the absence of any
neurological impairment, that child will talk.

Surround a child with print and,

without any direct instruction, there is no guarantee that the child will learn to read.
There have been studies of children who have apparently learned to read in the
absence of instruction. The most notable British one was Clark (1976) Young fluent
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readers. This Scottish study needs to be considered in its historical context. One of
the important characteristics of the children's environment identified by Clark was
that they had been read to a lot by their parents.

At the time that the study was

carried out, the role of parents in the development of literacy was not considered to
be significant - so the children were not considered to have been taught. However,
though the children had not received any formal, systematic instruction in the way
they would have in a Scottish Primary school, the possibility that the parents were
"unconsciously" teaching the children as they were reading to them was not
considered. This does not of course detract from the achievement of the children
(or indeed the parents) and what remains important is the question of the attributes
that they possessed which enabled them to capitalize upon these vital, unstructured
encounters with print. Clark identified a high level of measured intelligence (using
the Wechsler Pre-school and Primary Scales of Intelligence (WPPSI) and the
Stanford-Binet intelligence test) and a high level of auditory acuity (using the
Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test (WADT) and the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)) as being relevant attributes.

Clearly each of

these characteristics on its own would not lead to early reading skill, but the
particular configuration seemed to be fruitful. This early identification of auditory
discrimination as an important pre-reading skill is significant since recent research
confirms this for ordinary readers (Bradley and Bryant, 1983; Bryant and Bradley,
1985; Stuart and Coltheart, 1988).

Children who were able to read early

unfortunately began to be given the label "Natural Readers" which carried with it
the implication that they did not need to be taught. It has now been recognised that
on the whole, left to their own devices, children do not learn to read.

Late 20th

Century Britain could be said to be a print saturated environment - children are
surrounded by print regardless of their socio-economic status - but they do not learn
to read any earlier than did their great grandparents.
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Since reading is a culturally determined, "artificial” system, it follows that it must
be taught. Children therefore need to become applied cognitive processors in order
to read.

Reading can be considered to result from the adaptation of various

cognitive skills. Obviously language is included in the net of necessary skills, but
reading and writing have to be seen as a separate processes from listening and
speaking.

1.2 ORTHOGRAPHIES
Given that reading is a manufactured activity rather than one which has developed
biologically - the different orthographies that have been developed must necessarily
have a bearing on the different combinations of strategies that need to be applied in
order to read. The types of language disorders manifested by children and adults
tend not to be language specific; however, the problems encountered by children
with developmental reading disorders and adults with acquired dyslexia tend to
relate to the particular orthography that the individual is required to process
(Coltheart, 1984; Sasanuma, 1984).

Thus it must be that, though there can be

overarching models of reading development, it should always be recognised that the
particular writing system is an important dimension of the research models
developed. Much of the work on reading has been developed from the performance
of readers of English (in all its manifestations).
Coltheart has presented a useful taxonomy of writing systems.

He begins with a

standard classification of 3 major types: logographic, syllabic and alphabetic.
A logographic writing system is one where the only systematic relationship between
print and sound is at the level of the whole word.

The mapping is from the

phonological/semantic lexical unit to the printed character and vice versa. The most
obvious contemporary example of such a system is Chinese. Reading Chinese must

18
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be on the basis of direct lexical access with phonology being achieved after the
word has been identified. Learning to read such a system requires that items should
be learned by rote with paired associate learning. One consequence of this system
for psychological research is that it is not possible to produce readable non-words in
Chinese.
A syllabic system is one where there is a systematic relationship between print and
syllable. A contemporary example of such a system is the Japanese Katakana script.
A syllabary allows for parsing down to the level of the syllable - below the level of
the word. This means that it is possible to produce non-words which are readable.
It is possible to theorise that reading of a syllabary could involve the same direct
whole word processing as in the logographic system with the phonology being
accessed after the item has been identified; however, since pronounceable non
words are possible, it can also be postulated that unknown words could also be
identified by means of a decoding process.
The final form of writing system identified by Coltheart is the alphabetic system.
Originally the alphabetic system was one where the systematic relationship was
between the individual characters

and the phonemes of the particular language.

This meant that parsing of a written word in an alphabetic system was possible
down to the level of the single phoneme.

Certainly it is possible to produce

readable non-words in alphabetic systems.

A number of alphabets exist - eg

Roman, Cyrillic, Greek, Hebraic.

Since, for example, the Roman alphabet has

been used as the writing system for many languages, all of which have their own
idiosyncratic set of phonemes, the one-to-one relationship that may have existed
between letter and sound has long since ceased to be the rule within many
orthographies. Coltheart identifies three properties of words which need to be taken
into account when subcategorising alphabetic writing systems:
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1. Graphemic Parsing
Some alphabetic systems are such that there is a one-to-one relationship between
letter and phoneme - i.e. one letter represents one sound.
systems are as systematic as this.

Not all alphabetic

Some require graphemic parsing such that a

number of letters are required to represent a single sound. English is of this type.
Thus the letters CH are needed for the sound /k/ in chord and the letters OR are
needed for the sound / J / .
2. Regularity of Spelling
Some systems are such that each phoneme is paired with a particular grapheme
and only one. Though graphemic parsing may or may not be necessary, there is
no uncertainty when spelling, about the letter or letters which correspond to a
particular sound. Not all such systems are regular. In some systems a particular
letter or group of letters may correspond to a number of different sounds. English
is again of this type.

Thus, in the example given above of CH being parsed

together as /k/, this is not the only possible sound for CH. Indeed the more usual
sound paired with CH is f t ^ / as in church.
Coltheart quite rightly distinguishes between those systems which are regular in
their grapheme-phoneme linkage, e.g. Spanish and Italian, and those where one
grapheme may map onto a number of possible phonemes, which he calls irregular.
However, in the experimental literature, it has become common practice to
identify certain rules of grapheme-phoneme linkage which apply in a large number
of instances in English and to call these spellings "regular". Other instances are
then called "exceptions".

Thus a regular spelling rule would be /Vowel-

Consonant-final E/ such that the vowel is given its "long" form when followed by
a consonant and the letter E. Gave, hive, cove are thus considered to be regular
and have, give, love are exceptions to the rule.
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Glushko (1979) has argued that the regular/exception dimension as it relates to
English should be supplemented by a classification which takes account of the
consistency of particular spelling patterns.

Rather than considering words like

have, give and love to be irregular or exception to rules, he suggested that spelling
patterns like -ave, -ive and -ove are examples of inconsistent patterns whereas ope, -ote and -ole are examples of consistent patterns, yet technically both groups
are "regular" patterns.

He found that words which were regular but inconsistent

(e.g. have) took longer to read aloud than words which were regular and
consistent (e.g. hole). He suggests that words cannot be considered to be regular
or exceptional only in terms of their own spelling-sound patterns, but that they
have to be processed in relation to the wider orthographic patterns.
implications for the reading of non-words.

This has

In a traditional dual-route model of

reading, non-words are considered to be read only by the application of
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. If the property of consistency is added
to the classification of words, it is possible to hypothesize that non-words could be
read by analogy with other words. Glushko argues that all words are accessed by
the activation o f a combination of orthographic and phonological knowledge and
suggests that non-words could thus be read in the same way.
3. Heterographic-homophones
Some systems are such that only one grapheme can be linked to a particular
phoneme.

This means that if two words have different spellings then they will

have different phonology.

However,

some systems allow

heterographic-

homophones - two words that can be spelled differently but sound the same.
English is o f this type.

Thus phrase and frays both have the same sequence of

phonemes - H vtL z/.
English, therefore, possesses the three attributes of alphabetic systems which lead to
the greatest uncertainty o f both pronunciation and spelling. Thus graphemic parsing
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is needed to read READ - the letters EA must be parsed together - but not in every
environment since REACT requires that the same two letters are parsed as two
vowel sounds.

English is irregular; thus READ may be pronounced /r / d/ with a

regular pronunciation and /r & d/
homographic-heterophone.

with an exception pronunciation making it a

On the other hand, RED and READ are heterographic-

homophones as are BRED and BREAD. Evidence will be presented in this thesis to
suggest that, when reading, it is possible to make use of the contextual environment
in which a word is placed to help disambiguate possible pronunciations. Reading in
this sense is an easier task than spelling single words since there is no stimulus
against which to check a spelling.

Possessing as it does, all the more difficult

attributes o f alphabetic systems it is possible to identify at least nine different ways
that the sound / € l / is spelt: hay, gave, eight, fey, fete, main, great, apron, rein.
The complexity and the inconsistency o f the English orthographic system means
that, although non-words are possible and thus skilled readers can show an ability to
access the phonology by means of a decoding process, nevertheless, consistent use
of such a procedure would necessarily lead to many mispronunciations.

All of the

I t l l words presented above could be given "valid" incorrect pronunciations: hay
could b e / h i / as in quay\ gave could be pronounced /gfltv/ as in have', fe y could be
pronounced /f I / as in key', eight could be pronounced /

t/ as in height', fete could

be pronounced /f 11/ as in tete', main could be pronounced /m £, n/ as in said', great
could be pronounced /gr I t/ as in gleam', apron could be pronounced /fcpr4 n/ as in
apple; and rein could be pronounced /r i X n/ as in reinforce.
Clearly, skilled readers do not consistently make these types of errors so any model
of reading performance needs to take into account the uncertainty o f such systems as
English (and French) as well as the total regularity of Japanese Kana script and the
lack of any systematic parsing in Chinese.
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1.3 MODELS OF SKILLED READING
The various models of skilled reading, outlined below, that have been developed by
psychologists have taken account of the possibilities of differing orthographic
demands and have attempted to systematise precisely what processes and strategies
are used by individuals as they read. The primary focus of such theories or models
has been on single word reading. Two types of model have received most attention.

1.3.1 THE DUAL-ROUTE THEORY
One type of model of reading that has had immense influence on recent research has
come to be characterised by the term "Dual-Route” (Coltheart, 1978, 1985; Ellis,
1984; Forster,

1976; Morton, 1979; Morton and Patterson,

1980,).

This

generalisation has meant that many different approaches have been subsumed under
the umbrella name. However all the models have in common the implication that
there are two possible routes or strategies for the reading of words.

When

expressed most strongly (Humphreys and Bvett, 1985) this class of model conceives
of skilled readers as having two independent routes for processing words: a lexical
route and a non-lexical route. When an item is accessed by the lexical route the
reader matches the visual input to a stored orthographic description and is thus
enabled to access the phonological and/or semantic identities. The Coltheart (1978)
model conceives of the various different identities of the items: phonological,
semantic and orthographic as being stored together in a single integrated lexicon.
Morton and Patterson (1980) and Funnell (1983) additionally suggest that the
"orthographic lexicon" is a separate system from the "linguistic lexicon".

If a

separate orthographic lexicon exists, when a word is read by the lexical route, the
phonology of the item may either be accessed directly from this lexicon or indirectly
via the semantic system. Either way, the phonology of the items are accessed post-
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lexically and the graphemic code is used to identify the word directly without any
further analysis.
The non-lexical route is functionally independent. When an item is accessed by this
route, the graphemic code is translated into a phonological code on the basis of
spelling-to-sound rules. These rules are non-lexical because their operation does not
depend on word specific spelling-sound knowledge, but on more general
knowledge.

The phonological sequence that results from the grapheme-phoneme

translation is then used to access lexical information (Gough, 1972) and semantic
information (Coltheart, Masterson, Byng, Prior and Riddoch, 1983).
A certain elegance can be seen related to this type of model of reading in that it
apparently dovetails with the descriptions of the types of writing system that exist.
Such a model can account for reading both Chinese characters and regular
orthographies like Italian. Importantly it also receives support from the data gained
by studying adult patients who develop acquired dyslexias.

If the two routes to

word recognition are functionally separate then it would follow that each route
could be selectively impaired due to neurological damage. If the direct lexical route
were impaired then a previously skilled reader would be expected to show an ability
to apply rules and thus read regular words and non-words adequately, but to show
difficulty in reading exception words since the application of the rules would lead to
mispronunciations through régularisations.
indeed reported on such a patient.

Bub, Cancelliere and Kertesz (1985)

This profile of performance has been called

surface dyslexia. However, such a profile is only possible within a writing system
that permits irregular spellings. If the non-lexical route were selectively impaired,
then a previously skilled reader would be expected to show fairly normal word
reading particularly of high frequency words, but an inability to read non-words.
Again there are reports of clinical patients showing such profiles (Shallice and
Warrington,

1980, Funnell,

phonological dyslexia.

1983).

This profile of performance is called

This syndrome is only observed within a writing system
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that permits pronounceable non-words.

Evidence from acquired dyslexic patients

suggests that there is a double dissociation, thus suggesting that the two routes are
independent of each other.
Glushko (1979) argued about the need to consider the consistency of spelling
patterns. He suggested that what appears to be the application of rules may in fact
be the relative ease with which the phonology of consistent spelling patterns can be
accessed.

He also suggested that non-words could equally be read by analogy to

known words.

It should be pointed out that even when the rime element can be

read by analogy, it is necessary to have the strategies to identify the initial onset and
integrate the two elements.

1.3.2 CONNECTIONIST MODELS OF READING
One problem with dual-route models is that they have typically been developed as
theories of skilled reading. This means that, though complete in themselves, they
have been developed in isolation from models of how skilled reading is acquired.
In the final analysis, a veridical account of reading performance will have to mesh
models of learning with models of skilled performance.
Van Orden, Pennington and Stone (1990) have presented an account of the
processes involved in learning to read and skilled reading within a single
framework. They suggest that learning to read is the result of covariant learning,
by which they mean the learning of algorithms that connect input and output
patterns. They consider that initially, input and output codes are related entirely on
a stimulus-specific basis because the system has not had any experience of
processing the inputs

Thus, words would appear to be read logographically.

However, as the system gains experience, the network changes from being random
because the connections between different patterns become differentially stronger.
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This leads to the appearance of rule-like processing.

Eventually, however, as the

system became skilled, experience with specific high frequency input-output pairs
would lead to an apparent direct access from input to output.

Van Orden et al.

(1990) show that the effects of inconsistency could be said to arise because the same
orthographic set covaries with more than one phonological set.

They argue that

there is only one process but that this process appears to be dependent upon the
system having learned to recognise letters as stable visual units in order for inputs to
be connected to outputs.
This approach is not dissimilar from the connectionist model developed by
Seidenberg and McClelland (1989). The data for their model comes from computer
simulations which are then matched with empirical data from human performance.
The model conceptualizes reading as a process where there are pools of units which
are able to encode the orthographic, phonological and semantic codes for words.
Each word is thus envisaged as having its own excitatory code based on the patterns
of activation from sets of units. Processing a written word involves generating the
appropriate code.

The programme developed to test out the model through

simulations can learn to respond given repeated exposure and can begin to recognise
more quickly and accurately frequent sequences of letter.

Thus consistent letter

patterns such as -ike (hike, bike) and -ust (rust, just) lead to better performance than
inconsistent patterns like -own (town, blown)

and -ove (cove, love).

Where the

model differs from the dual-route models is that reading is not conceptualised as
proceeding on the basis of either a lexicon list where pronunciations are looked up,
or on the basis of a rule based procedure where the pronunciation is derived.
Instead, the spelling-sound correspondences are conceptualised as being encoded by
weights on connections between units.
Seidenberg (1992) suggested that the data from running epochs shows that the
model behaves as if the two routes existed.

Results showed that common words

were responded to on the basis of frequency and length which in human
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performance had been taken to be a result of reading the words by direct visual
access.
structure,

Low frequency words were responded to on the basis of their internal
which has been taken as evidence

in human performance of

deconstructing words into sub-units and/or applying grapheme-phoneme rules.
Seidenberg makes the point that the model produces behaviour which is consistent
with a dual-route explanation of word processing, but which results from a single
process whereby the system gradually learns to recognise the patterns of excitation
from the visual input. He suggested that the data produced by the programme leads
to a realisation that children need a knowledge of spelling-sound correspondences,
but that internally these may not be represented in the form of rules but rather as
weighted connections.

1.4 MODELS OF READING DEVELOPMENT
A number of models of reading development have been presented to account for the
changes in children’s performance as they progress from a state of pre-literacy to
one of being skilled word readers. Marsh, Friedman, Welch and Desberg (1981)
conceptualize reading as progressing in a sequence of stages.

They have taken a

cognitive developmental approach and tie reading development into a Piagetian
model.

This is interesting in that they therefore clearly conceptualise reading

development as being separate from language development and reliant on the
application of the general cognitive operations that underpin thinking.

Table 1.1

sets out their proposed stages.
The first stage. Linguistic Substitution, is conceptualised as one where the only
strategies available for processing words are rote learning or linguistic guessing. If
a child knows a word it is because it has come to be recognised through frequent
encounters pairing the visual stimulus with its phonological response. An unknown
word in isolation cannot be responded to because there are no strategies by which
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the word can be attempted. If the unknown word is in a known context then the
child will use linguistic knowledge to make a guess. When a child has progressed to
Stage Two, Discrimination Net Substitution, rote memory is still the basis of
reading known words, but a strategy of using visual similarity is added so that
unknown words in isolation will be guessed at on the basis of visual similarity to a
net of known words.

Task
Stage One -

Strategy
Linguistic Substitution

Known word
Unknown word in isolation

Rote

Unknown word in context

Linguistic Guess

Stage Two
Known word
Unknown word in isolation
Unknown word in context

Stage Three Known word
Unknown word in isolation or
context

Stage Four Known word
Unknown word in isolation or
context

Example
See b o y ; read ”b o y "
See cim e; read "don't k n o w ”
See th e cim e w e n t to th e sto re ;
read "the b o y w e n t . .. "

Discrimination Net
Substitution
Rote
Guess based on visual
similarity
Guess based on linguistic and
visual similarity

See b o y ; read "boy "
See cim e; read "cats "
See th e cim e w e n t etc; read
"the c h ild w e n t... "

Sequential Decoding
Rote or decode
Decode left to right

See b o y ; read "boy "
See cim e; read " /k X m C /

Hierarchical Decoding
Rote or decode
Decode using higher order
rules
Analogy (alternative strategy)

See b o y ; read "boy "
See cim e; read /s^fin /
See fa u g h ; read / f 9 L f / by
analogy to la u g h

Proposed stages of reading acquisition - M arsh et at. (1981)
Table 1.1
At Stage Three, Sequential Decoding, the child is able to use a decoding system to
address unknown words, although, since this is initially on the basis of left-right
mapping (in English), there are frequent mispronunciations. This stage is mapped
onto the stage in cognitive development when children can begin to recognise that
one stimulus may stand in place of another and to use categories as the basis of
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prediction.

The final stage, Hierarchical Decoding, is one where there are a

number of strategies available which enables a more flexible approach to the reading
of unknown words; these are hierarchical decoding and analogy.

Hierarchical

decoding is an advance on left to right decoding since it takes account of the
conditional rules of orthography and enables graphemic parsing.

This model is

more a description of the observable behaviour of children rather than of the
underlying processes that are being used. Though it purports to be a developmental
model, it is in fact not based upon longitudinal developmental data, but on evidence
from secondary sources. It also has the disadvantage in that the skilled reader is not
considered to be able to access the lexicon directly except via the rather
unsophisticated rote memory route.

Both dual-route and connectionist models

assume that there is a qualitative difference between the reading of words by the
novice and by the skilled reader; in particular they present models which account
for apparent direct visual access as the fast efficient route to high frequency word
accuracy. The Marsh et al. model proposes that the highest level of skill achieved
is based on a decoding strategy.

However, this does not meet the test of

compatibility with adult performance that must be met by any adequate account of
the development of reading. As Stuart and Coltheart (1988) point out, the model
does state that rote memory remains the basis for reading known words. This raises
the question that, if the rote memory strategy perseverates, why is any decoding
strategy ever necessary?
Frith (1985) proposed a very elegant model of the development of both reading and
spelling which is an adaptation of the Marsh et al. model. Table 1.2 lists the stages
of this six step model. As with the Marsh et al. model, her model conceptualizes
skilled reading as developing through the acquisition of a series of increasingly
sophisticated strategies. The sequence is considered, as in a Piagetian framework,
to be invariant. Frith's model has an important degree of completeness in that she
includes writing within the system.
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The Logographic phase is one which is conceptualised in a similar way to the
Marsh et a l model.

Words are recognised on the basis of some idiosyncratic

characteristic rather than on the basis of any systematic understanding of their
alphabetic nature.

Clearly rote memory is involved in logographic recognition.

Reading at this stage is by direct visual access - words are responded to but
incompletely analysed.

Examples of logographic reading might be the reading of

smaller as yellow (Seymour and Elder, 1986) on the basis that it has ...two sticks",
or the apocryphal "thumbprint" on the flash card reported by Gough (1992).

A

group of four and five year old children were asked to learn to read a set of four
words printed on flash cards. For each child, one of the flash cards was sullied by
a thumbprint. Each child had to learn to read the set to a criterion of 100% correct
on two successive trials.

Then the children were presented with the set, but the

word which had previously borne the thumbprint was unsullied. Less than half the
children could identify the word without the accompanying thumbprint, but they
could identify the word when presented with a card bearing a thumbprint but no
word. The children are considered to be aware of letter shapes but to be unaware of
the relationships between letter and sound.

Step

Reading

W riting

la

logographicj

(symbolic)

lb

logographic2

> logographic2

2a

logographicg

alphabetic^

2b

alphabeticj <

alphabetic2

3a

orthographic^

alphabetic

3b

orthographicj

> orthographic2

The six step model of skills in reading and writing acquisition - (Frith, 1985)
Table 1.2
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The Alphabetic phase depends upon children being able to analyse words into their
component letters and sounds and being able to map letters onto sounds and sounds
onto letters.

Frith considers that children are first able to use this strategy in

spelling and then they gradually apply it to the domain of reading. Besides being
characterised by an implicit understanding of the alphabetic code, the alphabetic
stage requires that order is important.

Since, physically at least, spelling is

sequential, it is easy to see that spelling would be in advance of reading initially.
Bryant and Bradley (1980) reported on children who were able to spell regular three
letter words that they could not read - spelling at that stage being alphabetic and
reading being logographic; the children therefore being in step 2a. Once children
begin to apply the alphabetic code to reading they are then able to attempt to read
unknown words, though they would initially show a strong regularity effect, even
for some irregular words which were previously part of their logographic visual
vocabulary.
The Orthographic phase is the final phase where the children are beginning to
develop into skilled readers.

The strategy depends upon building up recognition

units above the level of letters so that whole words or parts of words can be
recognized instantly on the basis of direct visual access. This stage is achieved first
in reading, which is why typically children are able to read accurately many words
that they find difficulty in spelling. Unlike the Marsh et al. model, this model is
compatible with adult models of reading performance. In fact it is possible that this
model is compatible with both a dual-route and a connectionist account of skilled
reading.

On the surface it appears to be a fairly strong dual-route account of

reading development. The alphabetic phase being where the children develop their
non-lexical route and the orthographic phase being where they develop their
orthographic lexicon. The orthographic phase is one where the direct visual access
is on the basis of complete descriptions of words. Thus, it is qualitatively different
from the earlier logographic phase - though still conceptually direct visual access.
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Because this phase requires that the orthographic recognition units are built up from
complete descriptions of words, the children would only be able to achieve this if
they had mastered the alphabetic code.

Therefore, to achieve orthographic

processing requires a mastery of alphabetic processing.

Adult readers, as in the

dual-route models, are conceptualised as having both routes operational but for most
words the direct lexical route will be faster, unless there are problems, in which
case the slower alphabetic strategy route will win.

The model is truly

developmental with certainly the alphabetic phase being a necessary pre-cursor to
the orthographic phase.
Seymour and MacGregor (1984) have presented a further model to account for
reading development. They similarly conceptualise reading as progressing through
a series of stages but they see the stages as being partially overlapping.

Thus,

children may progress to an advanced stage for certain tasks but still resort to earlier
more immature processing strategies for others.

The names of the stages are the

same as those used by Frith, but they see them as having slightly different
characteristics. The first stage, the Logographic stage, is one where the children
are able to discriminate between words on the basis of unrefined visual analysis.
The children are thought to develop a limited sight vocabulary on this basis and to
use clues from the net of words they know to guess at other words. Substitutions
tend therefore to always come from the net of known words. (Seymour and Elder,
1986). The second stage, the Alphabetic stage, is where the readers develop simple
grapheme-phoneme correspondences which are on the basis of letter-sound
relationships. The final stage, the Orthographic stage, is when the readers become
aware of the complex nature of English orthography and are able to use spelling
patterns and to use analogies when encountering new words. The major innovation
of this model is that the reader is conceptualised as developing two reading lexicons
beyond a lexicon for natural language use.

The first "reading" lexicon is

logographic and built up on the basis of opportunistic discrimination of whatever
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visual features work.

The Alphabetic lexicon is gradually built up as the reader

achieves alphabetic and subsequently orthographic skills.
thought to continue to exist as "data" bases.

The two lexicons are

The parsimony requirement of

processing models would not seem to be met by this model. It seems unnecessary
to represent words in the two unrelated systems, but there are no stated criteria as to
why a word should be stored in one rather than another.
Stuart and Coltheart (1988) have suggested that the stage dependent view of reading
development may not be totally tenable. They present evidence that some children,
who are phonologically aware, appear to be able to read using an alphabetic strategy
from the beginning, whereas other children have to use a visual approach as their
initial strategy. The children who began using an alphabetic strategy were the ones
who made the fastest and most effective progress towards skilled reading.

They

propose that children need to establish the non-lexical route to reading and then,
through multiple encounters with words, they use this to establish the visual lexicon
with complete descriptions allowing direct lexical access.

Clearly the evidence

presented by Stuart and Coltheart cannot be ignored, but their argument does not
appear to be compatible with the other models which all postulate an early
rudimentary visual process.
However, it is possible that their results were an artifact of the age of the children
when they began testing. When their group were initially tested their ages ranged
from 4 years 5 months to 4 years 9 months.

Their early alphabetic readers may

have had advanced cognitive skills and it is possible to argue that, had they been
tested earlier, they may have shown evidence of logographic processes.

Since

reading has been conceptualised as a second order cognitive act, it could be that
some children who are cognitively advanced, but who do not begin to receive
reading instruction until the culturally determined moment, may well have
progressed through a stage un-detected. Conversely of course, it might be that the
early logographic stage is functionally discrete and a different type of reading from
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that used in the later stages.

This stage may only be observed because most

children are unable to make use of alphabetic decoding strategies at the point when
they are taught to read. This would make an early logographic stage an optional
stage in reading development. Wimmer and Hummer (1990) found no evidence for
logographic processing in Austrian children learning to read German. This raises
two important issues;

Austrian children begin their reading instruction at least a

year later than British children and German is a transparent writing system.
The age at which children are required to begin reading instruction may be an
important parameter in the strategies that they are able to use when attempting to
pronounce words.

The logographic phase in reading may be observed when

children begin to read before they have developed cognitively to the point where
they can use a translation code (cf Byrne, 1992). They may have to resort to visual
rote memory because they have no other strategy available. However, if they were
to start reading when they had developed the cognitive ability to use a translation
code then they may be able to use it from the outset and therefore would not need
to develop an initial visual vocabulary.
As argued above, the writing system that the child is learning may well also be an
important parameter.

Where the system is entirely transparent, the use of letter-

sound correspondences would lead to a high level of accuracy. The evidence from
Wimmer and Hummer is equivocal since their subjects were learning to read at an
older age in a transparent system.

Nevertheless, their evidence is consistent with

that of Stuart and Coltheart in questioning the necessity for beginning to read with a
logographic strategy.

It may be that logographic reading has to be considered as

proto-reading - stimulus-specific visual rote memory for a limited number of
abstract visual items. Such a stage might last for varying lengths of time depending
on the level of cognitive development of the child and the writing system that is
being learnt. If a child had a generative knowledge of letter sound correspondences
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prior to learning to read then there may be no necessity to approach words with a
logographic strategy.
The final model of reading development that will be discussed here has been
proposed by Ehri (1992).

She has developed a model of reading development

which is compatible with the connectionist models of Seidenberg and McClelland
and Van Orden et al. in that she attempts to account for the connections that are
formed to link spellings to pronunciations. However, her model suggests that there
are different kinds of connections formed between print and the stored words at
each of three stages of development.
The first stage is the Logographic Phase which is called Visual Cue Reading. The
connections in this phase are formed out of visual cues that are arbitrarily related to
the words' semantics and which are independent of the phonology.

During this

phase, each word has a specific connection from visual word to its meaning.
The second phase is the Rudimentary Alphabetic Phase, called Phonetic Cue
Reading.

This phase develops because the readers have learnt to be aware of

phonemic structure of beginnings and ends of words and have learnt about letters
and their sounds and/or shapes.

The connections at this stage begin to be more

elaborated. Several connections may be made because of the number of different
letters. These connections are from the letters to the phonology of the word rather
than to the meaning.
The final stage is the Mature Alphabetic Phase called Cipher Reading (cf Gough,
Juel and Griffith, 1992).

This phase is achieved by setting up connections in

memory between the entire sequence of letters and the sequence of phonemes. The
connections are elaborated because part-part and part-whole connections are
developed. The connections between the letter sequence and the word's phonology
are sufficiently developed to obviate any possible mispronunciations or confusions
between homophones. This means that in this final stage word reading becomes fast
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and accurate. Whilst being compatible with the connectionist models of Seidenberg
and McClelland and Van Orden et al., Ehri*s model differs in that she suggests that
the connections themselves are between different aspects of the words.

Her

sequence of development is very similar to the sequence proposed by Frith, but the
underlying processes are somewhat different.
As with the previous models of reading development presented, the evidence for the
model is drawn from many sources. This is important since, if any description of
development is to be veridical, it must be able to account for existing evidence.
However, it does mean that the evidence is not truly developmental. The models
need to be tested against longitudinal data from children as they develop their
reading skill.
The vzirious models of reading and its development discussed above make use of a
certain degree of idiosyncratic terminology in order to capture the essence of the
particular model.

This variation leads to problems when attempting to make

comparisons between the models. Nowhere is this more aptly demonstrated than in
the terminology used to describe the corpus of words that individual children and
adults can recognise on sight, immediately and without any context.
The 1977 Logogen model presented by Morton divided the single logogen system
into three separate systems: the auditory logogen system, the visual logogen system
and the output logogen system.

The visual logogen system received information

resulting from the visual analysis of words which included information about the
presence and position of letters and more global information about word shape. The
logogen system was recognised to be similar in some respects to a set of lexicons,
but Morton (1980) specifically stated:
"...there is no semantic information in the logogen systems. As such
they differ from lexicons in most uses o f that term." (Morton, 1980,
P 119)
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Forster (1979) used the term "functionally isolated autonomous lexicon" (p 147)
Coltheart (1980) used the term "internal lexicon":
"....the existence o f an internal lexicon which embodies all the
knowledge a person has concerning the words in his vocabulary.
Each word he knows is represented in this lexicon as a lexical entry
containing information about how the word is spelled, how it is
pronounced and what it means: orthographic, phonological and
semantic information." (Coltheart, 1980, p 202)
Ehri (1980) used the term "orthographic images". She wrote:
"In the course o f learning to read, another identity is added to the
lexicon, the word's orthographic form. This written unit is thought to
be incorporated not as a rotely memorised geometric figure, but
rather as a sequence o f letters bearing systematic relationships to
phonological properties o f words

I f at least some o f these letter-

sound relationships are known and recognised, then there will be
enough "glue" to secure these visual symbols in lexical memory."
(Ehri, 1980, p 313)
However she modified her terminology somewhat so that in 1992 she was writing
about "sight word reading".
"Just about everyone agrees that readers recognize sight words as
single wholistic units without segmenting and attending to letters one
at a time and without sounding out and blending letters sequentially. "
(Ehri, 1992, 109)
Ellis (1984) used the term "visual word recognition system".
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”So, as a new word becomes familiar through repeated encounters, a
visual word recognition unit is created whose job it is to respond to,
or be activated by, the newly learned word each time it is
encountered on the printed page.

Skilled readers must possess

thousands o f such units within their visual word recognition systems. "
(Ellis, 1984. p 16)
By the second edition of this book, Ellis had modified the terminology of his model
and the ”visual word recognition system” was renamed the ”visual input lexicon”
(Ellis, 1993, p. 25)
Stanovich (1992) used the term ”orthographic representations in memory”, calling
them:
”...stored representations o f the coded visual features o f the letters in
words. " (Stanovich, 1992, p 318)
But then subsequently (p 319) reverted to the term ”orthographic lexicon”.
Perfetti (1992) in the same volume states:
”The major essential development in learning to read is the
acquisition o f individual word representations.” (Perfetti, 1992, 154)
In developing his thesis he subsequently used the term ”printed lexicon” to
distinguish words that can be read from the spoken vocabulary which he called the
”aural lexicon”.
Even when researchers do not include a lexicon in their models, they make use of
the term. Thus Seidenberg (1992) in writing about his connectionist model, stated
that:
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”,..the model does not contain a lexicon in the standard sense o f that
term," (Seidenberg, 1992, pp 258-9)
Monsell (1987) wrote simply:
"Reading requires access to word-specific knowledge about spelling
patterns - an orthographic lexicon." (Monsell, 1987, p 299)
And Adams (1990) used the term "recognition vocabulary" (p 148)
Despite this plethora of terminology, there is a general consensus that it is useful to
conceive of a lexicon for reading which is composed of stored representations of
words which can be accessed either by a direct, visual, lexical route, or by an
indirect, sub-lexical route, or by both.

In the main, the term chosen within this

thesis is orthographic lexicon except where it seemed more appropriate to use the
term sight vocabulary. Sight vocabulary refers to the words that the children have
represented in their orthographic lexicons.

1.5 LEVELS OF EXPLANATION
All the models of reading performance, both of skilled reading and developing
readingjcan account for some of the existing data to varying degrees.

It also seems

that, in some instances, the differences between the models simply relate to the level
of explanation. The connectionist models of Seidenberg and McClelland and Van
Orden et al. relate to performance that is below the level of conscious control.
They have the advantage that they account for the development of reading as well as
adult performance through a single process.

However, the Seidenberg and

McClelland explanation has the procedural problem that the model has to be set up
with certain knowledge structures already intact and it is not capable of self
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awareness or self conscious application of strategies. The human is capable of using
metacognitive processes to monitor performance.
Connectionist models need to have information about letters and word phonology
programmed in, in order that they can begin to learn to read. This dovetails with
much of the data from studying the preschool skills of children which have a causal
connection with later reading performance. Bryant and Bradley (1985) and Bryant
and Goswami (1987) have shown that early phonological awareness - particularly
rhyming skill - is positively correlated with learning to read
The model of development presented by Frith can be used as the framework for
investigating the development of the strategies that children use as they develop
their reading skill. It is possible that the change in behaviours that can be observed
in children may (on the surface) appear to conform to the model, but at a deeper
level be the result of setting up connections between visual stimuli and the
phonological representation of the word. This poses the question of how children
should be taught to read (cf Beard, 1990 and Donaldson, 1989). The concept of
teaching implies that information can be presented at a surface level which is then
internalised.

The models of reading development imply that there are strategies

which can be taught to children and once taught, the children can then use these
strategies as a means of reading.

It might be that children can be taught surface

strategies to enable them to analyse words, but that there is a time lag before these
surface strategies become internalised.

The strategies may enable the network to

begin to make connections between inputs and correct outputs, although individuals
may differ in the extent to which they need experiences to build up the weighted
connections. The more difficult the individual finds it to build up connections, the
more that individual will have to use surface strategies to build up the connections.
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1.6 THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
In the light of the evidence reported on in this chapter, an experimental programme
was undertaken to monitor the performance of a group of children as they developed
their reading skills. The experimental tasks were designed to assess the extent to
which the children were using the strategies which would be predicted from the
model of reading presented by Frith.

This theoretical perspective was chosen

because it lent itself to a set of testable hypotheses about performance, but it was
recognised that the model might have to be modified in the light of the longitudinal
data.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The majority of experimental studies of children's reading performance to date
typically assess the performance of different groups of children at different ages.
As a result statements concerning the developmental patterns that emerge, must by
necessity, be inferred cautiously. There are, of course, notable exceptions. Stuart
and Coltheart (1988) provided data from an extended longitudinal study as did Ellis
and Large (1988), Bradley and Bryant (1983), Francis (1982), Baron and Treiman
(1980) and^to go back even further, the combined works of Weber (1970) and
Biemiller (1970) which shared the same subject pool.
The methodology chosen for this research was to study the development of a cohort
of children over a four year time period.

The children were seen at regular

intervals to assess their reading performance using a number of different
experimental tasks. One of the advantages of this type of longitudinal design is that
the changes in individuals, sub-groups and the whole cohort can be studied.
Developmental studies that take a cross-sectional approach may be efficient in terms
of the timing of the collection of data, but they fundamentally lack any mechanism
for studying the real change in performance of individuals. Any study that purports
to be a study of reading development, must therefore necessarily include a
longitudinal, repeated measures design.
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A further advantage of a longitudinal group study of this type is that it allows for
detailed analysis of the performance of sub-groups. Single-case studies have for a
long time been the norm in the medical literature, but can also provide valuable
insights into cognitive and reading development (e.g. Snowling and Hulme, 1989).
Longitudinal group studies may not lead to quite such fine-grained analysis of
performance as single case studies because of the manpower logistics of collecting
such data, but they have the advantage of allowing both group and sub-group
analyses.

It must be recognised that generalising from individual performance to

the group may be suspect; losing individual patterns through the pooling of data into
group norms may also be suspect. Thus, the longitudinal group study gets around
both these problems by enabling descriptions of group performance to be tempered
by recognising ideographic patterns and at the same time, the ideographic patterns
can be compared with the group performance to enable generalisations to be drawn.
Longitudinal group study designs also present some drawbacks, especially where the
subjects have to be tested in an educational setting. It is also important to consider
these here:
1. All longitudinal research involves logistic difficulties. Some of the subject pool
are likely to move location and become unavailable.

The natural wastage of

subjects in such work is unavoidable. If such work is to be undertaken, it has to
be presumed that any subject wastage will be random and not systematic.
2. The collection of data is tied to the passage of time. Subjects have to be tested
within designated windows of time if the data is to be meaningful in terms of
development. When school children are the subject pool such factors as extra
holidays and extended periods of absence through illness cannot be controlled
for.
3. It is possible that the subject pool may develop negative attitudes towards
cooperating with the study. Such attitudes have to be respected.
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4. There is the danger that the subject pool become sophisticated "subjects" in
repeated measures experiments and also that ceiling effects may occur.
5. Besides depending on the co-operation of the children, research in school also
depends on the willing co-operation of the teachers whose classes are
interrupted. With a changing population of teachers in a school, it cannot be
guaranteed that the teachers who are in the school at the beginning will be there
by the end of the project.
Nevertheless, the methodology adopted for the research reported here was that of a
longitudinal cohort study.

In order that group comparisons could be made, the

cohort was to be divided into two groups depending on the initial reading
performance when the data collection began. This division was dependent on
whether or not each child was above or below average for age on a standardised
reading test. The subject pool was to be monitored via standardised reading tests as
well as acting as subjects in a series of repeated measures design experiments.

2.2 THE SCHOOL
Given the possible drawbacks of conducting longitudinal research, the choice of
school from which to draw the subject pool needed to be done with care.
were a number of factors which needed to be taken into consideration.
important.

There

Size was

The school had to have a big enough number on roll to allow for a

sufficiently large group of children of the relevant age, at the start of the project, in
the hope that, even with natural wastage, there would be sufficient children
remaining at the end of the project. Location was also an important factor.

The

school needed to be in an area where there was a reasonably stable population, but
with mixed surrounding housing to yield a spread of social backgrounds.

In

longitudinal studies which incorporate a training element the approach to the
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teaching of reading in the school may not be crucial, but as no training element was
to be incorporated in this study it was felt that a well thought through, eclectic
approach to the teaching of reading was a necessary attribute of the school.

The

eclectic approach looked for was a school which used a mixture of whole word
reading which led on to direct decoding teaching.

Since part of the project was

going to entail assessing decoding aspects of reading, it would not have been
appropriate to have some children who had received no direct teaching in these
skills.

Finally, since the work would be carried out in the school over a period

spanning four school years, it was necessary for the author to have an amicable
relationship with the staff.
The school that was used for the study fulfilled most of the requirements. It was a
moderately large Primary school of 236 children on roll with both infant and Junior
departments. It was known to the author and had a reputation of being welcoming
and open to research. The school was situated in the centre of a mixed estate in a
New Town which is in fact now well established.

The social background of the

catchment area was wide, but the ethnic mixture was more limited than in other
parts of the LEA. This meant that all the children in the study had English as their
first language.

2.3 THE TEACHING METHODS
The teaching of reading in the infant department was eclectic with very well
established home-school liaison. The infant teachers took account of the skills that
children brought with them to the reception class so that they started each child
from their individual strengths.

Children who were clearly well on the way to

becoming competent readers were not expected to begin at the beginning of the
reading scheme. The general procedure was to begin by reading many books to the
children in small groups. Book handling skills and top-down awareness of words
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and print were developed including direct work on visual discrimination, in general,
and letter matching, in particular.

The main reading materials used were "One,

Two, Three and AwayT (McCullagh, 1975) as the core with many sideways moves
using generally available trade books for children.

In order to encourage the

development of an early recognition vocabulary, careful inspection of words with
cloze procedure exercises were included.

There was a clearly thought through

programme of "phonics" teaching with single sounds, blends and digraphs being
taught, but from a teaching point of view this was presented through the medium of
writing rather than reading.

"One, Two, Three

and Away!" was specifically

designed as a reading programme to develop a recognition vocabulary rather than as
a programme for teaching phonics. However, once the children had developed their
visual vocabulary and were using phonics for their writing, they were encouraged to
use initial sounds as one of their repertoire of word attack skills when processing
unknown words. They were always presented with words in context. No system of
flash cards or words in tins was used.
In Key Stage 2 there was a general assumption that children would have developed
their initial literacy skills during Key Stage 1. This meant that children who were
not reading by the time they entered Key Stage 2 were seen as being in need of
specialist help. The direct teaching of reading in this stage tended not to relate to
skills per se but to the development of higher order reading skills beyond the level
of the word. All the children were given the opportunity to read silently in class
everyday, although some of the children still read to an adult.

The focus of

teaching tended to be on comprehension with Direct Activities Related to Texts
(DARTs) activities being prepared, e.g. cloze passages to be worked on or text
reconstruction activities. There was greater emphasis on the teaching of writing at
this stage with drafting and re-drafting being the focus of opportunities for
individual teaching.
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The position in this school could be taken as a microcosm of the position about the
teaching of reading in the country as a whole. The HMI report 42/92/NS into "The
Teaching and Learning of Reading in Primary Schools in 1991" found that:
'"...the principal means o f teaching reading at the start o f KS2 was
fo r teachers to listen to individuals read.

Many also made time

available fo r the whole class to engage in sustained silent reading. "
(DES, 42/92/NS, p. 8. para. 41)
and that:
''As children gained fluency most teachers, understandably, saw little
need to continue practising word-building skills fo r reading and
increased their attention to spelling practice in support o f writing.
This practice helped the children to reinforce, though seldom to
extend their reading skills” (DES, 42/92/NS, p. 8, para. 42)
HMI report 42/92/NS confirmed the findings of report 10/91/NS into the Teaching
and Learning of Reading in Primary Schools which had also stated that in Year 6:
”There was a widespread assumption that once children had become
fluent readers the primary school had done its job and the main task
thereafter was to provide opportunities fo r children to read
individually fo r their own interest enabling the teacher to spend more
time with the slower readers.” (DES, 10/91/NS p. 10, para. 52)

2.4 THE CHILDREN
The children who were to form the subject pool of the study were all children who
had spent a minimum of 2 years in the Infant department of the chosen school and
who, at the outset of the study, formed the class of what was then considered to be
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First Year Juniors (now known as Year 3). There were 21 children at the start of
the project and it ended with 16 who had provided the longitudinal data. They were
all 7 years plus as they entered the school year with the oldest child being born on
23:9:1980 and the youngest being born on 30:7:1981. This youngest child proved
to have major difficulties in learning to read and did not form part of the subject
pool for the data collection.

The youngest child who remained in the study was

born on 22:5:1981.
The study was designed specifically to study reading development in the light of the
models of reading and reading development discussed in Chapter 1. This meant
that, after the initial screening of the children, those who were unable to score on
the British Ability Scales (BAS) word recognition scale were excluded from the data
collection, but were seen by the author and given simple tasks to do in order that
they should not feel rejected. All the experiments were designed for subjects who
had reading ability within the normal range.
The timing of the study vis a vis the changes in education in England and Wales
should be commented upon.

Permission from the headteacher to conduct the

research was sought and granted towards the end of 1988.

This cohort was,

therefore, not being taught under National Curriculum guide-lines and would not
receive any Standard Assessment Tests during their time in Primary school. Ethical
considerations about using children as sources of data for research must always be a
concern, so taking children out of class and away from their normal tasks must be
done carefully.

The National Curriculum Council in 1988 was appearing to be

stipulating the exact amount of time that would be spent by each child on each
curriculum subject which might have meant that schools would be reluctant to allow
research workers into schools even for research that was expected to throw light on
the development of reading.
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It was considered important that all the schedules for data collection should operate
around the children and that any one child would only be out of class for a limited
time. Multiple visits to the school were made rather than trying to collect data for a
number of experiments on one visit. The children were always given the freedom
to decline to do the tasks. In the event there was more a problem of deciding the
order of testing since they all began to see the activities as fun and were very
willing to co-operate. The only task that proved in any way threatening was the
lexical decision task. In order to participate in this task the children had to have a
throat microphone placed round their necks.

One child found this much too

uncomfortable and one child could not produce sufficient voice to activate the
microphone. The rest of the group rather liked the idea of talking to the computer.

2.5 SCREENING PROCEDURES
Since the present research was to be an investigation of the strategies that children
develop as they progress in reading, it was necessary to screen all the children at the
outset for word reading ability, phonological awareness, letter knowledge and
spelling performance.

Stuart and Coltheart have shown that level phonological

awareness in Nursery school is the major predictor of reading ability at the end of
Key Stage 1.

Data on the children's phonological awareness pre-school was not

available for this present study, but it was necessary to ensure that all the children
were able to show "simple" phonological awareness (cf Yopp, 1988).

The tasks

used by Stuart and Coltheart were adapted for the purpose (see Appendix A). They
included a rhyme detection task with 10 items, a test of the ability to identify initial
sounds with 7 items and an initial sound odd-one-out test with 8 items. In addition,
measures of verbal and general intelligence were taken: namely the British Picture
Vocabulary Scale (BPVS) and the British Ability Scales (BAS). Because some of
the children were younger than eight years at the point of initial screening,
administration of the British Ability Scales for collecting derived I.Q. scores was
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delayed until all the children could be assessed using the same four scales, namely
Matrices, Digit Span, Similarities and Speed of Information Processing.
In order to be included as a subject for the experiments the following criteria were
set.
1) The children had to be able to read a sufficient number of words to obtain a score
on the Word Reading Scale of the BAS (a test of single word reading). In order
to obtain a score children of the age of the subjects would have to be able for
read between three and five of the first words on the test. The first five words
are the up on go he.
2) They had to be able to name all the letters of the alphabet.
3) They had to obtain a composite score of 75% + (19) on the phonological
awareness tasks. These tasks tested rhyming identification and production and
initial phoneme identification.

There were 25 trials yielding a possible

composite score of 25. (Ten of the items related to rhyme and 15 to initial
phoneme)
The above criteria were set to ensure that all the children in the study should be part
of a normal population of developing readers.

The study was not designed to

address the issue of specific phonological difficulties and did not involve a training
component.

Thus, there should be no children who, at the outset of the study,

could have been classified as being part of a separate population of children with
specific reading disabilities although it was expected that there would be variation in
reading ability across the whole group. The requirement to be able to score on the
Word Reading Scale of the BAS meant that the children had a minimal sight
vocabulary and would, potentially, be able to begin to attempt the experimental
tasks. Knowledge of letters (Walsh, Price, and Gillingham, 1988) has been shown
to be an important correlate of later reading performance and it was felt that any
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child who had not yet mastered this knowledge would be outside the range of a
normal population of developing readers.

Longitudinal studies by Lundberg,

Olofsson and Wall (1980) and Bradley and Bryant (1983, 1985) have shown that
there is a relationship between children’s early rhyming skills and their later reading
progress. The phonological awareness screening for this study was used to ensure
that the children could all rhyme and do alliteration. Any child who did not have
this ability was likely to be outside the range of the normal population. The tasks
used were only tapping a very simple level of phonological awareness which is seen
as a precursor to reading. More complex aspects of phonological awareness (Yopp,
1988) may possibly develop as a consequence of learning to read (Tumner and
Rohl, 1991).
After the screening process only two children had failed to meet ALL of the criteria
and it was decided that they would not be included in the study. Both these children
were boys. One was able to read just one word of the BAS Word Reading Scale, he
could recognise his own initials and three other letters and he scored 17/25 on the
phonological awareness tasks.

His BPVS score was 90.

The other boy was the

youngest in the class. He could not read any of the words on the Word Reading
Scale, he could only recognise his initials, he scored 12/25 on the phonological
awareness tasks and his BPVS score was 89.

2.6 INITIAL DATA
The results of the initial screening, carried out in March 1989 are presented in Table
2.1. Because it was proposed that sub-group differences would be investigated, the
data is presented after being divided into reading ability groups. The data relates to
the 16 children who formed the subject population throughout the entire period of
the study. Three children were lost to the study because they moved from the area.
One was a good reader and two were poorer readers. Allocation into groups was
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done on the basis of their word reading ability: those whose reading age was equal
to or above their chronological age were placed in the Good Readers group; those
whose reading age was below their chronological age were placed in the Poorer
Readers group. The two groups did not differ in age. However inspection of Table
2.1 shows that the difference in reading ability between the two groups was
considerable. The poorest Good Reader was reading at 8 years Reading Age (RA),
equal to his chronological age.

The best Poor Reader was reading at 7 years 6

months (RA), five months below his chronological age.
Independent t-tests were conducted on the groups' BPVS and BAS I.Q. scores.
There was no significant difference between the groups' BPVS scores (t(14) = 1.49,
p=0.16).

However, there was a significant difference between the groups'

estimated I.Q. scores on the BAS (t(14)=2.81, p< 0 .0 1 ), the Good Readers having
higher I.Q.s.

There were significant correlations between all three measures:

reading ability, BAS.I.Q. and BPVS standard score, (BAS. I.Q. and BAS reading
ability ('89) was r= 0.69, p < 0 .0 1 ; BPVS standard score and BAS R.A. ('89) was
r= 0 .5 1 , p < 0 .0 5 ; BAS. I.Q. and BPVS standard score was r= 0.80, p < 0.0001).
There was no significant difference between the groups on the combined score for
the phonological awareness tasks (t(14)=0.43, p=0.67).

A further analysis was

carried out on the individual tasks and again these showed that there was no
significant difference between the groups.

The t values were as follows:

t(14)=0.61, p= 0 .5 6 for the rhyme detection task; t(14)=0.45, p= 0.67 for the
initial phoneme segmentation task; t(14)=0.74, p= 0.52 for the odd-one-out task.
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Age on
Test

BAS R.A.

Spelling
Quotient

BPVS (Std,
Score)

BAS IQ

PH. TASK
(Max 25)

Good
Readers
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
Mean

8.01
8.00
8:06
7.10
8.04
8.01
7.11
8.00
8.01

13.01
12.04
9.05
8.04
8.04
8.00
8.00
8.00
9.05

129
134
103
121
90
88
95
92
106.50

114
125
104
99
99
96
109
108
106.75

117
126
104
105
100
100
115
113
110

24
25
20
23
23
23
25
20
22.86

Poor
Readers
PI
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
Mean

8.06
7.10
7.10
7.10
8.01
8.00
8.03
8.05
8.01

7.06
7.06
7.04
6.11
6.06
6.06
7.06
6.06
7.00

93
87
94
83
83
84
97
72
86.63

89
106
95
105
101
108
102
100
100.75

91
105
100
105
107
95
97
88
98.50

19
24
25
23
19
24
25
20
22.38

Table to show each child's performance on the initial screening tests
Table 2.1

2.7 STANDARDISED READING ASSESSMENTS
In July 1990, sixteen months after the initial test, the children were retested on the
BAS Word Reading scale (Age range 9.2 - 9.10 years).

Their reading ages and

months of progress made in the 16 months between testings are presented in Table
2.2. A t-test showed that the Good Readers remained signficantly better readers
than the Poor Readers (t(14)=2.85, p < 0.01).
represents the Improvement Ratios.

The third column in Table 2.2

This showed that there was no significant

difference in absolute months progress between the groups (t(14)=0.94, p> 0.05).
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BAS R.A. '90

Months Progress

Im p't Ratio

Good Readers
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
Mean
sd

14.05
14.05
9.09
12.05
9.04
9.10
9.05
9.05
11.03
2.3

16
25
4
49
12
22
17
17
24.75
17.42

1.00
1.56
0.25
3.06
0.75
1.38
1.06
1.06
1.27
0.83

Poor Readers
PI
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
PS
Mean
sd

8.07
8.03
10.00
10.09
7.05
7.07
8.05
6.11
8.06
1.4

13
9
32
46
11
13
11
5
17.25
14.17

0.81
0.56
2.00
2.88
0.69
0.81
0.69
0.31
1.09
0.89

Table to show the children's Reading Ages when re-tested in 1990 with the
months progress and improvement ratios
Table 2.2

There was also no significant difference between the Improvement Ratios (t(14) =
0.94, p > 0 .0 5 ).

Nevertheless, only two of the good readers failed to make

accelerated progress relative to time, whereas only two of the Poor Readers made
such progress. The Good Readers seemed to be getting better readers at a more
accelerated rate than the poorer group.
Two additional standardised reading tests were given to the children. In July 1991
they were given the New Macmillan Reading Analysis (NMRA). This individual
test is equivalent to the Neale Analysis of Reading test. It requires that they read
passages which are scored for accuracy and they are then questioned on
comprehension. The data are presented in Table 2.3
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Age on
Testing
Good
Readers
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
Mean
Poor
Readers
PI
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
PS
Mean

NMRA
Score

Accuracy
Age Range

NMRA
Score

Comprehension
Age Range

10.5
10.4
10.10
10.2
10.8
10.5
10.3
10.4
10.5

93
99
76
85
65
71
66
67
77.75

10.10-12.0
11.2-12.4
9.10-11.0
10.5-11.6
9.3-10.4
9.7-10.8
9.3-10.5
9.4-10.5

30
30
25
25
26
26
26
28
27.00

10.7-12.1
10.7-12.1
9.10-11.4
9.10-11.4
9.11-11.5
9.11-11.5
9.11-11.5
10.3-11.9

10.10
10.2
10.2
10.2
10.5
10.4
10.7
10.9
10.5

69
60
63
65
38
40
62
31
53.50

9.5-10.7
8.11-10.1
9.1-10.3
9.3-10.4
7.8-S.9
7.9-8.11
9.1-10.2
7.3-S.4

25
22
27
25
10
10
17
9
18.13

9.10-11.4
9.4-10.10
10.1-11.7
9.10-11.4
7.7-9.1
7.7-9.1
8.7-10.1
7.5-8.11

Table to show the scores obtained by each child when tested on the New
Macmillan Reading Analysis
Table 2.3
Because the Neale test is frequently used by the Schools' Psychological Services
when making assessments of children, it was decided that the NMRA would be an
acceptable substitute. With hindsight, this was probably not the best decision. The
NMRA does not give acceptable age equivalents, but age range equivalents which
cover as much as twelve months. It also does not take account of the age of the
child on testing. However, it did provide a standardised measure of the children's
accuracy when reading prose aloud and their comprehension skills related to the
prose reading.
There was some overlap in the raw scores between the groups but an independent ttest carried out on the accuracy scores showed that the Good Readers were
significantly more accurate than the Poor Readers (t(14)= 3.45, p < 0 .0 1 ). A t-test
could not be performed on the two sets of comprehension scores because of unequal
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variances, but a Mann-Whitney test yielded a U value equal to 7 which was
significant at p < 0 .0 5 .

The Good Readers were significantly better at

comprehending than the Poor Readers.
Table 2.4 presents a correlation matrix relating to the scores achieved on each of the
standardised tests. All the correlations were significant at p < 0.05.

BAS '89
BAS '90
NMRA Acc

BAS '90
0.840

NMRA Acc
0.913
0.957

NMRA Comp
0.790
0.882
0.854

Table to show the correlations between each of the standardised
reading tests
Table 2.4
The initial screening and the standardised assessments show that the children
progressed in their reading performance over the period of the study. Standardised
assessments are a useful tool for teachers to monitor progress, but they are not
designed to investigate the underlying strategies that children develop as their
reading becomes more skilful. For this, more specific experimental tasks need to be
administered. The experiments reported in the succeeding chapters were designed
to investigate the underlying strategies which support reading performance.
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CH APTERS

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF WORD AND NON
WORD READING SKILLS OVER TIME.

3.1 EXPERIMENT 1: Reading Regular, Exception and Non-words
This chapter is a report of a longitudinal study of the reading of a corpus of regular,
exception and non-words at three points in time. The data are presented in terms of
improvements in reading accuracy and are also analysed with respect to the types of
errors that the children made.

3.2 INTRODUCTION
Investigations by Baron and Strawson (1976), Baron (1979), Baron and Treiman
(1980) and Treiman (1984) have all provided evidence that children, as well as
adults, can be characterised as having individual differences in their preferred
strategies for dealing with words read aloud. Differences in style are said to vary
along a bipolar continuum which has been labelled "Phoenician-Chinese".
"Phoenician"

readers have a greater skill for decoding words. They use

phonological strategies well and therefore find non-words and regular words easier
to read than exception words. "Chinese" readers on the other hand tend to rely on
word-specific associations; they treat regular and exception words alike,
show a regularity effect and find non-words problematic.

do not

Contrary to the notion

that the Phoenician-Chinese dimension is one of variation in style, Treiman (1984)
presented evidence that suggested that it was the better readers in her sample who
were likely to show "Phoenician-style" reading.
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Models of reading development such as those discussed in Chapter 1 (Marsh et al. ,
1980; Frith, 1985; Ehri, 1992) have tended not to take account of possible
individual differences in reading strategy. Rather, these developmental models all
suggest that there is a movement in strategy from alphabetic sequential decoding to
orthographic/hierarchical decoding at the later stages of development. They also
assume that at the very earliest stages in reading development the strategy is
visual/logographic.
It seems a reasonable step to equate the "Phoenician” style of reading from the
individual difference literature with the Sequential/Alphabetic decoding stage in the
developmental literature.

Likewise,

Hierarchical/Orthographic/Cipher

both the Visual/Logographic and the

Reading

strategies

from

the

developmental

literature can be equated with the "Chinese" style reading of the individual
differences literature.
If this equation is made, then monitoring children repeatedly over a period of time
should help to identify whether they do in fact show individual differences or show
adaptations in their style of reading as they become better readers.

If the

developmental description is a more veridical account of reading development then,
on tests used by Baron and Treiman to identify reading style, children should show
a shift over time from "Chinese" to "Phoenician" and back to "Chinese" style
reading, with better readers showing this progression at a faster rate than poorer
readers.
If on the other hand, the "Phoenician-Chinese" dimension reflects individual
differences then there should be no change in reading style over time.

More

specifically, the data presented by Treiman suggests that the better readers would be
likely to be "Phoenician," whereas the poorer readers would be likely to be
"Chinese".
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This first experiment was designed to differentiate between these two possible
views. The procedure was the same as used by Baron and Treiman. The subject
pool was to be tested on three separate occasions over a period of two years. This
enabled both developmental and individual differences analyses to be made. Thus,
subjects were all required to read matched sets of regular, exception and non-words.
At the same time as considering the reading strategies adopted to process words, it
is also of interest to consider what precisely it is about words which presents
problems to children. Clymer's (1963) work would suggest that, in English, once
decoding as a strategy is possible, the difficulty relates to the reading of vowels as
they are far less predictable than consonants.

Clymer lists 24 rules for the

pronunciation of vowels (so-called generalisations) with a mean number of
exceptions to these generalisations of 91.23 and a mean percentage utility of 55.77
(with a range of 0-98%). This means that if one were reading entirely by decoding,
there is only just over a 50-50 chance of getting the vowel sound correct. This can
be contrasted with his listing of only 10 generalisations for consonants, with a mean
number of exceptions of 3.9 and a mean percentage utility of 95.4 (with a range of
64-100%). Fowler, Liberman and Shankweiler (1977) had found that readers were
more accurate at reading consonants than vowels.

The corpus of words used by

Baron, in the main, involves spellings where the vowel spelling is the source of
ambiguity of pronunciation, but there are also a few words where the ambiguity lies
in the consonant pronunciation - e.g. orchid, corps, ballet.

If the developmental

view of reading strategies holds and orthographic skills develop after alphabetic
ones, then these words should remain problematic even after control over vowels
had been gained.

Indeed, the words where the source of ambiguity relates to

consonants could be said to be truly exception words. On the other hand, the words
where the source of ambiguity relates to the vowels are inconsistent words in
Glushko's terms (see p. 21).
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The data analysed by Baron and Treiman (1980) and Treiman (1984) related to
whether or not the target stimulus was read correctly. In addition, the tendency to
make sound preserving errors on exception words was considered important as this
reflected reading using phonology ( eg glove

> gloave).

However, much

valuable data about reading styles was not available because a complete error
analysis was not carried out.
Some researchers have used such analyses to supplement their findings. Coltheart,
Laxon, Keating and Pool (1986) found that the errors made by a group of 9 year
old children differed depending on the skill of the readers. Good readers tended to
make predominantly phonological errors and very few visual errors, average
readers made both visual and phonological errors and the main error type made for
the poor readers was visual.

The error pattern found was that which would be

predicted from both a developmental and an individual difference perspective, but
individual development over time was not investigated. Evidence that this might
be important comes from Stuart and Coltheart (1988), in a longitudinal study
which showed that the changing percentage of errors of different types was very
much related to the children's phonological awareness.
If the source of difficulty is at the level of the vowel, then the categorisation scheme
developed by Coltheart, Patterson and Marshall (1980) and used by Coltheart et al.
(1986) may need to be amended.

Stuart and Coltheart (1988) in analysing their

corpus of errors from younger readers found that the better readers were making
errors of the type whereby the produced item shared the first and last letter with the
target item.

With simple words this tends to mean that the subjects were able to

produce the correct consonant frame, but would fill in with a possible rather than
the actual vowel. The examples they gave related to words where the final letter is
a consonant.

A more useful way of conceptualizing such errors may be to

categorize them as Vowel Change errors. This is because words with silent "e"s
can be then be brought into the same category.
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The Phonological category of Coltheart et al. (1980) relates to a pronunciation of a
word which is acceptable given the English orthographic system, but wrong for the
particular word - e.g. FOUL read as FOAL by analogy with SOUL. However, if
the source of error is at the level of vowel pronunciation regardless of regularity,
then, if the errors are analysed with respect to their phonemic structure, there
should prove to be a corpus of errors which show a single change. Thus it could be
predicted that FOUL would also produce errors such as FAIL, FEEL, FALL,
FULL and FOOL - all words with the same consonant envelope but having a
different medial vowel.
If there is a valid developmental perspective relative to reading style, then the
pattern of errors should change over time.

If initial reading is logographic, one

would predict a high proportion of errors that are visually similar to the target item,
but also a fair spread of errors that share just a few or even simply the first letter.
Gradually, as children transfer into the alphabetic phase and gain insight into
grapheme-phoneme matching, the number of visual errors should decrease and the
number of errors containing just one vowel change should increase. However, as
control over the vowels becomes more stable then the number of "Vowel Change"
errors should begin to decrease relative to errors that are visual/phonological with
respect to exception words where the point of exception was at the level of the
consonant (e.g. orchid).
An alternative explanation would be that, with increased experience with words
over time, the connections between inputs and output would become more efficient.
Connections between consonant letters and the sounds they represent would be
formed earlier on in the learning process because they were less subject to
alternatives.

Thus, as the rule-like reading behaviour emerged through the

development of a network of connections, consonant errors would be more
infrequent than vowel errors.

This would not be the case with exception words

where the point of the exception was with the consonants.
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The experiment reported in this chapter required the children to read individually
presented matched regular words, exception words and non-words over three testing
periods separated by approximately twelve months.

Data obtained on the reading

accuracy for the three types of stimuli allowed performance to be analysed in the
light of both the developmental and the individual difference perspectives of reading
performance. Comparisons of the performance of each stimulus type at each testing
would allow more fine-grained analysis of the data. As in the Treiman analysis of
performance, Reading Style Indices (RSI) for each child at each point in testing
were also to be computed.

The RSI is computed from the non-word reading

accuracy and the number of sound preserving errors minus the exception word
reading accuracy. All the scores are converted to Z scores and the resulting figure
gives a measure of the extent to which a reader uses "Phoenician" or "Chinese"
strategies. A positive RSI indicates "Phoenician" style reading and a negative one
indicates "Chinese" style reading.
Finally, it was decided that a detailed error analysis would be carried out to enable a
more in-depth analysis of the children's performance. Since it has been suggested
above that the point of difficulty for the children in reading English words is the
representation of the vowel sounds, it was proposed that an analysis of the number
of errors that resulted from a single vowel change would be made and that these
would be compared with other types of errors.

A high proportion of visual and

non-sound-based errors within a large number of errors over all would suggest a
logographic reader or, "Chinese" style.

A shift towards producing more vowel

change errors, again within a high overall error rate would indicate the beginnings
of an alphabetic stage in reading, or weak "Phoenician" style.

A low error rate

with a greater number of sound based than visual errors would indicate a well
established alphabetic reader, or strong "Phoenician" style. A low error rate with a
greater number of visual errors rather than single vowel change errors would
indicate a movement into an orthographic strategy, or "Chinese" style.
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3.3 METHOD
3.3.1 SUBJECTS
Subjects were the 16 children who formed the cohort described in Chapter 2. They
were of mean age 8 years 3 months (range 8.00-8.08 years) on first testing, 9 years
4 months (range 9.01-9.09 years) in 1990 and 10 years 3 months (range 10.0010.08 years) in 1991.
3.3.2 STIMULUS MATERIALS
The stimulus materials were from the corpus developed by Treiman (1984). The
exception words tended to be more frequent than the regular words, but all were
taken from American Third and Fourth Grade readers by Treiman. Her original set
had comprised 96 items, but one exception word was eliminated due to accent
differences so its matched regular and non-word partners were also eliminated
giving a set of 93 items. They were presented singly on white card typed with a
jumbo lower case type face.

Examples of items are given in Table 3.1 with full

lists of items given in the Appendix B.

Regular
Words

Exception
W ords

Non -Words

foul
treated
gave

soul
created
have

noul
gleated
tave

Table to show Examples of Reading Test Items for Experim ent 1
Table 3.1
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3.3.3 PROCEDURE
The children were asked to read aloud the items which were to be presented to them
on cards.

Care was taken to ensure that each child understood that they would

encounter "made-up words" that had no meaning but which could be read aloud.
The presentation of the items followed the procedure used by Treiman, such that
groups of 10 (in one case 11) regular words were followed by the matched 10
exception words which were then followed by the matched 10 non-words.

The

children were instructed to read the items out aloud. They were encouraged to try
even if they did not know how the item sounded, but some did produce a number of
non-responses. It was not felt possible to force the children to respond if they were
not inclined so to do. The responses were noted down such that a phonemic record
could be kept of the errors. The children were tested three times using the same the
items in May, 1989, May/June 1990 and May 1991.

3.3.3.1 Scoring
The scoring procedure was the same on each testing.
A) The number of items correct for each type of stimulus was counted. This
gave an R score for regular words; an E score for exception words; an N
score for non-words.
B) In line with the procedure used by Treiman (1984) a Reading Style Index
(RSI) for each child for each year was computed.

The number of

exception words read with regular pronunciation was noted and compared
with the other errors made to these words in order to compile an S score:
the ratio of sound preserving to other errors for the E words. The N, E
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and S scores were converted to standard Z scores and the RSIs were
generated using the formula:
RSI = Z(N)-Z(E)+Z(S)
The higher the RSI, the more strongly "Phoenician " the child
C) The corpus of errors was analysed and categorized using an adaptation of
the Coltheart et al. (1980) error classification.

3.4 RESULTS
3.4.1 NUMBER CORRECT
The mean number of stimuli read correctly at each time of testing on the three
stimulus types is shown in Table 3.2.
A three way factor analysis of variance was carried out on the data: one between
subjects variable and two within subject repeated measures variables. The analysis
showed main effects of: Group (F(1,I4) = 19.22, p < 0.001), Stimulus Type
(F(2,28) = 7.16, p < 0 .0 1 ). Age (F(2,28) = 30.86, p < 0.001), an interaction
between Groups and Age (F(2,28) = 11.76, p < 0.001) and a significant three way
interaction between Groups, Stimulus Type and Age (F(4,56) = 3.87, p < 0.01).
This is illustrated in Figures 3.1A and 3. IB.
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Regular
Age 8
mean
sd
Age 9
mean
sd
Age 10
mean
sd

Good Readers
Exception
Non-word

Regular

Poor Readers
Exception

Non-word

24.13
5.14

22.50
4.38

26.13
5.77

11.13
5.96

10.88
5.96

10.00
6.85

26.63
3.07

24.38
2.88

27.25
2.61

18.63
7.33

15.50
4.57

16.75
7.99

29.00
2.39

25.63
1.608

26.63
3.25

21.75
5.12

18.50
5.21

21.75
7.50

Maximum score=3l

Table to show the mean num ber of items read correctly by each group for each
of the three stimulus types at each testing
Table 3.2

Planned comparisons enable interpretation of this signficant three-way interaction.
In 1989 when age 8 years the Good Readers showed a regularity effect with a non
word superiority effect (N > R : F(l,56)= 4.06, p < 0 .0 5 ; R > E : F (I,56)=8.01,
p < 0 .0 1 ; N > E : F (l,56) = 12.79, p < 0 .0 1 ).

The Poor Readers showed no such

effect; there was no difference in the number of items read correctly for the three
different types of stimuli (N =R : F(l,56) = 1.63, p > 0 .0 5 ; R = E : F(l,56)=0.07,
p > 0 .0 5 ; N = E : F(l,56) = 1.04, p> 0 .05).

On second testing in 1990 when age 9

years, the Good Readers were still showing the expected regularity effect, but this
time there was no difference in performance between the regular words and the non
words (N =R : F (l,56)= 0.04, p > 0 .0 5 ; R > E ; F (l,56)= 5.20, p < 0 .0 5 ; N > E :
F (l,56)= 5.87, p< 0 .0 5 ).
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Mean accuracy scores achieved when reading the three types of stimuli when
tested at age 8, 9 and 10 years - Good Readers

10 years
9 years
years

I

c

o

Figure 3. lA

Mean accuracy scores achieved when reading the three types of stimuli when
tested at age 8, 9 and 10 years - Poor Readers

10 years

Figure 3. IB
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At this point of time the Poor Readers showed the first signs of a regularity effect
(R > E :

F(l,56) = 13.68,

F(l,56) = 1.96, p > 0 .0 5 ).

p < 0 .0 1 ;

R>N:

F (l,56)= 5.29,

p < 0 .0 5 ;

N =E:

On third testing in 1991 when age 10 years, the Good

Readers still showed the regularity effect but this time there was a word superiority
effect (R > N : F (l,56)= 5.92, p < 0 .0 5; R > E : F(l,56) = 11.93, p < 0 .0 1 ; N = E :
F(l,56) = 1.04, p > 0 .0 5 ).

The Poor Readers showed the pattern that the Good

Readers had shown the year before with a strong regularity effect and improved
non-word reading (R > E :

F(l,56) = 11.03, p < 0 .0 1 ; N > E :

F (l,56) = 11.03,

p < 0 .0 1 ; R = E : F (l,5 6 )= 0 , p > 0.05)
In order to verify the two-way interaction between Groups and Year of Testing, a
post hoc analysis was carried out by computing improvement scores for each child
by subtracting each 1989 score from that obtained in 1991. The mean improvement
scores are given in Table 3.3.

Good Readers
mean
Poor Readers
mean

Regular

Exception

Non-words

4.87

3.62

0.75

10.63

7.62

13.00

Table to show the m ean improvement scores between 1989 and 1991
Table 3.3

This analysis showed that there was a significant difference in improvement with the
Poor Readers showing greater improvement than

the Good Readers (F(l,14) =

17.41, p < 0.001). This may be explained by the Good Readers approaching ceiling
performance.

Four of the Good Readers made no errors when reading regular

words on third testing, but they all made errors when reading exception and non
words.
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3.4.2 READING STYLE INDICES
Following the procedure used by Treiman(1984) a Reading Style Index (RSI) was
computed for each subject for each year. These are presented in Table 3.4 and
illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Age 8 years

Age 9 years

Age 10 years

Good Readers
mean
sd

0.98
0.91

0.14
0.94

0.48
0.94

Poor Readers
mean
sd

-0.80
0.72

-0.77
2.03

0.23
1.20

Table showing the mean reading style indices at each testing
Table 3.4

Mean Reading Style Indices at each testing

™ Good Readers
O Poor Readers

Figure 3.2
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A two way factor analysis of variance (1 between and 1 within) was carried out.
This showed that there was a significant difference in reading style between the
groups (F (l,14)= 5.91, p < 0 .0 5 ) but no change in style over time and no interaction
between groups and time. The Good Readers were always "Phoenician" whereas in
the first two years the Poor Readers were "Chinese"

in style. They appear to be

moving towards a "Phoenician" style reading on

the final testing.Planned

comparisons showed that the Good Readers showed no significant change in the
mean RSI score at each point in testing (89/90 - F (l,28)= 2.36, p > 0 .0 5 and 90/91
- F (l,28)= 0.40, p> 0 .0 5 ). However, though there was no difference in mean RSI
score for the Poor Readers between 1989 and 1990 (89/90 - F(l,28) =0.003,
p > 0 .0 5 ), there was a change between 1990 and 1991 (90/91 - F (l,28)=3.41,
p < 0 .0 5 ).

This indicated that the Poor Readers were beginning

to show

"Phoenician" style reading at the final testing.

3.4.3 ERROR CATEGORISATION
Because the level of absolute performance differed significantly between the two
groups, it was decided to treat the two sets of errors separately. The errors were all
classified according to whether they were the result of a single vowel change (VC)
or not ("Other" error) in terms of how they were pronounced. Examples of Vowel
change errors produced were DOME read as "Doom"; SEW read as "See" and
FOUL read as "Fool".

Examples of "Other" errors were TOWERS read as

"Trousers" and GLEATED read as "Grated".

A corpus of errors with their

classifications for an exemplar Good and Poor Reader is given in Appendix H. The
classification of errors in this way meant that the data points were not independent
and so an analysis of variance was not appropriate.
Table 3.5 presents the mean number of errors in each category made by the Good
Readers. The pattern that emerged was that the number of "Vowel Change" errors
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made to Regular word items was larger than "Other" errors on first two testings.
This would suggest that these children were able to make use of a decoding of
consonants strategy, but that they were less skilled at working out the correct vowel
sound.

By final testing this difference had disappeared, suggesting that their

alphabetic skills were becoming automatic. They made fewer Vowel Change errors
on reading the non-words, but the method of scoring meant that a regular or an
exception pronunciation was acceptable. There were always fewer Vowel Change
errors made when reading the exception words.

This can be interpreted as being

indicative of the development of an orthographic approach to these items.

Stimulus
Exception

Regular

Type
Non-word

E rro r
Type

Vowel change

Other

Vowel change

Other

Vowel change

Other

Age 8
Mean
sd

4.38
3.96

2.50
2.73

3.75
2.19

4.75
2.38

2.25
2.92

2.63
3.07

Age 9
Mean
sd

3.13
2.75

1.38
1.60

2.00
1.31

4.63
2.33

2.00
1.31

1.75
1.58

Age 10
Mean
sd

1.13
1.36

0.88
1.13

2.00
1.20

3.38
0.74

1.75
1.16

2.63
2.92

Table to show the mean number of errors in each error category made by the
Good Readers
Table 3.5
The pattern of the errors made by the Poor Readers was very different. This pattern
is illustrated with the table of mean errors presented in Table 3.6. The overall error
rate remained high each time the children were tested, though their performance did
improve over the period (see analysis in 3.2.2 above). The pattern of more "Other"
errors than VC errors in 1989 for all stimulus types within a context of a high
number of errors was predicted and suggests that the Poor Readers were operating
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with a Logographic strategy. In 1990 the number of VC errors relative to "Other"
errors increased for the regular words such that there was no difference between the
two types of errors; however the pattern did not change for the exception words and
non-words. By 1991 the number of VC errors relative to "Other" errors had also
increased for the non-words. This pattern was predicted to indicate that the readers
would be beginning to use an alphabetic strategy.

Stimulus
Exception

Regular
E rro r
Type

Type
Non-word

Vowel
change

Other

Vowel
change

Other

Vowel
change

Other

Age 8
Mean
sd

5.38
1.96

14.50
5.90

4.50
1.77

15.63
5.88

3.75
3.11

17.25
7.89

Age 9
Mean
sd

6.75
1.98

5.63
5.66

5.50
2.33

10.00
5.35

5.88
2.95

8.38
7.23

Age 10
Mean
sd

5.00
2.39

4.25
3.58

5.13
1.25

7.38
4.96

4.25
3.20

5.00
4.63

Table to show the mean number of errors in each error category made by the
Poor Readers
Table 3.6

3.5 DISCUSSION
The results and analysis of the numbers of stimuli read correctly show that the Good
Readers consistently showed a regularity effect, always being more accurate when
reading regular words than reading exception words.

This is what would be

predicted from an individual difference perspective, since it could be taken to
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indicate that the Good Readers were reading using a "Phoenician” style. The Poor
Readers, whose accuracy was significantly below that of the Good Readers, did not
show any regularity effect on first testing. This could be taken to indicate that they
were using a "Chinese" style. However, the pattern of change by the Poor Readers
is important.

On second testing they began to show a regularity effect, although

this only related to the reading of regular words and not to non-words. It could be
argued, therefore, that their decoding of words was assisted by meaning and was
less accurate when the items were meaningless letter strings. On third testing, the
pattern of performance by the Poor Readers mirrored that of the Good Readers, but
at a lower level. This suggests that they were beginning to use a decoding strategy
more effectively than at the previous point in testing.
Thus, reading by the Poor Readers in 1990 when aged 9 years might indicate the
beginnings of "Phoenician" style or to be an early, immature Alphabetic stage. By
1991 when aged 10 years this Alphabetic decoding skill appears to have developed
sufficiently to be used as a strategy for reading words. The data from the reading
style indices must also be taken into account. This analysis showed that the Good
Readers remained "Phoenician" in style throughout the period of testing. The Poor
Readers on the other hand followed the pattern that would be predicted from the
Frith model. They gradually moved from being strongly "Chinese" to being mildly
"Phoenician".

This confirms the analysis of the accuracy data, that the Poor

Readers were gradually changing from being Logographic in strategy to being
Alphabetic in strategy. Since the change in the performance of the Poor Readers is
precisely that which would be predicted from the Frith Model of reading
development, it can be argued, therefore, that a developmental account of reading
development whereby children gradually acquire new ways of dealing with words is
a more veridical description than one which postulates fixed differences in style.
Furthermore, the overall performance when reading the three sets of stimuli clearly
showed that there was a difference between the Good and Poor Readers.

The
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important interaction is the three way one between groups, stimulus type and time.
The Good Readers showed a consistent pattern of performance over the three
testings with just a marginal improvement. Initially they performed less well on the
exception words but performance on these improved such that it became as good as
for the non-word reading. In contrast the non-word reading did not improve over
time.

By the final testing regular word reading was approaching ceiling.

This

showed that the Good Readers were able to decode words successfully from the start
of the testing. Since their non-word reading was not perfect, but did not improve
over time, it must be concluded that they had reached a plateau and exception word
reading eventually was equal to non-word performance.
mirrored by the poorer group of readers.

This pattern was not

It can be seen from Table 3.3 that,

though they showed considerable improvement over time, on final testing, they still
had not reached the level of performance that the Good Readers reached on first
testing.

Initially, they showed no difference in performance on reading the three

types of stimuli.

Then on second testing, their reading of regular words had

improved considerably relative to the exception and the non-words. This suggests
that, since they eventually showed a regularity effect, they were able to make some
use of decoding strategies, but this only related to real word stimuli. Their
performance on non-words was equal to their performance on exception words. By
the time of the final testing, performance on regular and non-words was equivalent.
This suggests that they were well on the way to being able to use a decoding
strategy generatively in a way that they could not do twelve months earlier.
These results have to be considered in conjunction with the RSI data. As already
discussed, the Good Readers remained "Phoenician” throughout the period of the
testing.

The hypothesis that, by the third testing they should have begun to be

neutral with respect to the ends of the continuum, if not actually "Chinese", was not
supported by the data.

To this extent, the final transition into the orthographic

phase of development (Frith, 1985) was not observed.
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The RSI data for the Poor Readers, however, is very different.

These children

began as strongly "Chinese" readers on first testing, but then gradually moved along
the continuum to being weakly "Phoenician".

From the raw data, it could be

predicted that readers who show no regularity effect would be "Chinese" style
readers.

However, the performance on second testing is interesting because the

raw data suggests that they could use decoding, but did not have this as an
automatic strategy.

The RSI categorisation data bear this out.

They could use

decoding, but their preferred approach to words was still "Chinese". By the final
testing, they were showing "Phoenician" tendencies, but were still not as strongly
"Phoenician" as the Good Readers were on first testing which accounts for why they
were not yet producing the higher level of word reading accuracy.
The evidence from the Poor Reader group suggests that there was a shift in style of
reading which would be predicted by a developmental approach. They did appear
to show a change in strategy over time and this change was in line with the what
would be expected from the models of reading development suggested by Marsh et
at.. Frith and Ehri.
It was argued above that, because of the nature of English Orthography, gaining
control over vowel reading is more difficult and should take more time than gaining
control over consonants.

On first using decoding to access words, a plausible

strategy could be to decode the consonant frame and then fill in with a random
vowel. This would lead to the pronunciation of a real word on a high percentage of
occasions.

When reading words in context, there is the chance to double check

from word to meaning, but in isolation context cannot play a role, so children may
be likely to accept as correct misreadings of words.

Gradually, however, as the

decoding strategy begins to be more skilled, "sloppy" vowel pronunciation should
disappear and closer and closer approximations to the "true" word should occur.
The data from the error analysis enable an investigation of the approaches that the
groups were making to the stimuli in greater depth.
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A tentative examination of the corpus of errors made by the Good Readers supports
this view. Their initial reading of regular words produced significantly more Vowel
Change errors than "Other" errors. Over the three testings, control over the reading
of vowels increased.

Since this group of words is regular, it only requires that

control

production should become

over

vowel

stable

to produce

ceiling

performance. The breakthrough appeared to come between the 1990 and the 1991
testings and this may account for the increase in "Phoenician" style reading by this
group.

The pattern of reading of non-words is not as clear cut.

It should be

recalled that performance on the non-words by this group remained at a plateau
across the three testings and it can be seen from Table 3.5 that the pattern of equal
numbers of error types remains static, though the actual number of "Other" errors is
slightly higher in 1991. This may well be accounted for by the pull to meaning
which remained throughout the testing, even though the children had no problem
with understanding that the non-words were made up and had no meaning.
The pattern with exception words was somewhat different. The majority of these
words had their point of ambiguity at the level of the vowel, but there were just a
few more complex words where the point of ambiguity was at the level of the
consonant.

On reading the exception words, control over vowel pronunciation

increased slightly, but the remaining errors were régularisations of the consonants.
The pattern of errors produced by the Poor Readers was very different from that of
the Good Readers. The distribution of errors for all three stimulus types was the
same on first testing. There were many more "Other" errors than Vowel Change
errors. This was because they were unable to use a decoding strategy, but produced
visually similar errors.

Many of these were immature errors.

The fact that this

type of error perseverated to this age is compatible with the observations made by
Stuart and Coltheart of their poorer readers in Infant schools. On second testing,
the pattern of errors changed and they begin to produce a high number of Vowel
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Change errors on the regular words. They were beginning to be able to decode the
consonants, but still had difficulty with the vowels.
When these absolute numbers were converted to percentages of error types, the
balance of the errors made by the Poor Readers in 1991 when aged 10 years,
mirrored the proportions made by the Good Readers in 1989 when aged 8 years,
though in absolute terms, they were still making more errors. It must be concluded
that their lower reading ages can be accounted for by the slower acquisition of
strategies for dealing with words. The fact that the patterns of error changed for
both groups does suggest that a developmental account of reading strategies cannot
be discarded in favour of an individual differences account, but further evidence
needs to be obtained concerning the changes in reading strategies when reading in
context.
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CHAPTER 4

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF
CONTEXT ON NON-WORD AND WORD READING

4.1 EXPERIMENTS 2 AND 3
This chapter is a report of a longitudinal study of the effect of context on the
reading of a corpus of ambiguous non-words which had previously been read in
isolation.

The data are analysed with respect to the category of acceptable

pronunciations made by the children. A further study is reported where the children
were required to read a corpus of irregular words in sentence contexts which had
previously been read in isolation.

4.2 INTRODUCTION
Most of the words that children encounter occur in context. Thus, experiments that
focus on single word reading can only provide a limited view of the development of
reading strategies. The first experiment reported on in this chapter was designed to
investigate the effect that context has on the pronunciation of non-words.

In this

way it was hoped to study the interaction between the top-down skills and the
bottom-up skills in reading.

The second experiment was a replication of an

experiment conducted by Adams and Huggins (1985) designed to investigate the
development of orthographic processing by looking at the effect that context has on
the reading of irregular words of decreasing frequency.
The effect of context on reading has often been presented as a non-controversial
issue to be taken for granted. Goodman (1970) appeared to suggest that context was
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the major influence in reading. Top-down processing was said to drive the system
so that the reader used the graphic cues to form a perceptual image which was ''...partly what he (sic) sees and partly what he expects to see"
(Goodman, 1970, p. 307)
Hochberg (1970), also made a very strong claim for the place of context in
successful reading.

His claim was that readers were continually setting up

predictions about the overall meaning of a text so that new material was being
processed in the light of these predictions. In other words, reading was —
.. an active process involving the continual generation and testing
o f hypotheses. " (Hochberg, 1970, p. 85)
These accounts are not dissimilar to the account of context effects put forward by
Morton (1969).

He suggested that context could activate the logogens for a

particular word with the result that when a word was highly predictable within a
given context, there would be less visual information needed before the recognition
threshold was reached.

However, Morton's account related to adult readers who

already had mature decoding skills which can be potentiated by context.
Much of the experimental evidence about the effect of context on word reading
relates to the speed of word recognition, often with degraded stimuli (Schuberth and
Eimas, 1977; Forster, 1970; Forster and Olbrei, 1973).

The results of these

experiments suggest that bottom-up processes can be completed before the top-down
hypotheses come into play.

Mitchell (1982) suggests that top-down processing in

normal reading is restricted, therefore, to circumstances in which the normal
recognition processes are held up in some way. This is, of course, the case with
beginning readers whose word reading is slow and inefficient. At this stage it could
be that they have to use context. Under such circumstances, poorer readers might
rely more on context than better readers.
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Following this line of reasoning, Stanovich (1980) presented an "interactioncompensation” model of reading development.

In this model he suggested that

poorer (and younger) readers, who had limited word reading skills (bottom-up),
could compensate by paying greater attention to the top-down aspects of syntax and
semantics.

He argued that poorer readers therefore made greater use of context.

On the other hand, better readers who would have well developed, effective bottomup skills would have less need to use context and therefore show limited context
effects. Thus, Stanovich was arguing that poorer readers have a global strategy of
compensating for poor reading by using context. This does not mean that skilled
readers cannot use context, rather, they do not have to because they have already
progressed to more advanced automatic word reading. In contrast, Goodman's view
implies that context drives the whole reading process at all stages.
A further possibility is that good readers' knowledge and skills in relation to reading
and language are more elaborated than those of poorer readers and therefore they
can take greater advantage of context.

There is some experimental evidence in

support of this view (Perfetti and Roth, 1981), though it does not always relate to
young readers with developing skills (Meyer, Brandt and Bluth, 1980). There has
also been a great deal of rhetoric in support of this view - that good readers use topdown skills and therefore the teaching of reading should be top-down based
(Goodman, 1967 and Smith, 1973). Adams and Huggins (1985) suggested that the
subjective frequency of lexical items would determine the extent to which
developing readers could make use of context. This finding would appear to solve
the apparently conflicting evidence on contextual facilitation. They found that both
good readers and poor readers were able to make use of context, but for different
absolute levels of text difficulty. They argued that, for each individual child, words
fall into three categories - i) words which they know and which are read by direct
lexical access so they can be read in isolation; ii) words which cannot be read in
isolation, but which can be read in context; iii) words which cannot be read even
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with the support of context.

They found that words in the first category were of

higher frequency than words in the second category and that, in turn, words in the
second category were of higher frequency than words in the third category.

The

difference in performance between the good and poor readers related to the number
of words that they could read by direct lexical access.
One question that does not seem to have been addressed in the literature, is that of
the aspect of the word on which the context operates to facilitate recognition
accuracy.

Most of the literature seems to assume that the context will facilitate

word reading through supplying a semantic hypothesis . However, this cannot be the
whole story since this would lead to purely semantic errors of the form bread and
jam/bread and honey, with no necessary phonological similarity. However, it may
be the case that context can also operate to provide a framework for working out the
phonological aspects of unknown items. Pring and Snowling (1986) used a lexical
priming task to show that young children could be influenced by semantic context
when reading non-words. The reading of the pseudo-homophone nurce was faster
when preceded by a semantically related prime such as doctor, than if preceded
either by an unrelated prime like last or by a series of XXXX’s. This effect was
more marked in the children of lower reading ability, which is in line with the
predictions of Stanovich's model. They theorise that it is possible that children use
context to enhance their gradually improving decoding skills as "û means o f
teaching themselves to read” (Pring and Snowling, 1986, p. 406).
Another possible context effect may be in providing a context for using
visual/orthographic analogies.

This would be particularly useful in English for

reading items where the orthography leads to a number of possible phonological
realisations.

The use of analogy in reading has been demonstrated in adults by

Glushko (1979) and,certainly in the reading of regular non-words, it is difficult to
determine whether the subjects are reading by decoding strategies or by analogy.
Marsh et al. (1981) have suggested that reading using analogy is a late acquired
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Strategy, being built upon the ability to use decoding.

Goswami (1986), on the

other hand* claims that reading words by analogy is one of the earliest methods
available to children in tackling unknown words.

She found that young children

find the division of spoken words into onset and rime relatively easy. She therefore
argued that if they are sensitive to such units they may be able to capitalize on this
knowledge when they begin to read.
Though there are clearly difficulties with English orthography, as discussed in
Chapter 1, there are many examples of words that rhyme which also share the same
spelling pattern: e.g. bat, cat, fat, mat.

This does not just relate to regular,

transparent spellings. There are sets of words with the same spelling patterns which
do not have simple one-to-one letter-sound correspondences: e.g. light, fight, might,
right.

Goswami (1986) showed that children could work out the sound of an

unknown word which shared a similarly spelt rime: e.g. knowing beak could be
used as an analogy for working out peak.

She found that children as young as 5

years could show evidence of using analogies based on rimes. She also found that
the rime element was a more potent clue than the beginning of words. Contrary to
Goswami s hypothesis, Ehri (1992) argued that it is necessary for children to have
some degree of ability to decode words before they can use analogy.

Often the

group of words used for studying analogies will vary by only one consonant onset.
In order to read a new word correctly by analogy, it must be necessary to decode
that initial consonant. Nevertheless, reading by analogy is easier than reading via
grapheme-phoneme correspondences because it does not require that the component
results of decoding are blended into an acceptable form.
Experiment 1 (Chapter 3) required the children to read words and non-words
entirely by the bottom-up processes of either visual memory, decoding or analogy
for the words and decoding or analogy for the non-words, since no context was
supplied.

Experiment 2, reported in this chapter, used non-words as the target

items to be read, but they were read both in isolation and within pseudo-sentence
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frames. In this way, the extent to which bottom-up skills can be influenced by topdown processes to determine pronunciation could be studied, and the strategies of
decoding versus analogy reading could also be examined.

This experiment was

repeated after a year to enable changing patterns of performance to be studied.
Experiment 3 investigated context effects on the reading of irregular words using
the materials developed by Adams and Huggins. This enabled an investigation of
the influence of top-down skills on the reading of words which cannot be read
accurately using an alphabetic strategy alone.
It can be argued that, when non-words are placed in pseudo-sentence contexts,
skilled readers should be able to use semantic facilitation to prime the analogous
real word and then, having noticed the similarity between it and the target non
word, should read the non-word using a combination of lexical knowledge and
decoding strategies. Therefore, the degree to which the pronunciation of the non
words could be affected by context would depend on the subjective frequency of the
analogous real word, the ability to decode and the ability to use analogy. The Poor
Readers were known to be less proficient at decoding and therefore, in principle, if
Stanovich’s compensation hypothesis is correct, they should show a context effect.
However, if Adam’s subjective frequency explanation applies, then there would be a
limit to the context effect determined by the range of words they know. This would
mean that the Poor Readers would be expected to show only limited context
sensitivity when first tested. When they were re-tested they would be expected to
have enlarged their lexical knowledge and would begin to show a similar context
sensitivity to that of the Good Readers.

The Good Readers were known to be

proficient decoders and also to have more advanced lexical knowledge. This means
that they would be expected to show context sensitivity each time they were tested.
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4.3 EXPERIMENT 2: Reading non-words in isolation and in contexts
This experiment was designed to test the effect that context has on non-word
reading. The non-words used had at least two possible acceptable pronunciations.
Each item could be read either with a regular pronunciation by decoding (or by
analogy with a regular word), or with an exception pronunciation by analogy with
an exception word. The items were read singly, without context and subsequently
in pseudo-sentence frames designed to prime either a regular pronunciation or an
exception pronunciation.

It was predicted there would be more acceptable

pronunciations of non-words in context than in isolation.

Subjects who had

achieved at least an alphabetic stage of reading would be expected to produce more
regular pronunciations in the Regular Context condition than in the No Context
condition and in turn, if they had achieved an orthographic stage of processing, they
would be expected to produce fewest regular pronunciations in the Exception
Context condition. It was further predicted that there would be the greatest number
of exception pronunciation to non-words in the Exception Context condition.

4.4 METHOD
4.4.1 SUBJECTS
The subjects were the same 16 children who formed the cohort discussed in Chapter
2. They had an average age of 9 years 3 months (range 8.10 to 9.6) when first
tested and 10 years 3 months (range 9.10 to 10.6) when they were retested.

4.4.2 STIMULUS MATERIALS
The non-words that formed the corpus to be read were taken from those developed
by Kay and Marcel (1983). The rime element in each item could be correctly read
with at least two pronunciations, one of which was regular and one of which was
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exceptional. There were twelve rimes in all ( -aid, -ave, -ead, -eaf, -int, -ive, -col,
-ost, -oth, -ove, -ull, -ush).

For each rime there were three separate onsets,

producing a corpus of 36 non-words in all - three sets of twelve.
A set of sentences was developed to act as a context for the non-words. These
sentences were given to a group of children in the school year below the cohort at
the time of testing and found to be easy to read. Each sentence contained a real
word which differed from the non-word target by its onset letter only. The non
word was then inserted in the appropriate place to produce a pseudo-sentence. Half
the sentences had the target item in the first half of the sentence and half had the
target item at the end of the sentence.

Each riming element was placed into a

pseudo-sentence frame where the real word it replaced was a regular word and also
into a pseudo-sentence where the real word it replaced was an exception word.
Examples of the stimuli are given in Table 4.1 with the complete set in Appendix
C.

Foth my gloves are lost.
The girl did not hear because she was meaf.
I saw something fly by. It was a both.
The seaf fell from the tree.
The target items were not printed in bold for the experiment

Table to show examples of pseudo-sentence stimuli
Table 4.1
4.4.3 PROCEDURE
All the subjects were tested on one of the sets of twelve non-words without context
in March 1990. This was followed in June by them reading the other matched sets
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in contexts - 12 regular context pseudo-sentences and 12 exception context pseudo
sentences. The subjects were then retested on the No Context (NC) list in March
1991 and on the context pseudo-sentences in May 1991.

4.4.3.1 Scoring
The subjects' responses to the target non-words were recorded.

The number of

acceptable responses under each condition was recorded to give a total accuracy
score. In addition, the number of correct items with a regular pronunciation was
totalled to form a Regular Pronunciation score and the number of correct items with
exception pronunciation was totalled to form an Exception Pronunciation score.

4.4.4 RESULTS
4.4.4.1 Accuracy scores
Table 4.2 presents the mean number of acceptable responses when reading the non
word target items when the children were first tested age 9 years. A two way factor
analysis of variance (1 between and 1 within) with planned comparisons was carried
out on the data from the first testing.

This showed that there was a significant

difference between the groups (F (l,14)= 5.23, p < 0 .0 5 ), a significant context effect
(F(2,28)=4.93, p < 0 .0 1 ) and a significant interaction between groups and context
(F(2,28)=3.21, p < 0 .0 5 ). Comparisons of the means for each context revealed that
this was due to there being more acceptable pronunciations of the target items in the
Exception Context condition than in either the Regular or the No Context conditions
(NC < EC: q(3,28) = 4.30, NC = RC: q(2,28) = 1.19, RC < EC: q(2,28) =
3.11).

This was contrary to the hypothesis that there would be more acceptable

responses in both the Regular Context and the Exception Context conditions. The
interaction between the conditions and the groups was shown to be due to the Poor
Readers showing enhanced performance in the Exception Context condition.
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CONTEXT
No
Context
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

CONDITIONS
R egular
Context

Exception
Context

8.88
2.75

10.50
1.60

10.38
2.00

6.88
2.70

6.50
3.16

9.00
2.88

Table to show the mean number of acceptable responses made by the children
to the non-word targets in each condition when tested in 1990 (Age 9 years)
(Max = 12)

Table 4.2
When the data from the second testing (Table 4.3) were analysed by means of a two
way factor analysis of variance (1 between and 1 within) with planned comparisons
it was shown that the group difference was no longer observed (F(l,14) = 1.71,
p= 0.21) and there was no longer an interaction between groups and context
conditions (F(2,28)=0.89, p=0.82).

CONTEXT
No
Context
Good Readers
Mean
sd
P oor Readers
Mean
sd

CONDITIONS
Regular
Context

Exception
Context

9.63
2.07

11.88
0.35

11.63
0.52

8.38
2.56

10.75
3.15

10.13
1.46

Table to show the mean number of acceptable responses made by the children
to the non-word targets in each condition when tested in 1991 (Age 10 years)
(M « = 1 2 )

Table 4.3
There was, however a very strong context effect (F(2,28) = 13.57, p<0.0(X)l). The
Newman Keuls comparison showed that this was due to there being more acceptable
responses to the non-words in the two contexts than in isolation (NC < RC, q(3,28)
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= 6.90, NC < EC, q(2,28) = 5.69, RC = EC, q(2,28) = 1.21). This was in the
predicted direction.
The mean accuracy scores for each group at each testing are illustrated in Figure
4.1.

This shows the different pattern of performance made by the Poor Readers

when first tested.

Mean number of target items read with an acceptable pronunciation in each
condition

® No Context
O Regular
® Exception

Poor
Readers
age 9

Poor
Readers
age 10

Good
Readers
age 10

Figure 4.1

4.4.4.2 Regular Pronunciations
Table 4.4 shows the mean number of non-word targets read with a regular
pronunciation for each condition when the children were first tested.
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CONTEXT
No Context
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

CONDITIONS
R egular Context

Exception Context

7.25
2.19

9.13
1.25

5.63
1.77

4.88
2.64

5.00
2.88

4.00
2.27

Table to show the mean number of Non-word target items read with a regular
pronunciation when tested in 1990 (Age 9 years)
(Max = 12)

Table 4.4
These data were analysed by means of a two way factor analysis of variance (1
between and 1 within) with planned comparisons.

There was a significant

difference in performance between the two groups (F (l,14)= 9.91, p < 0 .0 1 ) and a
significant context effect (F(2,28)=5.33, p< 0.05). Comparisons of the means of
each condition revealed that there were significantly fewer regular pronunciations in
the Exception Context condition than in the Regular Context condition, but no
difference between the Regular and the No Context condition (EC < RC, q(3,28)
= 4.61, EC = NC, q(2,28) = 2.56, RC = NC, q(2,28) = 2.05).

Though the

interaction was not significant (F(2,28) = 1.73, p=0.19) the planned comparisons
showed that the pattern of performance was in the expected direction with the Good
Readers showing context sensitivity with more regular pronunciations in the Regular
Context condition than either of the other two conditions which were not
significantly different (RC > EC, F (l,2 8 )= 12.89, RC > NC, F (l,28)=3.72,
N C =EC, F (l,28)=2.74). The Poor Readers showed no context sensitivity at this
stage

(N C=RC,

F (l,28)= 0.01,

NC=EC,

F (l,28)= 0.81,

RC=EC,

F(l,28) = 1.05).

Table 4.5 shows the mean number of regular pronunciations on second testing.
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CONTEXT
No
Context
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

CONDITIONS
R egular Context

Exception
Context

8.12
2.53

10.25
0.89

5.63
2.20

6.50
2.62

7.88
3.31

5.13
2.23

Table to show the mean number of non-word target items read with a regular
pronunciation when re-tested in 1991 (Age 10 years)
(Max = 12)

Table 4.5
These data were again analysed by means of a two way factor analysis of variance
(1 between and 1 within) with planned comparisons. This showed that the pattern
of performance had changed.
groups

(F(l,14) = 1.95,

There was no significant difference between the

p=0.18)

but

a

highly

significant

context

effect

(F(2,28)=30.48, p < 0.0001). There was no interaction (F(2,28) = 1.99, p = 0 .I5 ).
The planned comparisons revealed that both groups were showing the same
predicted pattern of performance with more regular pronunciations in the regular
context condition than in the no context condition and fewer in the exception context
condition

(R O N C ,

q(2,28)=5.24,

N O EC,

q(2,28)=5.80,

ROEG,

q(3,28) = 11.04). The regular context had primed the regular pronunciation and the
exception context had suppressed it.

Figure 4.2 shows the mean number of non-word targets read with a regular
pronunciation at each time of testing.

The lack of a context effect in the Poor

Reader group when aged 9 years is clearly illustrated.
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Mean number of target items read with a regular pronunciation
in each context condition

■ No Context
O Regular
^ Exception

Good
Readers
age 10

Readers

Figure 4.2

4.4.4.3 Exception Pronunciations
Table 4.6 shows the mean number of non-word target items read with an exception
pronunciation on first testing. These data were analysed by means of a two way
factor analysis of v2U’iance (1 between and 1 within) with planned comparisons.
There was no difference between the groups (F(l,14)= 0.11, p=0.74); there was a
significant context effect

(F(2,28)=34.90,

p <0.0001)

and

no

interaction

(F(2,28)=0.16, p=0.85). The planned comparisons showed that there were more
exception pronunciations in the exception condition than in either of the other two
conditions

(E O R C ,

q(3,28) = 10.91,

EONC,

q(2,28)=9.38,

RC = NC,

q(2,28) = 1.53) and this pattern was the same for both groups.
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CONTEXT
No
Context
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

CONDITIONS
R egular
Context

Exception
Context

1.63
1.41

1.38
1.19

4.75
1.83

2.00
0.93

1.25
1.04

5.00
2.00

Table to show the mean number of Non-word target items read with an
exception pronunciation when tested in 1990 (Age 9 years)
(Max = 12)

Table 4.6

Table 4.7 shows the mean number of target items read with an exception
pronunciation when the children were re-tested. These data were again analysed by
means of a two way factor analysis of variance (1 between and 1 within) with
planned comparisons.

Again there was no difference between the groups

(F (l,14)= 0.08, p=0.78) but a strong context effect (F(2,28) =52.47, p < 0.0001).
Planned comparisons showed that there were more exception pronunciations in the
Exception

Context

condition

than

the

other

two

conditions

q(3,28) = 13.42, E O N C , q(2,28) = 11.44, RC=NC, q(2,28) = 1.98).

(E O R C ,
This time

there was also an interaction which revealed that though the Good Readers showed
the pattern E O R C = N C ( E O R C , F (l,28)=59.67, E O N C , F(l,28)=63.28,
RC=N C,

F (l,28)=0.91),

the

Poor

Readers

produced

more

exception

pronunciations in the Regular Context condition than in the No Context condition
( E O R C , F(l,28) = 14.04, E O N C , F (l,28)=30.42, R O N C , (F(l,28)=3.12).
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CONTEXT
No
Context
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

CONDITIONS
Regular
Context

Exception
Context

1.50
1.10

1.63
0.74

6.00
2.14

1.88
1.96

2^W
2.15

5.00
1.60

Table to show the mean number of Non-word target items read with an
exception pronunciation when re-tested in 1991 (Age 10 years)
(Max = 12)

Table 4.7
The mean number of non-words targets read with an exception pronunciation in
each condition is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Mean number of target items read with an exception pronunciation in each
condition

No Context
Regular
Exception
OJ

E

Poor
Readers
age 9

Readers

Good
Readers
age 9

Good
Readers
age 10

Figure 4.3
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4.5 DISCUSSION
The analysis of the data from the first testing showed that there was a strong context
effect in non-word reading with both groups being able to improve their accuracy
when the non-words were placed in pseudo-sentence contexts. However, this effect
was not as predicted. The planned comparisons showed that, though the trend was
in the predicted direction (more non-words being read acceptably in context than in
isolation), the main cause of the effect was the significantly greater number of
acceptable responses made by the Poor Readers in the Exception Context condition.
At this stage, their decoding skills were poor and reliance on them was liable to
produce errors in the Regular and No Context conditions. By the second testing,
the Poor Readers had improved their non-word reading so that they were as accurate
as the Good Readers in both no-context and context conditions.
Analysis of the regular and exception pronunciations enables the level of context
sensitivity to be examined. The two groups differed significantly in the number of
regular pronunciations of the target items that they produced when first tested.
These results are similar to those results reported in Experiment 1. However, it can
be seen from Figure 4.2 that the Good Readers initially showed more context
sensitivity and they benefited from the availability of the regular context as
indicated by the increased number of items with regular pronunciation.

This

suggests that context can potentiate decoding skills to produce enhanced word
reading. Though the Good Readers also showed context sensitivity in the Exception
Context condition, it should be noted that there was still a tendency to pronounce
nearly half of the items with a regular pronunciation.

The connections between

phonology and orthography are more consistent for regular words with the result
that regular pronunciations will tend to over-ride exception ones most of the time.
The Poor Readers on first testing showed no context effect in their production of
regular pronunciations. The earlier results from Experiment 1 showed that in 1990
they were only just beginning to show any real facility for using a decoding
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Strategy.

These results extend those findings to show that they were not able to

enhance performance by using context. It can be argued that their limited lexical
knowledge constrained their ability so to do.

By the second testing, the

performance of the Poor Readers had clearly changed and they had begun to show a
performance profile very similar to that of the Good Readers. Hence, by the second
testing (age 10 years) they had sufficiently flexible strategies to be influenced by
context.
The exception pronunciation data showed clearly that both groups could use context
to produce pronunciations by analogy with exception words. Both groups produced
more exception pronunciations to non-words in the Exception Condition context.
The Poor Readers at age 9 years were able to do this in the absence of proficient
decoding skills. This would suggest that they were able to use context to enhance
word reading when direct visual access to the word was possible.

4.6 EXPERIMENT 3: Reading irregular words in isolation and in context
Experiment 2 showed that the children were able to use context to enhance their
decoding skills.

The performance of the Good Readers suggested that they were

developing orthographic strategies.

The development of orthographic processing

requires the expansion of lexical knowledge. Such word specific knowledge is
important for satisfactory word reading.
This evidence is compatible with the solution that Adams and Huggins (1985)
presented to the conflicting evidence on contextual facilitation. They developed a
test requiring the reading of single irregular words first in isolation and then
followed by reading the same words placed at the ends of meaningful sentences.
The test consisted of a frequency graded list of 50 words with irregular spellingsound correspondences. The simple method of counting accuracy with and without
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context enabled them to measure the degree to which children at different ages and
with different abilities could use context to aid word reading.
Adams and Huggins found that, within individuals, reading performance showed
one of three characteristics. Firstly, there were some words that the children could
read quickly and accurately - they argued that these words were solidly represented
in the children's orthographic lexicon and could be accessed directly.

Reading of

these words was not enhanced by context. The number of words read in this first
category depended on the level of ability of the child. Secondly, there was a group
of about 5-10 words that the children would hesitate on and misread. Accuracy of
reading within this group of items could be improved by context.

Adams and

Huggins suggested that words in this group were in a transition stage - they had
partial representation which could be enhanced by context. Finally there was a tail
of low frequency words that were read incorrectly, generally using spelling-sound
correspondences, and the reading of these words could not be improved by context.
The length of the tail tended to be inversely related to the number of words read
correctly at the beginning of the list. They argued that the ability to read irregular
words correctly would depend on their subjective frequency. With the items used in
the test it might be argued that, as the subjective frequency of an item is increased,
so the item is more likely to be entered as an orthographic unit in the orthographic
lexicon. The more children are able to read irregular words with low frequency,
the more it can be argued that they are developing an orthographic strategy and
becoming advanced readers, free from the need to use alphabetic strategies.
The implication of this study is that both good and poor readers can make
differential use of context, depending on the degree of subjective difficulty of the
items.

Experiment 3 tested the prediction that the Poor Readers in this cohort

would have less developed lexical knowledge using the test of irregular word
reading developed by Adams and Huggins. It was expected that they would be able
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to take advantage of context and would do so from an earlier point in the test than
would the Good Readers.

4.7 METHOD
4.7.1 SUBJECTS
The subjects were the sixteen cohort children. They were of mean age 10 years 8
months (range 10.05 to 11.01) when asked to perform this task.

4.7.2 MATERIALS
The test developed by Adams and Huggins was printed on A4 size paper using
Times Roman 12 point print. The 50 single words were presented in two columns
and the words in context were printed in double spacing on separate sheets with
each sentence beginning on a new line. Table 4.8 presents the first three and the
last three sentences from the context list. The words underlined are the target items
which were of course not underlined for the children.

The ship sailed across the ocean.
Mary burned her finger on the iron.
The girls rowed the boat to the island.
He strummed a tune on his ukulele.
Her jacket and shoes were made of suede.
She wrote a letter to her fiance.

Table to show examples of the sentences for reading irregular
words in context
Table 4.8
The full test is given in Appendix D.
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The test items were all words with irregular spelling-sound correspondences. The
words were all of decreasing frequency and arranged from highest frequency at item
1 to lowest frequency at item 50.

4.7.3 PROCEDURE
Each child was tested individually. The children were asked to read the list of test
words presented singly. They were then asked to return to their class to carry on
with their set class task.

The single word reading task lasted approximately one

minute. The sixteen children were all tested in a 40 minute period. The children
were then asked to return to read the words in sentences. They returned in the same
order as they had been originally tested in order to control approximately for the
time between single word reading and context reading. Adams and Huggins gave
the children twenty minutes between testing.

All their children carried out a

standard control task in the intervening period. It was considered inappropriate here
to take up so much of the children's time through imposing activities when they
were engaged in class work.

In fact, all the children were engaged in either a

language assignment or a mathematics assignment which involved reading during
the interval between the first and second parts of the experiment.

They were not

told when they read the single words that they would have to read the words again
in context.
The words read were scored as either right or wrong and a percentage total correct
with and without context for each child was computed. The performance was also
broken down into percentage correct for each sequence of 10 items to investigate
frequency effects. Finally, the percentage improvement with context for each block
of five items was computed. These scoring procedures followed those reported by
Adams and Huggins.
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4.8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ability of the children to read the irregular words presented singly and with
context was expressed as percentage accuracy scores.

These mean percentage

accuracy scores are presented in Table 4.9

CONTEXT
No Context
Good Readers
mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

CONDITION
W ith Context

75.5
13.17

91.25
5.65

56.25
20.36

80.50
6.65

Table to show the mean percentage accuracy scores when reading the target
words in isolation and in context
Table 4.9
The data were analysed using a two factor way analysis of variance (1 between and
1 within). There were significant main effects of ability (F (l,14)= 7.22, p< 0.05)
with the Good Readers being more accurate than the Poor Readers, and context
(F(l,14)= 41.06, p < 0.0001) with accuracy greater when there was a context.
There was no interaction (F(l,14) = 1.94, p=0.18).

Figure 4.4 shows the

performance of the two different groups of children across blocks of ten words with
decreasing frequency.
There were significant correlations between word frequency and accuracy for each
group when reading the words both in isolation and in context (Good Readers isolation r= 0 .9 5 , p < 0 .0 1 , context r= 0.88, p < 0 .0 5 ; Poor Readers - isolation
r= 0 .9 5 , p < 0 .0 1 , context r= 0.89, p< 0.05). The pattern of performance from the
cohort appears to be similar to that of Grade 5 children in America.
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Mean percentage of words read correctly in isolation and with context relative
to word frequency

100

S

I

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

------------

■—

Good Readers with context
~ Good Readers words in isolation

-------------

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

♦—

Poor Readers with context
~ Poor Readers words in isolation

Blocks of 10 words of decreasing
frequency

Figure 4.4

Figure 4.5 shows the percentage improvement scores broken down into blocks of 10
words of decreasing frequency. These were derived by subtracting the percentage
number of words read without context from the percentage read with context. The
data are not smooth, but the pattern of the Poor Readers' performance appears to
show an inverted U shape with a peak of contextual improvement which coincides
with the drop in single word reading accuracy as shown in Figure 4.4. There was
no significant correlation between improvement and frequency (r= 0.61, p=0.28).
The Good Readers' improvement scores did not show an inverted U shape.
Considering that their word reading was so accurate, this was not predicted. They
were however showing an improvement with context at the end of the test where the
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low frequency "hard" words were. There was a significant correlation between
improvement and word frequency for this group (r=0.92, p< 0.05).

Mean percentage improvement when reading target words in context

50 T
I

40 -

I

^ 30
S

Good Readers

o;

~ Poor Readers

CO

gCJ
g
cu
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Blocks of 10 words of decreasing
frequency

Figure 4.5
Inspection of Figure 4.4 and 4.5 shows that the increase in contextual facilitation
for this group after 30 consecutive words coincides with the fall in accuracy on
single word reading.

Both groups, therefore, show the same effects as the

American readers. The results of this experiment extend those of Experiment 2 in
showing that the Good Readers were more accurate at reading the target items both
with and without context.
As discussed by Adams and Huggins, the pattern of performance provides an
answer to the question of apparent differences in context effects when reading.
The Poor Readers were able to make use of context at the point when they began to
read the items that were in what Adams and Huggins describe as being in a
transitional stage.

These items would tend to be regularized when read out of
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context. The enhancement of performance in context shows that the children were
able to augment their alphabetic skills with their top-down knowledge. This context
effect came into play earlier in the list than for the Good Readers because of their
weaker lexical knowledge. This meant that, for the Poor Readers, there was a tail
of words that could not be read even with context. These words were not even in a
transitional state. The Good Readers showed similar context effects, but to words
of much lower frequency. Their increasing lexical knowledge meant that there were
many more words that they could read without context.

4.9 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results of Experiments 2 and 3 showed that the Good Readers in the cohort
were already context sensitive when they were first tested at mean age 9 years.
They could use context to increase the number of non-words read with an exception
pronunciation when they were placed within an exception word context. However,
at this stage they had a strong tendency to use their good decoding skills and so
produced many regular pronunciations even in this Exception Condition.

When

tested at mean age 10 years, their alphabetic skills were highly developed.

In

addition, they could use word specific knowledge flexibly. The evidence from the
first testing reported in Experiment 2, showed that they could use context, but they
were beginning not to need it and the data from the Adams and Huggins test
confirmed this. Good Readers read "difficult” words of low frequency even without
context because they had developed extensive lexical knowledge. However, when
the words were of sufficiently low frequency that they had not developed lexical
representations for them, they were of course able to fall back on using context to
augment their reading.
In contrast. The Poor Readers were showing only limited context sensitivity when
they were age 9 years.

They only had limited alphabetic skills and lexical
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knowledge. By the second testing, when they were age 10 years, their performance
matched that of the Good Readers. Their alphabetic skills had improved and they
were now showing a robust context effect. However, even six months later when
tested on the Adams and Huggins test, their performance was significantly poorer
than that of the Good Readers.
In terms of the Frith model the Poor Readers were showing only limited alphabetic
skills at age 9 years.

They showed a certain degree of ability to make use of

context to produce an acceptable pronunciation, but this tended to be less sensitive
to the two types of context. They could be said not to benefit from context because
of their limited orthographic knowledge which in turn meant that they could not use
analysis by synthesis. By the time they were age 10 years, they were able to use
context successfully with stronger decoding skills and could be thought of as being
securely in an alphabetic stage. When tested on the Adams and Huggins test, they
were able to use their alphabetic skills, but they had limited lexical knowledge and
so, though they could use context, they were unable to read low frequency irregular
words successfully even in context. They could be considered to be just beginning
to use an orthographic strategy.
These experiments highlight the fact that, though single word reading accuracy is
important, top-down strategies can modify performance.
context can be used is limited by lexical knowledge.

The extent to which
However, in turn, the

development of lexical knowledge is itself compromised if alphabetic skills are
poor.

There is a problem in interpreting these present data in terms of Frith's

model because the children appear to be in both an alphabetic and an orthographic
stage simultaneously.

On first examination it might appear that a more

parsimonious explanation may be given by recourse to the class of connectionist
models. With these models, as discussed in Chapter 1, reading skill is seen as a
product of a system in which orthographic strings are connected to phonological
representations (inputs and outputs) with weights on the connections which encode
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knowledge.

Reading performance will be determined by the state of the system.

The more advanced, fluent, adult-like readers will have an elaborated system of
connections.

They will appear to have a large sight vocabulary due to the

knowledge that is encoded, but this will in turn enable them to show rule-like
behaviour when reading items of low frequency and non-words. The less advanced
the system, the more limited will be the sight vocabulary and rule-like behaviour
will also be less in evidence. However, the fact that the children were developing
their non-word reading ability cannot be accounted for within a connectionist
framework.

The children would appear to be perfecting processing within two

routes simultaneously.

Depending on the state of elaboration of the orthographic

lexicon, any specific items would be processed faster by one or other route.
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CHAPTERS

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIES USED IN LEXICAL AND
PHONOLOGICAL DECISIONS

5.1 EXPERIMENTS 4, 5 AND 6
This chapter is a report of longitudinal studies investigating performance on a
lexical decision task and a phonological decision task, both including pseudo
homophone stimuli. The data are analysed in terms of the children's accuracy and
speed of decision making. A further experiment is reported which was designed to
investigate the children's accuracy in detecting and correcting the presence of
anomalous words, non-words and pseudo-homophones in sentences.

5.2 INTRODUCTION
Lexical decision tasks require subjects to decide whether a string of letters
corresponds to a word - the correct response being thus "Yes''; or does not
correspond to a word - the correct response in this case being "M?".

The

characteristics of the word items can be varied along a number of dimensions - e.g.
frequency, regularity of spelling, concreteness, meaningfulness.

The non-word

items can also vary in their approximation to real words both in pronouncability and
orthographic similarity (Taft, 1982). A particularly interesting type of non-word is
the pseudo-homophone - e.g. brane. Pseudo-homophones are constructed to sound
like real words when grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules are applied, but they
do not of follow the conventional spellings of their real word homophonie partners.
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Rubenstein, Lewis and Rubenstein (1971), Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson and
Besner (1977), Gough and Cosky (1977) and Patterson and Marcel (1977) have all
presented evidence that skilled readers are slower to reject pseudo-homophones as
real words than they are to reject ordinary non-words. This effect is known as the
pseudo-homophone effect.

This pseudo-homophone effect has been taken as

evidence to provide support for the view that non-words are read by being
converted into a phonological representation via grapheme-phoneme conversion.
Rubenstein et al. accounted for the effect by suggesting that the reason it took
longer for skilled readers to reject BURD was because, after a match had been made
on the basis of phonology, a further spelling check was made which caused a
hiccough in the exhaustive search through the lexicon.

They suggested that the

exhaustive search for deciding on the lexical status of an ordinary non-word was not
held up by such a spell check and so the time needed to respond to such a stimulus
was less.

Coltheart et al. were also able to report a strong pseudo-homophone

^e c ty but did not find an increase in lexical decisions for real word homophones.
They suggested that, if lexical access results from a search process then such a
finding should have been observed.

They argued that a ”Yes” lexical decision is

based on the amount of excitation resulting from presentation of the stimulus,
whereas a "No” response is made by a variable cut-off procedure depending on the
visual similarity of the stimulus to a lexical entry. They also argued that there were
parallel processes involved so that both lexical and phonological information is used
to compute a decision. The pseudo-homophone effect suggests that, of the two types
of information, the lexical is faster.

The phonological, grapheme-phoneme

conversion route, though available to the skilled reader, only has to be used when
the visual route fails to find an entry. They were reporting on the performance of
skilled adult readers who were likely to have extensive lexical knowledge.
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There has been some criticism of the robustness of the pseudo-homophone effea.
Taft (1982) argued that the studies which reported the effect had not controlled for
the orthographic similarity between the pseudo-homophonic non-words and the nonpseudo-homophonic non-words.

However, Besner and Davelaar (1983) were

subsequently able to report that the pseudo-homophone effect remained when the
real word stimuli themselves were homophones. Treiman, Freyd and Baron (1983)
have shown that adults also show a pseudo-homophone fffect when they read
anomalous sentences containing real word homophones if they are given instructions
not to reduce their speed of processing. Humphreys and Evett (1985) suggest that
the pseudo-homophone effect are not really robust enough to support a non-lexical
route to the reading of non-words, but they do not deny the validity of using such
stimuli to investigate the possible strategies in reading.
Performance on lexical decision tasks involving pseudo-homophones and ordinary
non-words will be dependent upon individual differences in reading strategy.

It

could be argued, for example, that "decoders" will be disadvantaged if they use an
alphabetic strategy when making their lexical decisions.

In contrast, the subjects

who approach the task visually will find it easier to reject correctly the pseudo
homophones since they do not access phonology.
different if the developing reader is considered.

The position is somewhat

The varying explanations of the

pseudo-homophone effects observed with adult skilled readers pre-suppose extensive
lexical knowledge and an ability to access the orthographic lexicon with speed and
accuracy. This is not the case with developing readers. Their performance is likely
to be affected by limitations on their lexical knowledge and by the degree to which
their decoding skills have become efficient and automatized. Thus, in terms of the
model of reading development proposed by Frith (1985), it can be hypothesized that
neither the logographic readers nor the orthographic readers should show the
pseudo-homophone effect, but that the alphabetic readers with good decoding skills
should.
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Pring and Snowling (1986) showed that children were significantly faster at naming
pseudo-homophones than matched ordinary non-words and that this effect could be
enhanced if the pseudo-homophones were primed by words semantically related to
their real word homophone equivalent. They found that the effect was significantly
greater for the younger readers than the older readers. In their study all the readers
were reading at a level that would be expected given their ages; the younger readers
having a reading age of 8 years 2 months and the older ones 10 years 3 months.
The enhanced pseudo-homophone ^ e c t in the younger readers would be predicted if
they were reading with an alphabetic strategy and the reduced effect in the older
readers would be predicted if they were able to use an orthographic strategy.
A cross-sectional study by Johnston, Rugg and Scott (1988) using 7 and 8 year old
children who had been taught to read by a phonics approach showed a strong
pseudo-homophone effect in lexical decisions.
significantly) in an 11 year age group.

This was reduced (though not

They used this data to argue that young

children use phonological information in the early stages of learning to read. Then,
as they get older and more skilled, direct lexical access takes over as the dominant
strategy.

They confirm that their data is in line with behaviour that would be

predicted from Frith (1985).
The stimuli developed by Johnston et al. (1988) were carefully controlled for visual
similarity to words. The finding that the younger readers demonstrated a pseudo
homophone fffect suggests that this is a robust effect in such readers.

In a

subsequent paper, however, Johnston and Thompson (1989) showed that the
performance of 8 year old children in Britain and New Zealand differed on the
pseudo-homophone task. The British children, who had been taught by a phonics
approach, showed the pseudo-homophone effect.

In contrast, the New Zealand

children, who had been taught by a whole word approach, did not show the effect.
Johnston and Thompson argued that the use of pre-lexical phonological information,
leading to the pseudo-homophone effect, was the result of teaching strategies. To
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investigate this further they subsequently asked the children to make phonological
decisions as to whether the pseudo-homophones and non-pseudo-homophonic non
words sounded like real words. The British children were significantly better than
the New Zealand children at correctly identifying pseudo-homophones as sounding
like real words.
These two experiments present an interesting contrast.

The lexical decision task

was performed more accurately and speedily if the subjects were able to use a direct
orthographic route to word identification.

Coltheart et al. have argued that the

lexical decision task is the most suitable one for studying the access code during
reading.

On the other hand, the phonological decision task was performed

optimally when the subjects were able to match letter to sound and assemble a
phonological representation accurately and speedily.

It can be predicted that in

order to show fast accurate performance on both tasks, a subject must have access to
both strategies and to be able to use them strategically.
Mapping predicted performance on these two tasks onto the Frith (1985) model
leads to the following predicted pattern. Logographic readers should not show the
pseudo-homophone effect but their overall lexical decision performance should be
slow and inaccurate.

Their visual reading strategy should lead to chance level

performance when making a phonological decision. In contrast alphabetic readers
should show a strong pseudo-homophone effect when making a lexical decision and
also should be accurate when making a phonological decision. Developing into an
orthographic stage of reading can be conceived of as integrating a repertoire of
skills. Orthographic readers do not lose decoding skill when developing advanced
orthographic skills, rather they are able to switch strategies to use the optimal one to
suit the demands of different tasks.

Thus they should not show a pseudo

homophone effect, but they should be able to perform with accuracy and speed
when asked to do a phonological decision task. This pattern can be seen in Table
5.1.
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Reading stage

P se u d o -h o m o p h o n e

effect

in

the lexical decision task.
and

inaccurate

Accurate performance in the
phonological decision task.

Logographic

No - slow
performance

Alphabetic

Yes

Yes - accurate

Orthographic

No - fast accurate performance

Yes - both accurate and fast

No - chance level and slow

Table to show the predicted pattern of performance for lexical and
phonological decisions relative to the level of reading strategy achieved
Table 5.1
The first two experiments presented in this chapter used the procedures devised
Johnston and Thompson.

However, since the final testing was to be undertaken

when the children were 11 years, it was thought necessary to include a measure
speed of processing to obtain more sensitive measures of performance.

5.3 EXPERIMENT 4: Lexical decision task
5.3.1 METHOD
5.3.1.1 Subjects
The subjects were 14 of the cohort of children described in Chapter 2. Two of the
children form the main cohort, both girls, were excluded, one from each group,
bringing the total number of subjects down to 14. One of the Good Readers was
unable to produce a consistently loud enough voice to activate the throat microphone
reliably. One of the Poor Readers was simply too frightened of the procedure in
1990, although she successfully completed the task in 1992. They were of mean
age 9 years 5 months (range 9.02 to 9.10 years) in 1990 and 11 years 4 months
(range 11.01 to 11.09) in 1992.
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5.3.1.2 Materials
The stimulus items were those published by Johnston and Thompson. There were
20 pseudo-homophones, 20 ordinary non-words and 40 controlled filler words. The
pseudo-homophones and the non-words had been generated by Johnston, Rugg and
Scott according to criteria given in Taft (1982) to control for the orthographic
similarity of non-words to real words. Examples are given in Table 5.2 with the
full lists in Appendix E.

Pseudo-homophones

O rdinary Non-words

Real W ords

wotch
brode
shop
teech
brise
stab
_________ blud__________________ goan__________________ pant_________

Table to show examples of the stimuli used in the lexical decision task
Table 5.2
The corpus of items were stored on a programme devised by Nico Preston,
University College, London and enhanced by Chris Hopkins, Berkshire Schools
Advisory Service.

The items were displayed in the centre of a BBC computer

monitor using a simple Primary School print without serifs generated by MESUs
Prompt/Writer.

Each item was preceded by three stars which came up in the

middle of the screen as a warning that there was about to be a stimulus.

The

stimulus remained on the screen until the subject responded. A signal would occur
at the corner of the screen to indicate that a response had been recorded. This was
responded to by the author who would key in whether the response had been valid
and whether it was correct or incorrect. A non-valid response might occur if, for
example, the subject coughed during the trial, or if the subject's voice level dropped
and so did not trigger the response signal.

Stimuli which received non-valid

responses were automatically recycled in the programme.

Once a response had
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been validated and categorised the prompt would then reappear for the next trial.
All the items were presented in random order.
5.3.2 PROCEDURE
An Electronic Developments Voice Key was attached to the BBC user port. The
voice key was connected to a throat microphone.

On presentation of a stimulus

item, the programme would measure the time elapsing in msecs. before the subject
made a response.

The computer was programmed to store the reaction times to

each stimulus and also to record whether the response was correct or not.

Each

subject’s responses were stored separately and subsequently printed out.
The children were told that they were to wear the throat microphone to enable them
to talk to the computer. Apart from subject PI in 1990, all the children found this
an exciting idea. They were to perform a lexical decision task saying YES to all
real words and NO to all non-words. The task was explained very carefully with
examples being given on paper to make sure that they were aware of the nature of
the pseudo-homophones. Subsequently they carried out a practice trial on a set of
16 items. They were told that the first priority was to make the right decision if
they could, but to try and be as quick as possible.

5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The percentage of correct "A/b" responses to each non-word stimulus type at each
time of testing was calculated and the mean scores are presented in Table 5.3 and
illustrated in Figure 5.1.
These data were transformed using a square root transformation due to wide
variances and then analysed by means of a three way factor analysis of variance (1
between and 2 within).

This showed that there was no significant difference
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between the two groups (F(l,12)=3.48, p=0.09);

no significant difference in

accuracy to the two types of stimuli (F( 1,12) =0.00, p=0.99) but a significant
improvement over time (F(l,12)=7.26, p<0.05). There were no interactions.

STIMULUS
Pseudo-homophones
1990 - 9 years
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd
1992 - 11 years
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

TYPE
Non-words

83.57
21.74

83.57
19.52

71.43
18.42

72.14
16.55

95.00
5.77

94.29
9.32

85.71
7.87

87.14
7.56

T a b le to sh o w th e m e a n p e r c e n ta g e o f c o r re c tly re je c te d p s e u d o -h o m o p h o n e s
a n d n o n -w o rd s m a d e hy e a c h g r o u p a t e a c h tim e o f te s tin g

Table 5.3

M e a n p e r c e n ta g e a c c u r a c y s c o r e s w h e n m a k in g le x ic a l d e c is io n s
100

75

J
'.A*

O Pseudo-homophones

50

25

&
Good
Readers
age 9

Good
Readers
age 11

1
Poor
Readers
age 9

O Non-words

Poor
Readers
age 11

Figure 5.1
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Clearly, neither group showed a pseudo-homophone effect. The performance of the
Good Readers was approaching ceiling which may account for there being no
significant group effect although the performance of the Good Readers was higher
than the performance of the Poor Readers. This ceiling effect justified the decision
to collect speed as well as accuracy data.
Table 5.4 shows the mean accuracy data for correctly deciding that the real word
stimuli were words.

1990 - 9 years
90.60
5.85
80.81
13.38

Good Readers Mean
sd
Poor Readers Mean
sd

1992 - 11 years
94.76
20.55
92.10
5.25

Table to show the mean percentage accuracy of each group when making
lexical decisions about the real word stimuli
Table 5.4
These data were transformed and subjected to a two way factor analysis of variance
(1 between and 1 within). This showed that there was no significant group effect
(F (l,12)= 3.39,

p=0.09);

there was a significant improvement over time

(F (l,12)= 7.27, p < 0 .0 5 ) and no significant interaction (F (l,12)= 0.77, p=0.40).
The median response times to make a lexical decision were computed for each child
and the means of these medians are presented in Table 5.5. Because of the range in
the standard deviations, a square root transformation was performed on the data
before carrying out a three way factor analysis of variance (1 between and 2
within). This analysis confirmed the accuracy data. There was no significant group
effect (F (l,12)= 4.05, p=0.07).

There was no significant stimulus effect

(F (l,12)= 2.63, p=0.13); no decrease in response time over time (F (l,12)= 3.63,
p =0.081) and no significant interactions.
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STIMULUS
Pseudo-homophones
1990 - 9 years
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd
1992 - 11 years
Good Readers
Mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

TYPE
Non-words

1183.71
220.56

1182.14
257.97

1813.14
235.87

1920.14
201.67

1110.00
238.02

1087.14
201.12

1413.57
231.08

1613.43
203.45

Table to show the mean response times taken hy the groups to
reject correctly the two types of non-word stimuli at each time of
testing
Table 5.5

Table 5.6 shows the mean response times to accept correctly the real words. These
data were transformed and subjected to a two way factor analysis of variance (1
between and 1 within). This showed that there was no difference in speed between
the groups (F (l,12)= 2.68, p=0.13); a significant decrease in decision time over
time (F (l, 12) = 12.90, p < 0 .0 1 ) and no interaction (F (l,12)= 0.77, p=0.40).

Good Readers
sd
Poor Readers
sd

1990 - 9 years
976.29
146.23
1259.43
349.61

1992 - 11 years
893.57
200.79
1058.14
231.95

Table to show the mean response times for each group to accept correctly the
real word stimuli at each time of testing.
Table 5.6
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Thus the cohort did not show any evidence of a pseudo-homophone effect either in
their accuracy or their speed of decision making. This suggests that, for this task,
they were operating using a visual strategy.

The Good Readers did not increase

their speed of responding over time, but did improve their accuracy to ceiling which
suggests that the lack of a pseudo-homophone effect was reliable.

Since the data

from Chapters 3 and 4 provide evidence that this group were able to use an
assembled route to reading, these present data suggest that, when the task demands
mitigated decoding as the most effective strategy, they were able to use direct visual
access, indicating that they were beginning to be able to use an orthographic
strategy.
The Poor Readers were slightly less accurate than the Good Readers on both
testings, but they did increase their accuracy over the two year period and showed
faster response decision times to the ordinary non-words and the pseudo
homophones on second testing. They did not show a pseudo-homophone effect, but
interpretation of their results is more problematic than for the Good Readers group.
In 1990, when age 9 years, the Poor Reader group were only just beginning to show
an ability to use an assembled route to reading. Their ability to read non-words in
isolation was still poor (Chapter 3) and even when context was provided, their
ability to assemble the phonology of a non-word item was limited (Chapter 4). This
suggests that though the Poor Readers were not showing a pseudo-homophone effect
in 1990, it was because they were operating with a logographic strategy as
predicted. By 1992, when age 11 years, their accuracy was similar to the accuracy
of the Good Readers in 1990. A possible interpretation of their results is that they
were using a logographic strategy when first tested but on second testing they were
moving towards using an orthographic strategy.

It would be difficult to interpret

the near identical performance of this group in 1992 and the Good Readers in 1990
as the result of different strategies.

The decrease in response time to decide
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correctly about the lexical status of the real words is an indication of the
development of the children's lexical knowledge.
Table 5.7 presents a comparison of the accuracy data from the present study with
the data published by Johnston and Thompson (1989) and Johnston et al. (1988).
The table shows that the children from this present study were performing in a
similar way to the New Zealand children and not like the "British" children from
the two comparison studies.
Scottish children.

The "British" children, however, were in reality

The teaching instruction that these children had received was

phonic based. All the children were given instruction in letter patterns and making
the link from letter patterns to sounds of words, rather than in linking the sounds of
words to the letters, as was the case in the cohort school (Johnston, personal
communication). Johnston and Thompson argued that the difference in the pattern
of performance between the New Zealand children and the Scottish children was
related to the difference in teaching methods.

Certainly the teaching approach in

the cohort school was closer to the teaching methods in New Zealand.

Johnston e t a l. (1988)
Avg. IQ PR age 8
CA controls age 8
Avg. IQ PR age 11
CA controls age 11
Johnston &
Thompson (1989)
British sample age8
NZ age 8
Present study
PR 1990 age 9
GR 1990 age 9
PR 1992 age 11
GR 1992 age 11

Pseudo-homophones

Ordinary
Non-words

Words

67.8
74.7
78.0
89.3

78.80
86.50
86.0
93.1

79.2
91.0
92.8
95.6

69.3
78.4

81.8
81.7

95.1
88.0

71.4
83.6
85.7
95.0

72.1
83.6
87.1
94.3

81.8
91.1
92.5
95.0

Table comparing the data from the present study with that of
Johnston et al, (1988) and Johnston and Thompson (1989)
Table 5.7
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5.5 EXPERIMENT 5: Phonological decision task
5.5.1 METHOD
5.5.1.1 Subjects
The fourteen children who were able to perform the lexical decision task returned
to act as subjects for this experiment one week later.

5.5.1.2 Materials
The pseudo-homophones and non-words used in the lexical decision task were
entered into the reaction time programme and the equipment was organised as for
the lexical decision task.

5.5.1.3 Procedure
This task was carried out the week after the lexical decision task.

The children

were reminded of the previous task and told that all the real words had been
removed and that they were left with all the made-up words. They were told that
their task this time was to spot all the words that could sound like a real word but
had been spelled wrongly. They had to say ”Yes” if the non-word "sounded like a
real word" and"7Vb" if it did not sound like a real word.

They had a practice

session with 8 items where any problems were discussed and then they responded to
the 40 items, 20 pseudo-homophones and 20 ordinary non-words.

The response

times were again automatically recorded and stored in the programme and the
accuracy of each response was keyed in by the author.
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5.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 5.8 shows the percentage of each of the two stimulus type that were
categorized as sounding like a real word. These data are illustrated in Figure 5.2.
The data were analysed using a three way factor analysis of variance (1 between and
2 within) with planned comparisons. There was a strong effect of non-word type,
with pseudo-homophones being significantly more likely to be classified as sounding
like a real word than ordinary non-words (F (l,12)= 41.6, p< 0.001). There was no
main effect of time, but an interaction between stimulus type and time
(F (l,12)= 8.03, p< 0 .0 5 ). This showed that subjects differentiated between the two
types of stimuli more successfully on the second testing.

Planned comparisons

showed that the Poor Readers significantly increased the accuracy of their responses
to pseudo-homophones.

Table 5.8 shows that they were barely above chance in

categorizing the pseudo-homophone when tested in 1990.

Stimulus
Pseudo-homophone
1990 - 9 years
Good Readers Mean
sd
Poor Readers Mean
sd
1992 - 11 years
Good Readers Mean
sd
Poor Readers Mean
sd

Type
Non-word

72.86
16.29
56.43
13.14

32.86
20.99
37.14
20.99

76.43
8.52
74.29
12.39

22.14
16.55
37.86
15.24

Table to show the mean percentage of stimuli categorized as sounding like real
words by each group at each time of testing
Table 5.8
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M e a n p e r c e n ta g e o f p s e u d o -h o m o p h o n e s a n d n o n -w o rd s
c la ssifie d as " S o u n d in g lik e a r e a l w o r d "
100

* Pseudo-homophones
S

50

O Non-words

Good

Good
Readers
age II

Figure 5.2
A chi square test was carried out on the "Yes" and "No" responses. This gave a
value of chF (1 df)=0.91 which was not significant. Thus, when tested at age 9
years, these children were not able to discriminate between the two types of stimuli.
This is indicative of their poor decoding skills at this time. A chi square test carried
out on their responses on second testing gave a chF (1 df)=4.95, p < 0.025. By the
time they were 11 years old they had shown a considerable improvement and were
able to discriminate and make a phonological decision about the stimuli with
significantly greater accuracy.
The Good Readers were able to discriminate and make accurate phonological
judgements both times they were tested (chF (1 df)=4.95, p < 0.025 in 1990 and
ch F (l df) = 10.03, p < 0.002 in 1992)
The median response times were calculated for the correct phonological decisions
and the means of these are presented in Table 5.9.
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STIMULUS
Pseudo-homophone
1990 - 9 years
Good Readers Mean
sd
Poor Readers Mean
sd
1992 - 11 years
Good Readers Mean
sd
Poor Readers Mean
sd

TYPE
Non-word

1752.86
543.64
2416.86
1422.97

1835.29
670.55
2229.00
1666.31

1311.29
332.87
1926.00
1181.71

1764.57
753.37
2710.43
1635.99

Table to show the mean phonological decision response times made
by each group at each time of testing
Table 5.9
As with the lexical decision data, the range of the standard deviations was very wide
which necessitated performing a square root transformation in order to analyse the
data from the pseudo-homophone stimuli and from the non-word stimuli by means
of a two way factor analyses of variance (1 between and 1 within). There was no
difference between the two groups in their response times to decide that a pseudo
homophone sounded like a real word (F(l,12) = 1.53, p= 0.2); there was a main
developmental effect, with both groups making faster decisions when tested at age
11 years (F (l,12)= 6.60, p < 0.025); there was no interaction (F(l,12)= 0.02,
p=0.89). There were no significant effects when the response times to decide that
a non-word did not sound like a real word were analysed (Group factor:
F (l,12)= 0.90,

p=0.36;

Developmental

factor:

F (l,12)= 0.61,

p=0.45;

Interaction: F(l,12) = 1.40, p=0.25)
The results from this task suggest that, on first testing, the Poor Reader group were
unable to differentiate between the two types of non-words. This suggests that they
were unable to use an assembled, alphabetic strategy as a route to reading.
However, by the time they were tested two years later, they had improved their
decoding skills and were therefore able to use them to differentiate successfully
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between the two types of non-word stimuli on the basis of their phonology. Their
behaviour on the ordinary non-word items is interesting.

Inspection of their

behaviour in discriminating between the two types of non-word shows that by 11
years they were able to differentiate. This means that they could use an assembled,
alphabetic strategy, but the significantly longer response times to reject correctly
these ordinary non-words suggests that this strategy was still unrefined so they
adopted a conservative strategy of checking before rejecting. Their alphabetic skills
could not be characterised as automatic even at this stage.
The Good Readers, on the other hand, were able to discriminate successfully
between the two types of non-word stimuli on first testing. They showed a trend
towards a more accurate performance, as would be predicted if they had developed
a skilled decoding strategy which they could use selectively in response to
differential task demands.
Table 5.10 presents a comparison of the phonological decision data from this study
with that from Johnston and Thompson (1989).

STIMULUS
Pseudo-homophone

TYPE
Ordinary Non-word

Johnston &
Thom pson (1989)
Britain age 8
NZ age 8

74.1
61.7

31.5
46.9

Present study
Poor Readers age 9
Good Readers age 9
Poor Readers age 11
Good Readers age 11

56.4
72.9
74.3
76.4

37.1
32.9
37.9
22.1

Table showing a comparison of the data from this study with that of Johnston
and Thompson (1989)
Table 5.10
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It can be seen that in 1990, the Poor Readers were showing a pattern of
performance closest to that of the New Zealand children and the Good Readers were
performing like the Scottish (British) children. By 1992, both cohort groups were
showing a pattern of performance like Johnston and Thompson’s Scottish children.
The question raised by Johnston and Thompson regarding the effects of teaching
methods on children’s reading strategies needs to be addressed. They argued that
the phonics teaching received by the Scottish children facilitated their decoding
skills at the early stages. The whole word teaching received by the New Zealand
children, they argue, lead to them having less facility with accessing the phonology
by an assembled route, but greater facility with an addressed route. The data from
this study suggests that the effects of teaching are more complex than this.

The

Poor Readers and the Good Readers in this cohort had all received the same overall
type of reading instruction, but they performed differently.

The Good Readers,

who had developed efficient decoding skills, were flexible enough to switch to
orthographic encoding when the task demands required it. This must be seen as the
aim of developing reading strategies - to have sufficient skill to access the internal
lexicon by whichever route is fastest and most accurate. The results presented here
suggest that the Good Readers were beginning to develop this level of flexibility.
The Poor Readers, on the other hand, showed a pattern of performance much like
that of the New Zealand children when they were tested at 9 years. However, even
they were beginning to show the development of a flexible approach to a task by 11
years, although they were of course still less skilled overall than the Good Readers.
Taking the results from Experiments 4 and 5 together the performance of the Good
Readers at age 9 years showed that they could use a visual strategy for the lexical
decision task and an alphabetic strategy for the phonological decision task. After
two years their performance became faster and more accurate but the pattern did not
change.

It can be argued that they were beginning to develop an orthographic
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Strategy in 1990, and becoming increasingly sophisticated about switching strategies
to suit the task demands.

On first testing the Poor Reader group showed no pseudo-homophone ^ e c t and
chance performance on the phonological decision task. This pattern is that which
was predicted for logographic readers in Table 5.1. The combined results indicate
that this group were using a logographic strategy only. Though the visual strategy
is more effective for the lexical decision task, their performance on the phonological
decision task indicated that they were unable to change strategy to suit different task
demands.

On second testing this group were still showing no pseudo-homophone

effect, but they had improved their accuracy and speed of lexical decision. Their
performance on the phonological decision task showed that they were able to use an
alphabetic strategy.

Taken together these results suggest that the children were

showing an ability to switch strategies depending on the task demands.

5.7 EXPERIMENT 6: Lexical anomaly detection task
5.7.1 INTRODUCTION
The data presented from Experiments 4 and 5 suggest that this cohort of children
did not show the pseudo-homophone effect in lexical decisions. Thus, it was argued
that, by age 11 years, both groups showed evidence of moving into an orthographic
phase. The phonological decision task confirmed, in line with other evidence, that
they were able to make used of assembled phonological strategies with the Good
Readers still showing overall better performance.

It seemed, therefore that they

were beginning to develop the generative flexibility that they needed in order to
become skilled word readers. There is, however, a question to be raised about the
task demands related to the lexical and phonological decision tasks, since reading in
context was not incorporated into the task. Clearly the lexical decision task leads to
optimal performance if a visual strategy is used and the phonological decision task
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leads to optimal performance if a phonological strategy is used.

It can be argued

that it would be a sign of advanced reading skill if the children were developing
sufficient control over their processing to enable them to switch to the most efficient
processing given any specific task.
A strong test of the use of an orthographic strategy in reading is performance on
homophone anomaly detection tasks. Doctor and Coltheart (1980) reported on such
a task whereby the children had to decide whether a printed sequence made a
meaningful sentence or not.

Some of the meaningless sentences contained words

which were incorrect, but which were homophonie with a correct and meaningful
item (e.g. He ran threw the street.).

Such "sentences" tended to produce a high

error rate and they concluded that the children were making use of an assembled
route to the phonology of the items. In Frith's terms they were using an alphabetic
strategy. Coltheart, Laxon, Rickard and Elton (1988) pointed out that Doctor and
Coltheart

had

tended

to

use

correspondences (e.g. by, buy).

homophones

with

regular

spelling-to-sound

They devised a set of stimuli for a homophonie

anomaly detection task where the anomalous homophonie items all had irregular
spelling-to-sound correspondences (e.g. bear, bare).
If anomalous homophones are difficult to reject in such contexts, then the children
have been accessing the phonology after they had identified the word by an
addressed route. The irregular spelling-to-sound correspondence of the target items
would have lead to incorrect phonology if a decoded - assembled- route to accessing
the phonology had been used.

This meant that the homophones would not have

been difficult to reject. If the children were using a direct access strategy and then
using this address to access the phonology, then there would have been difficulty in
rejecting the anomalous homophones. That is, they could be said to be using an
orthographic strategy.
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Coltheart et al. (1988) reported that at all ages (8-11 years) and abilities, children
found it difficult to reject the anomalous, irregular homophones.

These results

suggested that they were accessing phonology post-lexically. They did, however,
also find a homophone effect with the non-word items which suggested that
assembled phonology could also be used.

They argued that by age 8 years the

children were using both assembled and addressed phonology when reading for
meaning. This meant that by reading age 8, the processes underlying reading for
meaning were qualitatively but not necessarily quantitatively similar to adult skilled
readers. A further paper by Coltheart and Laxon (1990) using a similar procedure
found that children as young as 7 years could use assembled phonology when
accessing meaning. They suggested that there is a gradual shift from the use of an
assembled route (alphabetic strategy) to the use of an addressed route (orthographic
strategy); phonology first being accessed pre-lexically and then post-lexically.
Since the children in their study were showing an ability to read prior to age 7 (the
age at which they suggested that assembled phonology could be used), by default
they were implying that there would be a logographic stage before an alphabetic
stage was reached.
The data presented in Chapters 3 and 4 suggest that, though many of the children
could use an assembled route by age 7 years, not all (even with a knowledge of
letters and letter sounds) would be able to apply this knowledge to the process of
reading.

The stimuli used by Coltheart and Laxon provided a suitable task for

further assessing orthographic reading in the cohort. Such a task would complement
the tasks used in Experiments 4 and 5, since it would provide a opportunity for
studying strategic use in context. However, it was considered that a stronger test of
orthographic knowledge would be provided if the children were asked, not just to
detect the anomalies, but also to the correct them. Frith (1985) argued that the final
phase in developing adult-like literacy skills is when children can use orthographic
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skills in both reading and spelling. The ability to produce the correct spelling for an
irregular homophone can be regarded as a high order orthographic skill.

5.7.2 METHOD
5.7.2.1 Subjects
The subjects were the cohort of children discussed in Chapter 2.

At the time of

testing their mean age was 11 years 5 months (range 11.02 - 11.10).

5.7.2.2 Materials
The set of 64 sentences published in Coltheart and Laxon (1990) were randomised
and collated into 16 booklets each with a unique order (see Appendix F).

The

sentences had been generated such that 32 were control sentences with acceptable
meanings and 32 were unacceptable sentences containing an anomalous target item.
Eight of the unacceptable sentences contained a target word which was homophonie
with the correct word; 8 contained visually similar anomalous words which also
appeared in the control sentences; 8 contained non-words which were homophonie
with the acceptable word; 8 contained ordinary non-words which were visually
similar to the correct target word.
Table 5.11 gives an example of each of the 4 types of unacceptable sentences with
their acceptable controls.

Unacceptable
She wood like to go
He word not come home
She may noe the girl
I'm too waik to run

Acceptable
The table is made of wood
She did not say a word
They know the girl
They wake up at seven

Table to show examples of the acceptable and unacceptable sentences used in
the lexical anomaly detection task
Table 5.11
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The correct item matched to the pseudo-homophone was always itself homophonie
with another real word.

This was an important dimension since Besner and

Davelaar (1983) have shown that the pseudo-homophone effect was robust in adults
when the pseudo-homophones were paired with real word homophones.

The

stimulus set therefore contained 32 acceptable sentences and 32 unacceptable ones;
sixteen of the unacceptable ones sounded correct.
The instructions to the children were that they were to act like a teacher; to tick all
the sentences that were correct and to put a cross against the ones that were wrong.
They had to circle the incorrect words and to write in the correct word. They were
asked to read very carefully and told informally that they should not rush the work.
They were also asked to read silently. None of the children were able to carry out
this last instruction. They tended to start silently and then gradually begin to read
aloud.

They were periodically reminded that the task should be silent.

They all

enjoyed the task and found it amusing, but could not suppress the speech re-coding,
partly because of their enjoyment.

All the children performed the task on their

own.
5.7.2.3 Scoring
The booklets were scored to give the following data sets;
1) An anomaly detection score where the number of anomalous items in
each category were totalled;
2) An anomaly detection and correction score. Performance was only
counted correct for this score if a detected anomalous item was also
appropriately corrected.
3) The anomaly detection and correction score was subtracted from the
simple anomaly detection score to give a measure of the number of items
which were detected but not corrected.
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4) The number of false positives.
5) An analysis of the spelling errors

5.8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 5.12 shows the mean percentage of anomalous items detected in the
unacceptable sentences by each group. The data were analysed by means of a three
way factor analysis of variance (1 between and 2 within) with planned comparisons.
This

showed

that

there

was

(F (l,14)= 2.35, p = 0 .l5 ).

no

overall

difference

between

the

groups

There was a main effect of phonology with the

anomalous word targets that sounded correct being less likely to be detected
(F(l,14)= 32.63, p<0.001).

Category of
anomalous
sentence

Good Readers
mean
sd
Poor Readers
Mean
sd

With

Words

With

Non-words

Sounds right

Sounds wrong

Sounds right

Sounds wrong

59.37
14.56

89.06
12.38

98.44
4.42

98.44
4.42

53.12
16.02

81.25
18.76

90.62
14.56

89.04
14.08

Table to show the mean percentage of anomalous target items detected in
unacceptable sentences by both groups
Table 5.12
There was a main effect of lexical status with the real word anomalies being less
likely to be detected than the non-words (F (l, 14)=53.62, p < 0.0001).
significant

interaction

between

sound

and

lexical

status

The

(F(l,14)=42.47,

p < 0.0001) showed that the homophone effect was only present in the detection of
anomalous real word homophones (e.g. there were more errors in detecting wood
for would than word for wood) and there was no effect of sound when detecting
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non-word anomalies (e.g. there was no difference between detecting noe for know
and waik for weak).
The results of this analysis indicate that both groups of children found it more
difficult to detect anomalous items when they were real word homophones. They
also found it more difficult in general to detect real word anomalies. These data are
therefore similar in this respect to the data reported by Coltheart et al. (1988) and
Coltheart and Laxon (1990). The results suggest that the children were able to use
an addressed route to phonology.

The difficulty in rejecting the anomalous real

word homophones was an indication that they must have accessed the phonology
post-lexically since they were all irregular words whose phonology code not have
been accessed by a simple alphabetic decoding strategy.
However, unlike the children tested by Coltheart and Laxon, these children were
equally good at detecting both types of anomalous non-words. The question arises
about the likely strategies they were using to detect these items. From the data it is
not possible to say whether they were rejecting the items on the basis of their lexical
knowledge alone without further access to phonology.

However, the observation

that the children did not suppress speech reprocessing is an indication that they must
have been using an assembled route for working out a plausible phonology. This
would indicate that they could use both addressed and assembled routes and were
therefore progressing to adult-like reading with a repertoire of skills. The lack of a
homophone effect with the two types of non-word stimuli indicates that both groups
had consolidated their orthographic skills to a greater extent than the younger
children reported by Coltheart and Laxon or even the poorer 11 year olds reported
by Coltheart et al..
Table 5.13 shows the mean percentage of anomalous items that the children could
both detect and correct for each type of unacceptable sentence.

These data were

also analysed by means of a three way factor analysis of variance (1 between and 2
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within). When spelling was a requirement, there was a difference observed between
the groups with the Good Readers performing consistently better than the Poor
Readers (F (l, 14)=6.99, p < 0,05).

With

Category of
anomalous
sentence
Good Readers
mean
sd
Poor Readers
mean
sd

Words

With

Non-words

Sounds right

Sounds wrong

Sounds right

Sounds wrong

48.44
21.59

54.69
19.97

85.93
10.43

95.31
9.3

32.81
9.30

26.56
18.22

67.18
24.94

86.37
21.91

Table to show the percentage of anomalous target items that the children could
both detect and correct.
Table 5.13
There was again a main effect of sound (F (l,14)= 5.70, p < 0.05) and lexical status
(F (l, 14) = 10.95, p < 0.0001).

There was also an interaction between these two

factors (F (l,14)= 5.45, p< 0 .0 5 ). When spelling was taken into account, there was
no effect of sound on performance for real word anomalies, but there was for non
words: e.g. though noe was just as likely to be detected as waik, it was less likely to
be corrected.
Thus, under this scoring procedure, a different pattern of performance was
observed.

The Good Readers were significantly better spellers than the Poor

Readers, but both groups showed the same pattern. They found it more difficult to
provide a correction for a pseudo-homophone than for an ordinary non-word.
There was still however a strong lexical effect with real words being more
problematic than non-words. Having detected the anomalous non-word, they were
then able to generate a plausible alternative in the condition where the anomalous
item did not sound correct because there would be less likely to be conflicting
information from their lexical knowledge. When there was a pseudo-homophone.
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though performance was still high, they were less able to produce the correction,
suggesting that these stimuli caused difficulty in deciding upon the appropriate
spelling. The pseudo-homophones were, of course, able to be read by letter-sound
correspondences, but the appropriate real word could only be spelt using an
orthographic strategy.
There was no effect of sound in detecting and correcting the real word anomalous
targets, but a comparison of Tables 5.12 and 5.13 shows that this could have been
due to the lack of ability to correct anomalous ordinary words that had been
corrected.

This could be assessed by the analysis of the scores relating to the

number of items that had been detected, but not corrected.
Table 5.14 shows the mean number of items that were not corrected after having
been detected as being anomalous. These data were analysed by means of a three
way factor analysis of variance (1 between and 2 within). This showed that there
was a significant group effect with the Poor Readers having greater difficulty in
producing a correctly spelt alternative to items that they had detected as being
anomalous (F (l, 140= 15.06, p< 0 .0 1 ). Though there were significant main effects
of sound (F (l, 14) = 11.74, p< 0 .0 1 ) - with targets that sounded correct being more
easily correct - and lexical status (F (l, 14)=33.53, p < 0.0001) - with non-words
being more easily corrected than real words, these effects have to be considered in
the light of the interactions.
There

was

a

significant

interaction

between

sound

and

lexical

status

(F(l,14)= 79.24, p < 0.0001) and a significant three way interaction between these
two factors and the groups (F (l,14)= 5.49, p< 0 .0 5 ).

The two way interaction

means that the children were more likely to correct the real word homophones than
the other real words, but more likely to correct the ordinary non-words than the
pseudo-homophones.
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Category of
anomalous
sentence
Good Readers
mean
s.d.
Poor Readers
mean
s.d.

With

Words

With

Non-words

Sounds right

Sounds wrong

Sounds right

Sounds wrong

0.88
0.83

2.75
0.93

1.00
0.92

0.25
0.13

1.63
0.39

4.63
0.46

1.88
0.52

0.38
0.74

Table to show the mean number of targets that were not corrected after having
been detected as being anomalous
Table 5.14
The three way interaction was caused by this effect being particularly marked for
the Poor Readers who found it difficult to generate a correction for the real words
that they had detected as being anomalous. This interaction is illustrated in Figure
5.3. The results from this analysis highlight the particular problem that the children
had with the non-homophonic real word anomalies. The children did not find these
difficult to identify as being anomalous, but they were far less able to generate a
plausible alternative word for them.

This suggests that there was a semantic

interference effect from the presence of a word that was likely to be represented in
the lexicon. This must have been a lexical effect because it did not occur when the
anomalous item was a non-word or a pseudo-homophone. This lexical interference
effect was particularly marked for the Poor Readers which indicates that they have
less elaborated lexical knowledge.
The mean percentage of errors on acceptable sentences was 1.56 percent for the
Good Readers and 2.77 percent for the Poor Readers.

The error rate for these

sentences was so low that statistical analysis was not appropriate.

The corpus of

errors is presented in Table 5.15.
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Mean number of anomalous items that were detected but not successfully
corrected by each group.

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
I
0.5
0

□ Good Readers
□ Poor Readers

QJ

C

o

Figure 5.3
"Correction"

Subject
05

Word Circled
earn

b ieb le

07

bible
prays

08
PI

down
were

no alternative given
way

know
wake

knew
woke

earn
wait
there

no alternative given

table
earn
prays

tabu l

P2
P3

P4

PS

pretty
none
wait
prays

an d

no alternative given

w a ited
th eir

earn ed
p re a r
p re a lty

no alternative given
w ant

no alternative given

a control word
not a control word
not a control word but
homophonie with p ra ise
not a control word
not a control word, non
standard syntactic change
control word, tense change
not a control word, tense
change
control word
control word, tense change
not a control word but
homophonie
not a control word
control word, tense change
not a control word, but
homophonie with p ra ise
not a control word
control word
control word
not a control word, but
homophonie with p ra ise

Table to show the inappropriate "corrections" made to acceptable sentences
made by each subject
Table 5.15
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An analysis of the errors made when ’’correcting" anomalies was also carried out.
The number of errors was small so the analysis has to be treated with caution. The
mean number of errors made by the Good Readers was 2.38 (sd 2.50) and by the
Poor Readers was 3.66 (sd 2.32).

There was no significant difference between

these two means (t(14) = 1.03, p=0.32).

This small corpus of errors was then

classified. The full corpus of errors is presented in Appendix I.
The initial classification was related to the lexical status of the error:
A) Non-word errors - this type of error occurred when a child
produced a non-word substitute - e.g. week for weak; cout for
caught..
B) Anomalous Real W ord errors - this type of error occurred when
the substituted word was a real word but lead to an anomaly - e.g.
flow iox flew; throw for threw.
C) W rong Homophone errors - this type of error occurred when a
child produced the incorrect word from a pair of homophones - e.g.
week for weak; none for nun.
The distribution of the errors in each of the above categories for each group is given
in Table 5.16

No of errors

Good Readers

19

Poor Readers

29

LEXICAL
Non-word
(percentages
in brackets)
9
(47.4)
10
(34.5)

CATEGORY
Anomalous
Real W ord
(percentages
in brackets)
6
(31.6)
13
(44.8)

of ERRORS
W rong
Homophone
(percentages
in brackets)
4
(21.1)
6
(20.7)

Table to show the distribution of errors when classified by the lexical category
of the error.
Table 5.16
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This distribution was examined by means of a chP test. This showed that there was
no difference between the two groups in terms of the distribution of the types of
errors that they made using this classification system (chP(2 df)=2.85, p > 0.05).
A second classification of the errors was carried out based on how they would have
sounded when read aloud. All the errors followed the rules of English orthography
so it was possible to read them all aloud.
The first category was Phonetic. An error was classified as phonetic if it could be
read back unambiguously as the target word (cf Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack,
1986). Examples were through for threw; caught for caught.
The second category was Semi-Phonetic. Errors were classed as semi-phonetic if
the consonant structure of the target word was preserved but the vowel was
incorrectly represented, though in the correct position.

Examples were noun for

nun; week for weak. This category was not unproblematic. The target word know
was written as now three times.

A conservative approach was adopted for

classifying errors. Where the written "correction" was a real word, it was felt that
there could be no ambiguity about its pronunciation. Know and now are both real
words which differ with respect to the vowel when read aloud. The error now was
therefore classified as semi-phonetic with respect to the target word know.
The third category was Non-phonetic. Errors were classified as non-phonetic if the
consonant or syllable structure of the target word was incorrectly represented.
Examples were bull for blue; though for threw.
Table 5.17 shows the distribution of the errors using this "sound" based
classification.

A chP test showed that the distribution of errors across the three

types did not differ for either group using this classification (chP(df2)=6.75,
p> 0 .0 5 ).
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No of errors

Good Readers

19

Poor Readers

29

PHONETIC
Phonetic
(percentages in
brackets)
6
(31.6)
12
(41.4)

CATEGORY
Semi-phonetic
(percentages in
brackets)
5
(26.3)
12
(41.4)

of ERRORS
Non-phonetic
(percentages in
brackets)
8
(42.1)
5
(17.2)

Table to show the distribution of the errors when classified by their
relationship to the phonetics of the target words.
Table 5.17
Detailed examination of the errors showed that the non-phonetic errors were not like
the bizarre spellings of children with dyslexia (e.g. intertdie for instructed,
Snowling,

1991)

or

the

emergent

writing

of

pre-literate

children

(e.g.IAOOHIRAMPTH for I hated the rain because it pours down, author's son age
5 years).

When the Good Readers non-phonetic errors were examined, 4 of the

errors resulted from a simplification of the initial consonant cluster - e.g. few for
flew; thew for threw; two resulted from the final consonant being omitted t.g.caugh for caught; one was a simplification of the initial syllable - e.g. Marina's
for ballerina's and one had been given an extra consonant - e.g. yearn for um.
Analysis of the errors classified as non-phonetic made by the Poor Readers showed
that they were similar to those made by the Good Readers. One error resulted from
simplification of the consonant cluster - e.g. though for threw; two resulted from a
consonant being inserted to make a cluster - e.g. scoored for soared; want for wait;
one final consonant was omitted - e.g. nigh for nun and there was one order error e.g. bull for blue. These non-phonetic errors would indicate that the children were
all normal spellers.
A considerable degree of similarity was found between the items provoking errors
in both groups. The 19 errors made by the Good Readers related to 13 anomalous
items and only 10 target words. The target word caught was incorrectly spelled 6
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times. The Poor Readers' errors also showed a high degree of overlap.

The 29

errors made by this group related to 16 anomalous items and again only 10 target
words. Caught was also a problematic word for this group being spelled as cought
five times. There was also a high degree of overlap between the two groups. Each
group made errors related to 10 target words with the eight words being common to
both groups. This would suggest that the two groups were making the same types
of errors to the same words so they were at the same level of spelling development.
Since a conservative approach had been taken towards phonetic and semi-phonetic
errors, it was decided to examine the distribution of errors when these two
categories had been collapsed into one. This enabled an examination to be made of
the frequency of errors made on vowel sounds versus those made on consonant
sounds. This was examined by means of a chP test and showed that there was an
uneven distribution with the children making significantly more errors on vowel
sounds than consonant sounds (chP(l) = 16.12, p < 0.001).
The pattern of spelling errors suggested that the children were still relying on an
assembled route to spelling based on letter-sound correspondences, but their use of
orthographic units such as ough and ow indicated that they were beginning to use
units larger than single letters, so showing evidence of becoming orthographic
spellers.
The overall pattern of performance suggests that both groups had developed their
strategies to the point that they were able to use two routes to word reading. Their
orthographic lexicons clearly needed to be expanded - the quantitative aspect talked
about by Coltheart and Laxon - but they were both showing evidence of moving
into the advanced stages suggested by Frith.
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5.9 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The data from these three related experiments presents a picture of the Good
Readers already able to adopt the optimal strategy for the lexical and the
phonological decision tasks when first tested at age 9 years.

Their good

performance at detecting real words and lack of a pseudo-homophone effect at this
stage, combined with an ability to detect that pseudo-homophones sounded like real
words, suggested that they had an ability to use a direct orthographic strategy for
the lexical decision task, but to switch to a decoding/phonological strategy when
performing the phonological decision task. This indicates that they had begun to
develop flexible adult-like reading strategies.

The improvement in performance

over time on the lexical decision task can be interpreted as being due to an increase
in their lexical knowledge. This interpretation of their performance is compatible
with the analysis of their performance in Experiment 6. Their ability to detect and
correct successfully the non-words - even the pseudo-homophones - suggested that
they had developed their orthographic processing to a considerable extent.

Their

poorer performance when detecting anomalous homophones, which could indicate a
decoding strategy, has to be considered in the light of these stimuli all having
irregular orthography.

This suggests a post-lexical identification of phonology.

Their ability to correct successfully detected items is an indication that they were
able to discriminate between homophones on the basis of orthography. When this is
combined with their pattern of spelling errors it can be concluded that they were
beginning to automate their orthographic knowledge without losing an ability to fall
back on a decoding strategy when necessary. This pattern of development is that
which would be predicted from the Frith model.
When the Poor Readers were first tested on the lexical decision task, they too
showed no pseudo-homophone effect, but their inability to perform above chance in
the phonological decision task suggests that at age 9 years, they were still reliant
on a logographic strategy. By the time they were retested at age 11 years they had
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begun to be able to use their alphabetic skills successfully and indeed, from the
results of the lexical decision task and the anomaly detection task, they showed
evidence of having some orthographic skill.

This pattern of performance is also

compatible with the Frith model and suggests that poor readers show the same
pattern of performance, but make progress more slowly.

The data from these

experiments are also compatible with a dual-route model of reading with efficient
direct lexical access being a function of the extent to which the orthographic lexicon
has been elaborated.
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CHAPTER 6

AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
READING ATTITUDES, READING ACTIVITY AND
ORTHOGRAPHIC PROCESSING

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous experimental chapters reported on the strategies that the cohort were
developing in their reading, the main focus being on the development of decoding
skills (bottom-up processing), but although Chapter 4 was chiefly concerned with
the influence of context on decoding skills, i.e. the interaction between bottom-up
and top-down processing.
One potentially important aspect of the children's reading that is likely to affect
progress is a non-cognitive factor - namely their attitude to reading - as this will
influence their real reading behaviour outside the artificial environment of the
psychological experiment.
children's everyday reading.

This chapter reports on two related aspects of the
All the children were asked to complete an Author

Recognition Test (ART). They also took part in a semi-structured interview
investigating their attitudes to reading and their ability to talk about what they had
been reading. These activities took place in February 1992 when the average age of
the cohort was 11 years (range 10.9 to 11.5).
The semi-structured interview about reading habits had been planned at the outset of
the study. By February 1992 the children had been engaged in the study for some
four years and therefore were quite sophisticated about experimental subjects.
Thus, it was likely, given a social desirability factor, that the children would over
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estimate the time they spent reading and possibly exaggerate their positive attitudes
towards reading.
An alternative way of gauging children’s real reading experience was suggested by
Stanovich and West (1989) in a paper entitled "Exposure to print and orthographic
processing."

In this paper they reported on the development of a measure of

individual differences between adults in relation to their exposure to print.
measure they developed was the Author Recognition Test (ART).

The

This test

contained a list of 50 Authors' names and 50 foils - names of real people who were
not popular authors. The authors included in the list were samples from a catholic
range and not confined to esoteric "high brow" authors whose names would be
likely only to be recognised by a small group of academic readers. The task was
simply to tick those names which were recognised as belonging to an author. There
was no advantage to the subjects in guessing since the scoring procedure was
designed to balance correct identifications against false positives.

This test was

shown to be a good predictor of word processing ability and to predict variance in
orthographic processing, independent of phonological factors.
Thus the ART seemed to make it an ideal task for investigating the orthographic
processing of the cohort as they were nearing the end of the study.

In addition,

Stanovich and West argued that the test was quick to administer, simple to do and
immune from any effects of social desirability vis a vis reading itself.

They

recognised that it was a proxy measure of exposure to print since it was not tapping
the type of direct reading behaviour that could be assessed through diary
descriptions e.g. Anderson, Wilson

and Fielding (1988), but they felt that the

advantages outweighed the disadvantages.

West and Stanovich (1991) reported that

the ART correlated as highly with reading ability as questionnaire techniques and
daily diaries.
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Subsequently, Cunningham and Stanovich (1991) developed an analogous measure
for children - the Title Recognition Test (TRT) which they suggested was as useful
for children as the ART .
Van Orden et al. (1990) maintained that it is by frequent exposure to print that
children build up the network of connections between inputs and outputs that
enables them to read skilfully.

Thus a measure, albeit proxy, which taps the

amount of real reading behaviour would be likely to correlate highly with the level
of reading skill achieved by the children. The more children read, the more likely
they will be to develop what appear to be direct orthographic processing strategies
and to be accurate word readers.
It was decided that the planned semi-structured interview with the children would go
ahead as scheduled, but that a form of the ART would also be given.

If such a

methodology was to be incorporated into the present study then a British version
would have to be developed to take account of cultural differences between the
United States and the United Kingdom. It was decided that an Author Recognition
Test should be developed rather than a Title Recognition Test because many
children's books are serialised on British Television and a spuriously high
recognition rate might be obtained through a high rate of television watching.

It

was hypothesized that the children would be less likely to internalise the author of a
television series than the author of a book they had read.

Subsequently to this

study, Cipielewski and Stanovich (1992) have reported on a children's version of
the original ART. They had designed a test which contained 25 authors' names and
15 foils.

The test that had been developed for this study contained 25 authors'

names and a equal number of foils.

There were only four authors whose names

occurred on both lists.
Stanovich and West (1989) showed that the ART was a good predictor of word
reading and specifically orthographic processing. It was therefore hypothesized that
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the ART developed for this study would correlate highly with performance on
standardised reading tests.

It was also predicted that there would be group

differences such that the Good Readers would score significantly higher on the ART
than the Poor Readers since the Frith Model would predict that they would be
beginning to refine their orthographic strategies. The questions given in the semi
structured interview would be expected to provide information about the children's
attitudes to reading as well as their ability to talk about what they had been reading.

6.2 METHOD
6.2.1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AUTHOR RECOGNITION TEST
(U.K.)
Ten faculty members of the Faculty of Education and Community Studies at
Reading University who were responsible for courses on Language and English in
the Primary Curriculum were asked if they would generate lists of authors of
children's books that they would expect would have been read by children in Key
Stage 2. They were given an open brief with the proviso that they should not just
confine themselves to "good" children's authors, but to consider the reality of
children's reading habits. They responded generously and from their contributions
a list of 25 authors was generated. There was a remarkable degree of agreement.
The list of 25 authors included writers of books from a wide variety of genre in
order to cover the gamut of children's tastes.

Enid Blyton was there as well as

Tolkien, Michael Rosen and C.S.Lewis. There were 25 foils included. These were
the real names of childhood school friends of the present author.
names appeared in Books in Print.

None of their

The 50 names were then placed in random

order.
Once the list had been generated, a pilot study was initiated using a number of
children in Year 4 through to Year 8 (9 to 13 years old).

No child was able to
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show a 100% detection rate and only three children made false positive errors - the
highest number being 3. None of the children in the trial were given a zero score.
It was therefore judged that the list would be suitable for use with the cohort and act
as a reasonable British children's equivalent of the Stanovich and West ART for
adults. The detailed form is presented in Appendix F.

6.2.2

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

QUESTIONS

FOR

THE

SEMI

A check list of 22 questions about reading habits and attitudes to reading was
devised to act as the framework for a semi-structured interview with each of the
children.

These are listed below:
1. Do you like reading?
2. What other things do you like doing beside reading?
3. What is your favourite hobby?
4. Do you read books for enjoyment?
5. What sort of books do you like reading most?
6. What other thing do you read beside books?
7. What book are you reading at the moment?
8. Who chose it?
9. Are you enjoying it?
10. What is it about?
11. Did you get a book for Christmas?
12. What was it?
13. Have you read it yet?
14. What was it about?
15. Did you like it?
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16. Are you a member of the local library?
17. How often do you take books out?
18. Do you ever go there on your own?
19. When do you read?
20. Where do you like reading most?
21. Do you like to read on your own or with other
people?
22. Do you ever read to anyone?

6.2.3 PROCEDURE
The children were seen individually at the beginning of February 1992 when they
were of mean age 11.0 years (range 10.9 to 11.5).

Each children filled in the

Author Recognition Test and was then asked the questions for the semi-structured
interview.
The ART was scored using the procedure in Stanovich and West. The proportion of
false positives was subtracted from the proportion of correct responses to give an
overall ART score.
Notes were taken during the semi-structured interview with the children.

6.3 RESULTS
6.3.1 AUTHOR RECOGNITION TEST
Table 6.1 shows the mean number of Authors recognised and the mean number of
false positives.
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Good Readers
Poor Readers

Authors
8.38
5.13

Foils
0.25
0.50

Table to show the mean num ber of names ticked as "genuine authors names"
by each group
Table 6.1
Using the scoring procedure detailed by Stanovich and West, the mean score on the
ART for the Good Readers was 0.32 and for the Poor Readers was 0.19.

An

independent sample t test was carried out on the data. This showed that there was a
significant difference between the two groups with the Good Readers obtaining
higher scores than the Poor Readers (t(14)=2.79, p < 0.01). Only two of the Good
Readers ticked one of the foil names (a different one in each case) and only one of
the Poor Readers ticked any of the foils. She ticked four Authors’ names and four
foils and as a result obtained a zero score.

A correlation test was carried out

between the ART scores and the original BAS scores used to place the children into
groups. This was highly significant (rho=0.76, t(14)=4.44, p < 0.001).

6.3.2 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
Q l. The first question served a phatic function only. Fifteen of the children said
'"Yes, I like reading.”, and of course the response to this must be that "They would
wouldn’t they”.

It was placed there to show the children that they would be

subjected to simple questions which had no hidden agenda. Interestingly, one of the
Poor Readers said it was only ”all right”.
Q2 and 3. When asked about the other things they enjoyed doing, they
overwhelmingly reported enjoying physical activities. Table 6.2 shows the range
of activities mentioned.

Only one child spontaneously mentioned watching
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television.

When questioned further, ail the children, of course, did watch the

television but they had not seen it as a preferred activity.

It was the "default"

strategy when there was not anything else to do and there was a definite sense that
television watching was not classified as doing anything. The Good Readers all had
a sporting activity as their preferred activity.

Five of the Poor Readers also had

sporting activities as their preferred pastime, but one preferred helping out at a child
minder's and two were not prepared to make a decision.

Football - 7*

Cricket - 2*

Computer -1 *

Music - 1*

Drawing - 3 **

Badminton - 3**

Dancing - 2**

S w im m in g - 4 * *

Basketball -1 *

Judo - 1*

Ice Hockey -1 *m

Bike riding -1**

Roller booting - 2**

Tennis 2 (Im , If)

Fimo -1**

Skiing - 1**

Gardening - 1*

TV - 1*

Lego -1 *

Animals - 1**

Majorettes -1**

Building camps -1**

Horse riding -1**

*= Male; ** = Female

Table to show the activities mentioned hy the children as "things they enjoyed
doing"
Table 6.2
Q4. The answers to the question on reading for enjoyment yielded positive
responses from all apart from one Poor Reader who said

"/ have to in school.

The ethos of the school was very much that reading is an activity to be enjoyed, but
this child clearly saw that "enjoyment" as being a forced attribute.
Q5. When asked about the types of books they enjoyed reading most, four of the
Good Readers liked reading adventure stories, two liked funny books, one like
"long stories", one mentioned Narnia and one Judy Blume. Three of the Poor
Readers liked reading adventure stories. One boy said proudly that he had read all
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of the Arthur Ransome books and thought they were great. One liked Famous Five
books, one liked Roald Dahl, one liked animal stories about cats and dogs and
another about horses and again one of this group liked "long stories".
Q6. This question was concerned with their reading of things other than books.
Four of the Good Readers mentioned comics, four mentioned magazines and one
read Ceefax. Only one of them said he read just books. The pattern for the Poor
Readers was different for this question.

Only three of them mentioned any other

reading: two mentioned magazines and one of these two mentioned the Sunday
papers; a third one said he read comics and the football tables in the paper.
Q7. This question asked them about the book they were presently reading.

The

responses give a snapshot of the range of reading. Their replies are presented in
Table 6.3.

Good Readers
F oxb u sters - (Dick King-Smith)^
S a d d le b o tto m - Dick King-Smith
Issys H o u se- Judy Biume
The In fla ta b le Ship - Betty Cole (actual author Willis Hall)
The H au n tin g o f H ira m C . H o p g o o d - (Eva Ibbotson)
The F ib - (George Layton)
S ta rrin g S. J .F reed m a n a s h e r s e lf- Judy Blume
The B F G - Roald Dahl

Poor Readers
R h ym e S te w - Roald Dahl
O th erw ise kn ow n a s S h elley th e G re a t - (Judy Blume)
F ive on th e Isla n d A g a in - (Enid Blyton)
L io n A d ve n tu re - Willard Price

"Poems"
A re y o u th e re G o d ? - Judy Blume
L a ssie c o m e h o m e - (Eric Knight)

"Something to do with witches"
"An Enid Blyton"

Table to show the hooks being read at the time of the interview
Table 6.3
Where the author's name is in brackets, the child did not supply the name.
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Q8 and 9.

All the children reported that they had chosen the book they were

reading. Fourteen said they were enjoying the book. One of the Good Readers was
able to say that it had started rather slowly, but now he was into it he was enjoying
it. One of the Poor Readers simply said "not really”.
QIO.

All the Good Readers were able to articulate very clearly the story line of

their book. This was not the case with the Poor Readers - four were clearly able to
do so, but four of them gave such limited replies that it was not possible to discern
what the book was about.
Q ll. This question was about their Christmas presents. One of the Good Readers
came from a Jewish family and one from a Muslim family.

Question 11 was

amended for these children to "did you get a new book during the last school
holiday". One of these children said No. Six of the children responded Yes and one
said No but qualified this by saying that she had gone out and bought two in the
sales. Six of the Poor Readers received a book as a present and two did not.
Q12. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the books received as presents, Christmas 1991

Good Readers
Amazing Mazes - an activity book
Nightmare - choose your own adventure
Esiotrot - Roald Dahl
Issys House - Judy Blume
Quizkids - author not known
Chronicles o f Namia - (C.S.Lewis)
The Frog Prince - author not known
Playing Away - (not listed in books in print)
How to eat Fried Worms - (Thomas Rockwell)
9 books mentioned

Table to show the Good Readers' "Christmas" books
Table 6.4
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Poor Readers
Kings and Queens o f Great Britain (author not known)
Secret Seven (couldn't remember exact title)
A Christmas Carol - (Charles Dickens)
A book on Wild life -(exact title not known)
A gardening book - (exact title not known)
Guinness Book o f Records, 1992
Survival Handbook - (exact title not known)
Winnie the Pooh - (A. A.Milne)
The Jolly Postman - (Allan Ahlberg)
Three stories (couldn't remember the title)
"An Enid Blyton"
"Poems"
12 books mentioned

Table to show the Poor Readers' "Christmas "books
Table 6.5

Q13, 14 and 15. Six of the Good Readers had read at least one of their Christimas
books, one was in the middle and one hadn't read hers.

All those who had read

their books were able to give an outline and said that they had enjoyed it. Only one
of the Poor Readers had read one of the Christmas books though the remaining
seven said they had read some of them. Not surprisingly therefore, their ability to
say what the books were about was limited and only four actually enjoyed what they
had read.
Q16, 17 and 18. Seven of the Good Readers were members of the local library and
five of the Poor Readers were.

However, only two of the Good Readers were

regular users and three of the Poor Readers were. None of the children went to the
library on their own.
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Q19.

All of the children said that outside school they read before they went to

sleep in bed. One Good Reader saying he read before tea as well.
Q20 and 21. All the Good Readers preferred to read in bed and on their own. All
the Poor readers also liked to read on their own, six of them preferred to read in
bed, one liked to read in the garden and one just said ”anywhere quiet”.
Q22. The children tended not to read to anyone any more, though three (one Good
Readers and two Poor Readers) read to their mothers, one Good Reader read to his
younger sister and one Poor Reader to his brother and sister.

6.4 DISCUSSION
Any satisfactory model of reading development would be incomplete if it did not
take account of macro reading behaviour as well as the strategies that children use to
address the words. The ART is therefore interesting in that Stanovich and West and
Cipielewski and Stanovich suggest that it acts as both a measure of higher order
orthographic processing and as a proxy measure of amount of reading. As such it
would appear to be tapping both macro and micro reading behaviour.

The

performance by the children on the ART showed that there was a significant
difference between the two groups. The Good Readers as predicted were able to
detect correctly significantly more Authors and therefore it is possible to infer that
they both read more and were processing their books with higher order orthographic
strategies.

This is compatible with the explanation of the results from the

experiments in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 and consistent with the connectionist account of
reading processing. The more reading that is actually undertaken, the stronger the
connections between the input words and their phonological representation will
become. If the connections are strong then the processing reaches asymptote with
performance being both skilled and automatic. This means that the readers have to
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expend little processing capacity on the words themselves and can concentrate on
the context - in this instance the stories. This explanation is compatible with the
ability of the two groups of children to comment on the themes of the books they
were reading. The Good Readers were able to articulate the stories, but the Poor
Readers were not. The screening data presented in Chapter 2 did not identify any
significant difference between the two groups in their vocabulary, so it was not
language ability per se that was causing this difference.
The data from the reading interview about books the children were reading suggests
that there was no difference in the range of books or the interest in genre between
the two groups.

This means that the difference between the groups in their

performance on the ART would be unlikely to have been caused by lack of access to
a wide range of authors for the Poor Readers, but since the ART is a proxy measure
of amount of reading, it may be that, although the Poor Readers had access to the
books, their reading was less extensive. Since, from the results reported here, there
is strong evidence that the Poor Readers have significantly poorer word reading
skills, it is possible to infer that they might well have been reading less because they
found the task difficult per se. The Adams and Huggins test, used in Chapter 4,
would suggest that the Good Readers had a more extensive orthographic lexicon
which would be supported by their more extensive reading habits. It would have
been a brave child actually to say that s/he hated reading when asked, but one Poor
Readers did admit to it being only ''alright” and really did not read for pleasure.
She was the poorest reader in the group.
All the Good Readers were highly articulate when describing the theme of the books
they had been reading. Only four of the Poor Readers were able to talk about the
books sufficiently well for this author to understand the theme of the book. This
could be explained by their poorer word reading skills which left them unable to
retain the sense of their texts.
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The Good Readers who had read, or who were reading their "Christmas" book,
were again able to describe the theme and claimed to have enjoyed the books. This
set of books of course had been chosen for the children and so represented a
different selection than the books the children were reading from school which had
all been self chosen.

Only one of the Poor Readers said he had read his

"Christmas" book, though the other six said they had read some of their presents.
They were all limited in their description of the themes and only four said they had
enjoyed the books. The Poor Readers actually reported receiving more books than
the Good Readers, but inspection of the list presented above subjectively suggests
that the Poor Readers were given books which were less in tune with the books that
they were spontaneously choosing to read. This might explain why they had not
chosen to read them.
The rest of the questions did not appear to discriminate between the groups at all.
In common with many schools in Britain, the cohort school set aside time every day
for all the children to read books of their own choosing.

However, Stanovich

suggests that there really has been no systematic research relating silent reading in
class to reading performance. The conclusion to be drawn from the answers to the
questions in the semi-structured interview is that, though the school is committed to
providing a 'model' where reading is practised and positively valued, the children
themselves actually preferred to read on their own - and preferably in bed.

This

preference confirms a finding of young fluent readers' preferences made by Norris
and Stainthorp (1991).
There is a general ethos in education that fosters the view that children should be
encouraged to spend more time reading outside school. Clearly, unless children are
fluent readers, the wider curriculum is difficult to access. However, at age eleven
the joys of reading for pleasure may not be so obvious. Though all the children in
the cohort admitted to reading for enjoyment, it is clearly not their "favourite"
activity. Apart from the child whose favourite pastime was modelling, all the other
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children preferred to be physically active. The connectionist explanation of reading
development - that children need to read a lot in order to develop fluency - would
support the educational view.

However, it is also possible to argue that more

reading leads to greater skill at decoding words before they enter the orthographic
lexicon. The problem for the Poor Readers would seem to be that they had not
developed sufficient skill to support enough independent reading.

This might

appear to be a circular argument: they need to read a lot in order to develop their
skills and they need to develop their skills in order to be able to read sufficiently. It
is possible to argue that effective teaching means breaking into the circle to provide
the children with the strategies for building up a network which enables fast,
accurate word recognition so that reading then becomes automatic.

Once it has

attained that level, the only barrier to wider reading is interest level, which is of
course an entirely different matter.
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Chapter 7

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND THEORETICAL
IMPLICATIONS

7.1 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
The experimental programme described in this thesis was designed to monitor the
performance of a group of 8 year old children as they acquired reading skills and
developed word reading accuracy in particular over a three year period.

At the

present time, this period corresponds to their time in Key Stage 2 in U.K. schools
(Years 3-6).

All the children were in a mainstream class in a Local Authority

primary school situated in a New Town in the South East of England. The initial
screening showed that all the children who took part in the study were of normal
intelligence; they all knew the letters of the alphabet and were aware of aspects of
the phonological structure of spoken words. Thus, they could be considered to be a
typical group of British primary age children with the caveat that they were all born
in the U.K. although one child was of Asian origin. At the start of the project they
had all received a minimum of two years Infant schooling with some children
having received two years and two terms. The LEA operated a policy of three in
takes a year with children entering school in the term after their fifth birthday. The
difference in number of terms in Key Stage 1 was not a significant factor.
The children had received reading tuition based on an initial whole word approach
but they were given some instruction in phonics, particularly for spelling.

The

initial reading screening used a single word reading scale (BAS) which showed that
there was considerable variability in word reading.

The best reader obtained

Reading Age of 13 years 1 month, five years above his chronological age.

a

The
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poorest readers were only able to achieve reading ages of 6 years 6 months. The
weakest child, was 8 years 5 months of age when tested.
The children were divided into two criterion groups for the purposes of
experimental comparison analysis on the basis of their reading ages. Those children
who were able to score at or above their chronological age on the reading scale
were classified as "Good Readers"; those whose performance was below their
chronological age were classified as "Poor Readers".

There was no overlap

between the groups - the best Poor Readers operating at six months reading age
below the worst Good Readers.
The children's progress was monitored using standardised tests throughout the
experimental programme. All the children made progress, but some at a faster rate
than others.

There was, however, no significant difference in the rate of

improvement between the Good and the Poor Readers. The Good Readers group
remained significantly better than the Poor Readers. This clearly was a problem for
the Poor Readers since, if they were to become sufficiently skilled readers, they
needed to begin to make accelerated progress.
Experiment 1 was an investigation of the development of word and non-word
reading skills over time.

The children read a corpus of matched regular and

exception words and non-words on three separate occasions at yearly intervals. The
Good Readers were always more accurate than the Poor Readers when reading each
stimulus type. When first tested they showed a regularity effect with regular words
being read more accurately then exception words.

They also showed non-word

superiority with the non-words being read more accurately than the regular words.
On each subsequent re-testing, the Good Readers continued to show a regularity
effect but on the second testing the regular words were read as accurately as the
non-words and on the final testing they were read more accurately. These results
suggested that the Good Readers had the ability to use a letter-sound decoding
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Strategy at the start of the experimental programme.

This was their dominant

approach - hence the regularity effect and the non-word superiority. Performance
on all three stimulus types increased and, by the time of the final testing for this
experiment, their letter-sound decoding skills were being augmented by the
development of an extensive orthographic lexicon so that there was a word
superiority effect with performance on regular words reaching ceiling.
The children's reading performance on the different word types was used as the
data for computing a Reading Style Index (RSI). At each time of testing, the Good
Readers always showed positive RSI’s which was confirmatory evidence that their
dominant strategy was to use letter-sound decoding when confronted with items that
they did not know.

The error analysis showed that they were sensitive to the

difference between regular words and exception words.
The performance of the Poor Readers was very different.

The accuracy data

showed that, when first tested, their overall reading skills were poor with only 30%
of the stimuli being read successfully. There was no effect of stimulus type - the
children were equally bad at reading both types of words and the non-words. On
second testing they had begun to show a regularity effect with regular words being
read more accurately than exception words and non-words. Though there had been
an improvement in accuracy, overall performance was still low. At the final testing
for this experiment they were showing a regularity effect and had improved their
non-word reading to the level of the regular words.

These data suggested that,

when the experimental programme began, the Poor Readers were unable to use a
letter-sound decoding strategy and were relying on an under-developed visual
strategy (logographic) to guess at words they did not know.

They gradually

developed their letter-sound decoding skills over the next two years, but their
accuracy, though improving, was not approaching ceiling, indicating that their
decoding skills were still developing and were not yet sufficiently automatic to
enable any extensive elaboration of the orthographic lexicon.
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This interpretation was supported by the RSI data which showed that the group were
very strongly "Chinese" with negative RSI's when first tested, but had just become
"Phoenician", with overall positive RSI's by the final testing. The error analysis
showed that they gradually began to decrease the number of "Other" type errors
which were of a more visual nature and began to make proportionately more vowel
change errors.

This indicated that they were beginning to gain a degree of

automaticity on decoding consonants, but were still experiencing some difficulty
with the more problematic vowels.
Experiment 2 was an experimental investigation of the effect of context on non
word reading accuracy. On first testing, when the children were 9 years old, they
read a corpus of ambiguous non-words in isolation and then later in pseudo-sentence
frames. The experiment was repeated twelve months later when they were 10 years
old. The source of ambiguity in the non-words was the orthographic representation
of the vowels which could be legitimately pronounced with either a regular or an
exception pronunciation.
The Good Readers were known (from Experiment 1) to have good letter-sound
decoding skills. They were able to read the non-words in isolation with a degree of
accuracy and with a strong tendency to produce a regular pronunciation. When the
non-words were placed in pseudo-sentence frames which biased either towards a
regular or an exception pronunciation, they were able to take advantage of the
context to enhance their performance. This effect was not as great on second testing
primarily because their reading of the non-words in isolation had improved
substantially towards ceiling. Nevertheless they showed that they were able to take
greater advantage of the
performance.

"orthographic"

context by exhibiting differential

They produced more regular pronunciations in the regular context

condition than in the exception condition and more exception pronunciations in the
exception condition. This effect was even more marked on second testing. Thus,
the Good Readers could take advantage of lexical knowledge as well as letter-sound
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decoding skills to read new words. The Poor Readers, in contrast, found it difficult
to read the ambiguous non-words in isolation when first tested.

What was of

particular interest was that they were also unable to use the regular "orthographic”
context to improve their performance significantly. However, twelve months later,
the data showed that they were beginning to be able to take advantage of context to
enhance their performance.
The implication of these findings are that a degree of established skill in using a
letter-sound decoding strategy is necessary in order to be able to capitalize on
context for enhancing word accuracy. When letter-sound decoding skills are weak,
children are unable to gain sufficient clues about unknown words to work out
potential candidates and so have to resort to guessing. Once they have developed
their skills they can then generate a potential phonology for the unknown word
which they can use in conjunction with the context to enhance accuracy.
Experiment 3 also investigated the effect of context, but this time by looking at
word reading accuracy with a corpus of irregular words of decreasing word
frequency. This was carried out when the children were age 10 years 8 months. In
this experiment both the Good Readers and the Poor Readers were able to take
advantage of context to enhance their word reading accuracy. However, the Poor
Readers needed to resort to context use for words of higher frequency than the
Good Readers. The data showed the Poor Readers had less extensively developed
orthographic lexicons.

This explained why they needed to support word reading

with help froip the context when reading mid-frequency words. The Good Readers,
on the other hand had already established lexical representations for these words and
so could read them automatically by a direct lexical route.
The Good Readers had acquired letter-sound decoding skills significantly earlier
than the Poor Readers. The effect of having good decoding skills meant that they
could attempt to read an increasingly expanding corpus of unknown words that they
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were meeting in texts.

The successful application of this strategy would enable

them to establish complete orthographic representations of the decoded items in the
orthographic lexicon. Thereafter they could read the words automatically by direct
visual access.

The limited and inefficient development of this same decoding

strategy by the Poor Readers meant that they had not been able to build up a
sufficiently extensive orthographic lexicon to support reading.

When they were

unable to use decoding as a strategy, they had to rely on primitive logographic
strategies which are inappropriate for discriminating between a large number of
words. The double handicap of being unable to use decoding and being reliant on a
visual vocabulary of under specified items would limit the development of the
orthographic lexicon and therefore hinder progress. The data suggest that the Poor
Readers were both slower to develop their decoding skills and were less efficient at
using them.

Both of these characteristics would limit progress towards skilled

reading.
Experiment 4 involved a lexical decision task which required the children to respond
to words, ordinary non-words and pseudo-homophones. Experiment 5 involved a
phonological decision task which required the children to judge whether the two sets
of non-words sounded like real words.

The children were first tested when they

were 9 years old and then two years later when they were 11 years old. Typically,
adults are less accurate and slower when making lexical decisions about pseudo
homophones than ordinary non-words and real words.

Experiment 4 showed that

neither group exhibited a pseudo-homophone effect for this task at either time of
testing but both groups improved their accuracy rate over time. Experiment 5 was
designed to test the children's direct decoding to phonology because a letter-sound
decoding strategy was the optimal one for high level performance.

The Good

Readers, at both times of testing, were able to classify pseudo-homophones as
sounding like real words and they made few false positive responses to the ordinary
non-words. Thus for this task they switched to using the more effective decoding
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Strategy.

Performance on this task could also have been enhanced by lexical

knowledge because the real word equivalents of the pseudo-homophones were all of
high frequency.

The Poor Readers were unable to discriminate between the two

types of stimuli when they were first tested. They were unable to use a decoding to
phonology strategy; a finding which confirmed the data from Experiments 1 and 2.
Their lack of decoding skill did not hinder performance on the lexical decision task
of Experiment 4 initially, but they did not have the resources to switch strategies for
this phonological decision task.

When they were re-tested at age 11 years, they

were able to differentiate between the two types of non-words because by that stage
they had developed their letter-sound decoding skills to the point where they could
use them to process items.
Experiment 6, was a lexical anomaly detection task in which the children had to
detect anomalous items in sentences and to supply a suitable "correction".

It was

carried out at the end of the programme when the children were of mean age 11
years 5 months old. Both groups of children were significantly more successful at
detecting non-word than real word anomalies and they had the greatest difficulty in
rejecting real word anomalous homophones (e.g. wood for would). These results
suggest that they were initially making a lexical reading response and then accessing
phonology post-lexically. Although the performance of the two groups of readers
was the same in terms or accuracy at this task, the Poor Readers had greater
difficulty in supplying an appropriate correction for real word anomalies.

These

findings suggest that, by the end of the study, the Poor Readers had developed the
same range of reading strategies as the Good Readers, but the development of the
orthographic lexicon, being delayed, was still less well specified.

This delay in

acquisition limited the extent to which the Poor Readers could retrieve lexical
knowledge to supply corrections in the experimental task.
Chapter 6 was concerned with an investigation of the relationship between reading
attitudes, reading activity and orthographic processing. The children completed an
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Author Recognition Test developed for the research programme. This showed that
the Good Readers were more able to recognise genuine authors' names from foil
names.

Stanovich and West have suggested that an Author Recognition Test is a

reliable proxy measure of the amount of reading an individual undertakes and is also
an indication of the level of development of orthographic processing. The results
confirmed that the Good Readers were more advanced in orthographic processing
than the Poor Readers.

Nevertheless, the two groups of children seemed to read

books of the same genre though the Good Readers were more able to concentrate on
the semantics of the text because they had developed skilled automatic word
processing strategies.

7.2 THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
The experimental results, summarized above, indicate that there is an important
change in reading performance which takes place once the developing reader is able
to use a decoding strategy for processing new items.

At the start of the

experimental series, all the children could recognise the letters of the alphabet and
could perform successfully in the rhyme and alliteration tasks. However, at 8 years
of age the Poor Readers were unable to use this knowledge to support a decoding
strategy when encountering unknown items. Their non-word reading was extremely
poor and they did not show any regularity effect.

When re-tested on the same

stimuli twelve months later when age 9 years, they were beginning to be able to
decode using letter-sound correspondences, but had not yet gained mastery over
such a strategy.

They were unable to use context consistently to enhance their

reading of non-words. They were also, at this time, unable to differentiate between
ordinary non-words and pseudo-homophones in Experiment 5 as well as showing no
pseudo-homophone ^ e c t in Experiment 4.

This pattern of performance can be

contrasted with that of the Good Readers who were able to read non-words, showed
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a strong regularity effect and were able to differentiate between pseudo-homophones
and ordinary non-words.

The only experimental task that did not differentiate

between the Good and Poor Readers was the lexical decision task. This task is one
where a strong decoding letter-sound strategy would have been counterproductive
and have produced a pseudo-homophone effect. A visual strategy would mean that
the pseudo-homophones would be no more likely to be falsely detected as real
words than the ordinary non-words. The lack of mastery of letter-sound decoding
can account for the performance of the Poor Readers but, since the Good Readers
were known to have good decoding skills it must be concluded that they had gained
sufficient mastery to be able to use differential strategies depending on the task
demands.
Thus, when the children were aged 8 and 9 years, the difference in performance
between the two groups can be accounted for by the difference in ability to use a
letter-sound decoding to approach unknown items. The Good Readers had superior
letter-sound decoding skills and indeed these skills remained consistently higher for
this group throughout the study. At the age of 8 and 9 years, the Good Readers
had not perfected their skills, they still had to improve their processing to the point
that it became automatised and in particular they needed to gain control over their
decoding of vowels.

However, the Good Readers were always in advance of the

Poor Readers in the development of strategy and skill. When the children were 10
years old, the Poor Readers were able to use letter-sound decoding, but the Good
Readers had begun to show greater accuracy in vowel reading which was an
indication that they had begun to develop a more sophisticated decoding strategy
based upon groups of letters.

At that stage they had improved their non-word

reading to near perfect level indicating that they had achieved mastery of simple
letter-sound decoding.
The advanced decoding skills of the Good Readers led to them showing significant
context effects when reading non-words when age 9 years which were even more
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marked twelve months later. They were able to use the pseudo-sentence frame to
prime an analogous real word and thereby this "orthographic" context would enable
the non-word to be read using a combination of lexical knowledge and decoding
skill. The limited decoding skills of the Poor Readers meant that they were unable
to take advantage of the "orthographic" context initially at age 9 years, but they did
show a context effect twelve months later. By then they were known to be able to
use a decoding strategy, albeit at a lower level of skill than the Good Readers.
Though both groups showed context effects when reading the non-words, their
performance on the Adams and Huggins word reading test (Experiment 3) was
evidence that the Poor Readers were still delayed in their reading strategies relative
to the Good Readers. Both groups were able to make use of context to enhance the
reading of the target irregular words, but the Poor Readers needed to do this at a
higher level of word frequency than the Good Readers.

The Good Readers had

more advanced skills than the Poor Readers and as a consequence they had been
able to develop a more extensive sight vocabulary of known words.

There is

corroboration for this interpretation of the data from the group differences in
Experiment 6 - the Anomaly Detection and Correction task.

The Good Readers

were more likely to be able to supply the appropriate alternative to a real word
anomaly; an indication of a more extensive sight vocabulary. The Good Readers
were still in the position of having more extensive lexical knowledge to draw upon
and more flexible strategies for processing words depending upon the task demands.
The major difference in performance between the two groups by the end of the
study can be accounted for by the superior mastery of strategies for dealing with
unknown items rather then a difference in type of strategy.

There was some

evidence that, by the end of the study, the Poor Readers were beginning to use
orthographic knowledge for processing words.

More generally however, the

difference in word reading could be accounted for by the Good Readers having a
larger number of items in their orthographic lexicons. The degree of automaticity
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that this affords means that they had to pay less attention to the process of reading,
leaving more capacity available for understanding.

It is possible to speculate that

possessing superior letter-sound decoding skills from an early stage allowed the
Good Readers to read more extensively because it was easier for them. Thus they
were able to build up an orthographic lexicon more quickly than the Poor Readers.
Furthermore, this mastery of the letter-sound decoding and the possession of a
substantial orthographic lexicon allowed them to take advantage of the regularities
of orthography beyond the level of the letter. Thus they began to use orthographic
units for parsing and analysing unknown items.

Using larger units of analysis is

more efficient with less room for error and it enables faster word recognition. This
is likely to aid the further growth of the orthographic lexicon.
Thus, the Good Readers, whilst having superior decoding skills, would have a
decreasing need to use them because they would have an increasing number of
words with complete stored descriptions in the orthographic lexicon which could be
accessed by a direct lexical route.

The consequences for the Poor Readers of

having less efficient decoding skills would be that they would have greater difficulty
in elaborating their orthographic lexicons.

However, because they had limited

orthographic lexicons, they would not be able to access words directly and so would
have to rely on those same limited decoding skills for a lot longer than the Good
Readers.

7.3

IMPLICATIONS

FOR

MODELS

OF

READING

AND

READING DEVELOPMENT
What are the implications of these data for models of reading and reading
development? The data presented here suggest that, though children make use of
two related reading strategies during development, these are interdependent rather
than independent. For any particular item in the orthographic lexicon there was a
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time when it was unknown. At that point it would have to be read by a decoding
route.

Repeated encounters with the item enabled it to be represented in the

orthographic lexicon and therefore to be read by lexical access.

The developing

reader, who has achieved automatic, or near automatic letter-sound decoding skills,
is nevertheless in a quantitatively different position from the adult skilled reader
because of encountering so many items which are not yet in the lexicon.

Both

reading strategies will be used, when reading text, depending on the status of the
particular words encountered.

The developing reader who has not yet achieved

automatic decoding skills is in a qualitatively as well as quantitatively different
position from the skilled reader, having a poorly specified orthographic lexicon and
limited skills with which to build it up.

The development of the orthographic

lexicon is dependent upon the ability to use a decoding strategy.

When reading

text, the route by which any one word is read will depend on the status of that
word. Both routes to reading will therefore potentially be activated.
In general the stage models of reading development suggest that the acquisition of
strategies is sequential and that the strategies themselves are qualitatively discrete.
The data presented here suggest that this may be too simplistic a representation of
what happens.

To a certain degree the sequential nature of the development of

strategies is supported, but once decoding strategies begin to operate effectively,
there appears to be an overlap between the use of direct and indirect routes to
reading. The orthographic lexicon which can be accessed directly is built up partly
as a consequence of using a decoding strategy.
Frith’s model of reading development includes a first stage of reading that is
logographic.

The data from the Poor Readers suggest that this can be a possible

first stage. The Good Readers were already using a letter-sound decoding strategy
when the experimental series began so the data are not adequate for commenting on
whether or not the logographic stage is a necessary pre-requisite for developing
more advanced skills. The data support Frith's view that alphabetic skills are an
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important milestone in reading progress.

There is also a suggestion from

Experiment 6 that there was a movement towards using orthographic units consisting of groups of letters - for analysing words. This would support the view
that there is a movement from alphabetic to orthographic analysis when
encountering unknown words. However, it is possible to argue that reading in the
orthographic stage makes use of the same strategy as in the alphabetic stage, but
with a greater elaboration of units of analysis. Since using larger units of analysis
leads to faster decoding whilst requiring less work, these orthographic units would
be likely to be used as the default strategy with alphabetic decoding only being used
if a suitable candidate word was not identified. Awareness of larger orthographic
units must be presumed to arise as a result of frequent encounters with such patterns
when using a letter-sound decoding strategy.
Thus, a stage model of reading development such as that developed by Frith cannot
adequately account for all of the data in this study. This view would find favour
with Goswami (1991) who argued that reading development does not pass through
distinct, qualitatively different sequential stages.
Goswami (1986) studied children's ability to use analogies when reading and
suggested that they were able to do this from the beginning stages of reading
development. She argued that rhyming ability was a precursor of reading (though
not of spelling) and that young children who were more sensitive to rhyme were
able to use analogies in reading more effectively. It was suggested that, when using
analogies, children developed connections between the rime elements of words and
the letter strings that represent them.

Having developed these connections they

would then be able to generalize their knowledge to vowel spelling and final
consonant spelling patterns (Goswami, 1994). Thus, she argued that children begin
to build up the orthographic lexicon by using an analogy approach to words.
Reading development could therefore be seen as an increasing refinement of the
single process of lexical analogy.
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However, the sharp distinction between this position and stage models is perhaps
not quite as distinct as it first seems.

Ehri and Robbins (1992) found that it was

children with established decoding skills who showed evidence of using analogy.
This indicates that letter-sound knowledge and application has a role to play in
reading development.
Muter, Snowling and Taylor (1994) suggested that children may not use analogies
as widely as Goswami supposed since they found that the analogy effect was very
much reduced in a situation where a cue reminding the children of an analogical
spelling pattern was not available. Moreover, no child who was unable to decode
could use analogies.

Their data led them to argue that rhyme was a correlated

ability and not a precursor of reading. Thus it is likely that children may be able to
use a number of skills from the outset, including letter-sound knowledge, alphabet
decoding and analogies.
The model of reading development suggested by Ehri (1992) can account for much
of the data presented in this thesis. She specifically distinguishes three phases: 1)
Logographic - Visual Cue Reading; 2) Rudimentary Alphabetic - Phonetic Cue
Reading; 3) Mature Alphabetic - Cipher Reading which is a superficially close
parallel to Frith.

However, the names given to phases 2 and 3 indicate that the

difference is one of unit of analysis rather than strategy per se. In the second phase,
the connections that are set up are between the individual letters and the phonology,
whereas in the third phase connections are possible between entire sequences of
letters and sequences of phonemes.

Certainly the data presented in this thesis

suggest that this is the case. Within her account of development, once the visualphonological route to reading has been established and words can be read by a
decoding to phonology route, direct links are built up between spelling and meaning
Within her model, direct lexical access seems possible but arises as a result of
decoding. She specifically states that:
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"...sight word reading is a stable, reliable process, particularly in
readers who possess phonological recoding skills. " (Ehri, 1992, p.
117)
The data from the present thesis provide specific support for the concept of an
orthographic lexicon. Ehri seems to place more emphasis on the decoding aspect of
word recognition with slightly less emphasis on the establishment of an orthographic
lexicon.
The present data would support the view that an early logographic phase would
occur when readers were dependent on incomplete representations of a limited
number of known words.

Unknown words could only be guessed at and, though

the context might provide support for semantic guessing, it would provide little
support for generating a plausible phonology. Once the readers had developed the
ability to use decoding skills, the phonology of unknown words could be worked
out using this sub-lexical route.

Repeated encounters with the same word would

lead to a complete specification being represented in the orthographic lexicon with
the result that direct lexical access would also become possible.
All the models discussed propose that there can be a first stage of reading which is
logographic in character, based on arbitrary connections from the printed word to
the semantics with phonology being accessed after the semantic connection has been
made. Stuart and Coltheart have suggested that, though this can occur, it is not a
necessary stage.

Evidence from Wimmer and Hummer supports their view.

Certainly the present data provide evidence for this stage being identified in the
Poor Readers only. It is possible to argue that the step between a logographic phase
and any subsequent decoding phase is so great that there is a discontinuity.

The

logographic phase may not be reading in its real sense; rather it is an example of
abstract object recognition. Nevertheless, since clearly some children do read some
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words accurately before they have developed their decoding skills, it would seem
premature to abandon entirely any notion of stages in reading development.
The majority of the models of reading discussed also suggest that the development
of an ability to use a letter-sound decoding strategy stands at the gateway to fluent
reading. The data presented here support this view. However, there needs to be a
greater emphasis on the relationship between the strategies that are used for
processing an unknown item, the eventual representation of that item in the
orthographic lexicon and the strategies used to access the item once it has lexical
representation.

Letter-sound decoding - Frith's Alphabetic phase and Ehri's

Rudimentary Alphabetic phase - enables developing readers to map letters onto the
phonological structure of a word.

Repeated encounters with the word will mean

that it is decoded with increasing ease until the wholly analysed representation can
be stored in the orthographic lexicon.

Once this happens an unknown word

becomes known and direct lexical access will emerge as the faster route to accurate
word reading. The decoding route then appears to be a back-up system for when
direct access fails.
Two other important events result from developing alphabetic skills. The readers
can develop an independence in reading and therefore they have a strategy for
successfully processing an increasingly large corpus of words.

In exercising their

alphabetic skills, they become increasingly more proficient at using them - the skills
become automatized.

However, in having an increasing experience with an

extended vocabulary, they are able to begin to derive the rules of (English)
orthography which enable them to begin to move to using larger orthographic units
when decoding new unknown words. This makes for even more efficient transfer
of items into the orthographic lexicon. The frequency of encounters with words is
an important parameter.

Words which are of high frequency are obviously

encountered more often and at an earlier stage in reading progress.

They are

therefore likely to be transferred to the orthographic lexicon before low frequency
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words. Entry into the orthographic lexicon however, for all items, is the result of a
sequence of encounters with the word when it is processed either by decoding to
orthographic units as the more efficient strategy or by alphabetic decoding as the
back-up strategy. Direct visual access does not therefore arise by rote as suggested
by Marsh et al. .
The evidence that developing an ability to use letter-sound decoding is an important
staging post on the route to skilled reading has implications for computational
connectionist models of reading such as that of Seidenberg and McClelland (1989).
Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins and Haller (in press) present data from running
simulations on a dual-route computational model which incorporates a sub-lexical
rule learning route. They pose six questions about reading which they suggest are a
test of the strength of computational models of reading.

These are: (i) How do

skilled readers read exception words aloud? (ii) How do skilled readers read non
words aloud? (iii) How is the visual lexical decision task performed? (iv) How does
surface dyslexia arise? (v) How does phonological dyslexia arise and (vi) How does
developmental dyslexia arise? A computational model must be able to simulate the
real reading behaviour of humans.

The questions relating to the dyslexias are

beyond the scope of this thesis, but the questions about exception words, non-words
and lexical decisions do apply and the data have implications for the models.
Adult skilled readers show a high level of ability to read exception words
accurately, but their accuracy tails off for words of very low frequency and then
their errors tend to be régularisations.

The Seidenberg and McClelland model

performs like a skilled reader on exception words with a high level of accuracy
except for low frequency words.

They would suggest that the reading of these

words was the result of specific word codes being activated.

Coltheart et al.

maintain that ability to read exception words is evidence for word-specific
representations which can be accessed by a direct lexical route. As yet there is no
published evidence on how their Dual-Route Cascade (DRC) computational model
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performs on the direct route.

It does however, as predicted, regularise exception

words. The data from the present study show that word frequency was an important
parameter when reading exception words both in isolation and in context.
Good Readers showed a higher level of accuracy than the Poor Readers.

The
Errors

made by both groups when attempting words beyond their immediate visual
vocabulary tended to be regularised, indicating that there was a qualitative
difference in their performance towards successful and unsuccessful words when
presented in isolation. Some words, misread in isolation, were subsequently read
successfully with context. It might be suggested that the phonology resulting from
the partial decoding carried out on these words produced a phonological "hint"
which, together with the context, enabled a lexical search to identify the correct
word.
The data from reading exception words in Experiment 1 show that when the Poor
Readers were first tested at age 8 years, they performed badly when reading
regular, exception and non-words.

However, the Reading Style Indices for the

group showed that they tended not to make sound preserving errors. On the other
hand, the RSI data were an indication that the Good Readers tended to make sound
preserving errors and so were able to use a sub-lexical route.

There was a

qualitative difference in the performance of the Poor Readers when they were age 8
and when they were age 10 years. By the age of 10 they were beginning to show a
tendency to make sound preserving errors when reading exception words, indicating
that they had begun to develop a sub-lexical route.
Adult skilled readers are able to read non-words with a high degree of accuracy,
but, since by definition, such items have no lexical representation, it is difficult to
see how they could be read aloud other than by an indirect sub-lexical route.
Coltheart et al. suggest that any model of word reading must be able to read non
words successfully.

Besner, Twilley, McCann and Seergobin (1990) tested the

Seidenberg and McClelland model using a corpus of non-words and found that.
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though it could read with a degree of accuracy - 65 % - it was not able to simulate
the 90% accuracy found in adult readers.

However, after being trained on the

Seidenberg and McClelland corpus of words, the DRC model was tested on the
same corpus of non-words and showed 98% accuracy.
The performance of the children in this study when reading non-words showed that
their accuracy increased over time with the Poor Readers always being worse than
the Good Readers.

Non-word reading skill went hand in hand with a regularity

effect so it is difficult to see how that data can be accounted for other than by
postulating the development of a sub-lexical route.
The data from Experiments 4 and 5 - the Lexical and Phonological decision tasks when taken together appear to be further evidence for the children developing two
routes. When the children were first tested at age 9 years the Poor Readers were
able to make lexical decisions with 80% for words and 70% accuracy for non-words
with no pseudo-homophone effect.

However, they were not able to discriminate

between non-words on the basis of their phonology.

This can be taken as an

indication that they were able to recognise words visually by direct access, but had
not yet developed a sufficiently robust letter-sound decoding route.

By the time

they were re-tested at age 11 years, they were able to make lexical decisions with
92% accuracy for words and 85% accuracy for non-words, showing a significant
improvement in two years, but still no pseudo-homophone effect.

They were,

however, able to discriminate between non-words on the basis of phonology which
indicated that they had developed a sub-lexical route as well as a lexical route.
Seidenberg and McClelland do not incorporate a lexicon in their model, yet the data
suggest that reading proceeds with the elaboration of an orthographic lexicon.
The exception word reading, the non-word reading and the lexical decision data are
all compatible with a dual-route model of reading, but one in which the two reading
processes are interdependent.

Reservations about the learning abilities of
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computational models need to be expressed.

Both the connectionist and the DRC

models have been designed to learn, but not in a developmental way. Whether their
learning can really be equated qualitatively with children's learning needs to be
questioned. The complex algorithms used by the DRC programme clearly would
not be understood by children if they were required to use them explicitly.
Nevertheless, the performance of the children in this study would suggest that the
children were using a rule system of letter-sound correspondences to read the non
words. The strong tendency of the Good Readers to read the ambiguous non-words
with a regular pronunciation is an indication that they were using a rule-based
approach to the targets rather than responding on the basis of the patterns of
connections.
Given that the data are compatible with a dual-route model of reading, the data are
also compatible with the view that the routes to reading themselves are activated
sequentially.

More specifically, later skilled word reading is dependent upon the

development of a sub-lexical route to reading. However, depending upon the status
of the specific item that is being read, it is possible that either route to reading is
available.
The model of reading presented here includes the implicit notion that the reading
process maintains itself. As word reading becomes a fluent automatic skill, items in
the orthographic lexicon will be accessed sufficiently often to maintain their
representation. The orthographic and alphabetic skills will have been overlearned in
the process of building up the lexicon and therefore will remain sufficiently fluent to
enable their necessary use when new or very low frequency words that have not
gained an entry into the orthographic lexicon are encountered
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7.4 EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
The data resulting from this series of experiments have implications for the teaching
of reading. Over the last decade there has been considerable controversy about the
most effective approaches to the teaching of reading. This debate has tended to be
conducted in the political arena and to be based on dogma and rhetoric rather than
on sound empirical evidence.

The model of reading development presented here

would suggest that some children first begin reading using an idiosyncratic visual
strategy which is not based upon letter sound knowledge. This would suggest that
the teaching approach known as "whole-word" might be an effective first approach
when considering children in the United Kingdom.

It has to be remembered that

British children begin their reading instruction at five years or younger and they are
learning to read an opaque orthographic system. This can be contrasted to Austrian
children who begin reading instruction at age 7 years in a transparent system.
The five year old child is characterised as being in the Intuitive Stage of cognitive
development (Piaget, 1926). This means that such a child may have difficulty using
a rule-system or a code because of being in an immature state of cognitive
development.

There is also evidence from experiments on children's memory

processes that children of this age do not use categorisation as an aid to memorising
material (Moely, Olson, Hawes and Flavell, 1969). This evidence from cognitive
psychology would suggest that, at five years, some children might have to use a
logographic strategy to read because they had not yet reached a level of cognitive
development which would enable them to use a more generative strategy like
decoding. This does not mean that the children cannot learn to relate letters and
sounds, but that they may not have sufficient ability to apply such knowledge to the
process of reading.
supporting this view.

The evidence presented in this thesis goes some way to
The Poor Readers had knowledge of the letter-sound

correspondences but they appeared not to be able to apply this knowledge when
reading unknown items and had to fall back on logographic guessing.

Having
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achieved success with such strategies, however modest, they may find it difficult to
divert processing capacity towards developing a new strategy and would therefore
take longer to elaborate their reading skills. In contrast, children who begin reading
instruction at a later stage in their cognitive development may be able to apply a
decoding strategy to reading from the outset of their development.

This would

mean that they could begin with a strategy which was generative and productive.
The average age for initial formal reading instruction in the Western world is 6
years 7 months (Stainthorp, 1991), considerably later than in the United Kingdom.
Austrian children not only start to read at a more advanced stage of cognitive
development, but the orthographic system which they have to learn is regular. They
have to be able to do graphemic parsing, but once they have learnt the system there
is no uncertainty about the phonology of the written word.

Thus the pedagogic

method in Austria of teaching letter-sound correspondences from the beginning
would seem to match the children's cognitive level and cultural heritage.

If, for

many children, the only strategy they can use when they begin formal reading
instruction is a logographic one, then a whole-word approach may well be the most
logical.

However, if there is evidence that the child can use a decoding strategy,

then a more phonics based approach may be appropriate right from the start.
The evidence from studies of children learning to read English at an early age
suggests that children begin with an immature visual approach, but, because this is
such a limited strategy, pedagogical approaches need to ensure that the children are
exposed to a limited vocabulary which is subject to an extensive amount of
repetition.

They also need to have direct feedback about the accuracy of their

attempts at word reading.
The data from the present study provide evidence for the view that children need to
develop an alphabetic-decoding approach to reading in order to begin to progress
towards skilled independent reading skill.

At the same time as building up an

initial, introductory visual vocabulary, they need to be taught the letter-sound
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correspondences so that when they are able to use a decoding strategy, they will
have the knowledge base in situ available for use. This view is supported by the
evidence from the U.S.A. published by Adams (1990) and presented in a form
which is readily accessible to teachers in Beard (1993). Hatcher, Hulme and Ellis
(1994) provide further evidence that many children can benefit from having direct
instruction to enhance their phonological awareness and enable them to map this
knowledge onto the orthographic system. Their evidence shows that phonological
awareness training can provide remediation for children who have fallen behind
their peers in their literacy skills. Teachers need to have a diagnostic approach to
individual needs because it may well be that some children begin school with
sophisticated knowledge of the sound structure of words, well able to apply a
decoding strategy from the beginning. Other children may have developed a basic
level phonological awareness, that which Yopp would term "simple" phonological
awareness, but need extended teaching to develop their decoding skills so that they
can begin to develop a sub-lexical approach to reading problematic words.

This

would seem to have been the case for the Poor Readers in this study who were
known to have acquired a basic level of phonological awareness at the outset of the
study but who still could not successfully read unknown items
The HMI report 10/91/NS found that the majority of children are taught to read
using a combination of reading books and phonics teaching. However, by Year 3,
the teachers were felt to be uncertain as to how to meet the needs of the slower
readers. The only strategy reported was:
".... to press ahead with the reading scheme, listening to children
read and trying to encourage them." (DES, 10/91/NS, p. 10, para.
51)
This was mirrored the following year in HMI report 42/92/NS.
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Brooks, Gorman, Kendall and Tate (1992) found that the majority of the most
frequently cited references on reading lists for trainee teachers did not include texts
which included detailed discussions of the development of reading strategies based
on empirical evidence and how pedagogy might capitalise on such knowledge. The
net effect of this may well be that teachers do not have the necessary knowledge to
enable them to place their teaching strategies within a broad framework of
children’s literacy development.

If an eclectic education in relation to reading

development based on an understanding of empirical evidence does not form part of
the curriculum for teacher education, then it becomes more difficult for the teachers
to match their teaching to the needs of the children. This is likely to be particularly
so for Key Stage 2 teachers who use a predominant strategy of listening to
individuals reading (DES, 1991, 1992).
The assumption that the teaching of reading skills is a Key Stage 1 responsibility is
something which pervades the National Curriculum document for English.

The

programme of study for Attainment Target 2 - Reading - for Key Stage 2 relates
almost exclusively to encouraging the children to read more and more widely across
a range of genre. The Key Stage 2 teacher who has children in his/her class who
are not fluent readers has to turn to the programme of study for Key Stage 1 for
guide-lines on the teaching of word reading.
HMI reports suggest that children in Key Stage 1 were making most progress when
they received a balanced diet of reading teaching including whole word and phonics
teaching from the beginning. This view has been sharpen«/up and incorporated in
the programmes of study for English.
The data presented in this thesis suggest that some children take considerably longer
than the two or two and a half years of Key Stage 1 to develop and consolidate their
reading skills. This would suggest that Key Stage 2 teachers need to be skilled in
the techniques required for developing early literacy.

Such training would ensure
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that they could provide the necessary teaching to enable the poorer readers to begin
to use their developing reading strategies when reading more challenging texts.
What this present study does not provide evidence for is whether a more direct
remedial teaching programme to learn how to use letter-sound knowledge might
have speeded up the reading development of the Poor Readers. The data certainly
show that the Poor Readers were much slower to be able to use their letter-sound
knowledge. This means that teachers should ensure that they go beyond teaching
letter-sound knowledge to teaching children how to use decoding as an approach to
unknown words.

Progress would need to be monitored through the periodic

assessment of reading words in isolation so that word reading accuracy could be
assessed.

Teachers should be monitoring when the regularity effect begins to

appear since this would indicate that the first level of decoding i.e. letter-sound
decoding was beginning to be applied. Errors need to be monitored and codified to
ensure that the children begin to move towards using larger orthographic units of
analysis beyond the level of the letter.
The amended model of reading development presented implies that it is through
developing efficient decoding skills that can be generatively used that children can
begin to develop an extended orthographic lexicon based upon complete and
accurate descriptions of words. The pedagogic implication of this is that teachers
need to monitor children's reading closely to ensure that, once decoding skills are
being used, the children are reading sufficient texts to build up the orthographic
lexicon. They also need to teach children about word families so that the children
will begin to be able to use orthographic units when approaching unknown items
and so begin to develop adult like reading performance.

The model implies that

letter-sound decoding skills are a precursor to being able to use larger orthographic
units of analysis. This does not preclude the teaching approach recommended by
Goswami using analogies since such teaching attempts to make explicit both lettersound decoding and the larger orthographic units
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For the children to build up their orthographic lexicons they also need to map the
visual identities of words onto their phonological identities.

As Coltheart and

Laxon (1990) claim, phonological knowledge is important in word identification.
This implies that, when teaching children to read, there needs to be a pedagogic
strategy of hearing children read aloud.

This is not just so that the teacher can

monitor progress but so that the developing reader has phonological feedback. The
teacher needs to develop a strategy of providing knowledge of results so that the
children are aware when they have achieved word accuracy and also when they have
produced an incorrect reading. Without this type of knowledge of results they will
be hampered in mapping the orthographic identity of a word onto its phonological
and semantic identity.
process.

Word reading, when performed correctly, is an exact

There are no acceptable near misses and so the children need to know

when they are right and when they are wrong in order to improve.
Shakespeare may well have been right.

Once one can read in one alphabetic

language, one does not have to re-learn the skills to read any other alphabetic
language - one just needs to learn the language. However, it is not a simple matter
to learn to read in the first place.

Skilled reading would appear to require the

development of fast and efficient lexical and sub-lexical routes which map onto the
phonology of words which are represented in the orthographic lexicon.

Fast and

efficient word reading will enable a child to access the meaning of the text.
Without strategies for developing skilled word reading, the child will be left unable
to access the meaning at all. In a very real way, reading ability must be equated
with word reading accuracy.

However, it must also be accepted that, once word

reading accuracy has been achieved, there are many higher reading skills which
need to be developed if the child is to be able to meet the demands of an education
system in an advanced post-industrial society.
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APPENDIX A

Rhyme detection

Practice items
□ □
[Third item in group C was coloured
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Rhyme Detection
Test items
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Initial phoneme identification

Practice items

So

c
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Test items
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Initial segment odd-one-out test

Practice items

Y >
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Test items
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[Group 3 had patches of
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APPENDIX B
Experiment 1

REGULAR
dome
days
gave
counter
bone
hole
new
along
pleat
hoe
chair
foul
choke
towers
treated
sparse
contain
pellet
harps
urchin
sneak
maid
brood
while
moth
rose
closer
lone
pouch
groan
polite

EXCEPTION
come
says
have
country
done
hour
sew
among
great
shoe
chord
soul
chute
towards
created
scarce
curtain
ballet
corps
orchid
steak
said
blood
whole
both
lose
closet
gone
touch
broad
police

NON-WORD
gome
tays
tave
countly
yone
houl
rew
anong
preat
voe
choid
noul
chuke
towark
gleated
scarse
cortain
dallet
horps
orchin
smeak
haid
slood
whule
poth
wose
closen
sone
rouch
groad
poline
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APPENDIX C
Experiment 2

Non-words for no context condition: coth, nost, yead, bive, gaid, rull, pove, fint,
tave, mool, dush, heaf.
Regular Context Pseudo-sentences:
I saw something fly by. It was a both.
I don't have much money. The sweets vost too much.
The vead made a lovely earring.
There are mive sweets left in the jar.
I took my purse to the shops and naid for the sweets.
There are grey clouds and it is very Jull.
We went swimming from a little bove on the beach.
I like sweets so I ate a rint.
I will yave my sweets for another day.
The dool box was full of hammer and nails.
I will nush to catch the bus.
The seaf fell from the tree.
Exception Context Pseudo-sentences.
Foth my gloves are lost.
The fost I can give you is three.
My nead hurt when I banged it.
She has no toys, so I will pive her my teddy.
I cried when my Daddy vaid I could not play.
We had to tull the car out because it was stuck.
I fove my Mummy and my Daddy.
The nint of milk was on the doorstep.
The sweets are lost. Lave you seen them.
Grandma knitted me a scarf with blue sool.
There are red flowers on that fush.
The little girl could not hear because she was meaf.
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APPENDIX D
Experiment 3
List of single irregular words for the for the Adams and Huggins Test

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

ocean
iron
island
break
busy
sugar
touch
none
heights
whom
tongue
lose
prove
rhythm
truth
stomach
blind
wounded
calf
sweat
sword
anchor
echo
guitar
veins

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

chorus
scent
deaf
mechanic
dough
rely
ninth
react
recipe
pint
deny
vague
tomb
drought
trough
depot
bough
bouquet
aisle
ache
yacht
chauffeur
ukulele
suede
fiance
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Context Sentences for the Adams and Huggins Test
1. The ship sailed across the ocean
2. Mary burned her finger on the iron
3. The girls rowed the boat to the island.
4. If you drop a cup, it might break.
5. Jane could not play because she was too busy
6. I don't like tea without sugar
7. The stove is hot, so don't touch it.
8. Ann has two cakes, but Bill has none.
9. He stayed down because he was afraid of heights.
10. I didn't say "what", I said "whom".
11. The hot soup burned her tongue.
12. I like to play games, but I hate to lose.
13. She was right but she couldn't prove it.
14. The music was loud and had a good rhythm.
15. The judge asked the man to tell the truth.
16. The football hit him in the stomach.
17. Susan read to the old man because he was blind.
18. The deer was alive but badly wounded.
19. At the farm we saw some pigs and a calf.
20. The hot sun made Joan sweat.
21. The knight killed the dragon with a sword.
22. The crew dropped the ship's anchor.
23. He shouted and waited to hear the echo.
24. She sang while he played the guitar.
25. Your blood flows through your veins.
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26. Sally loved to sing so she joined the chorus.
27. The dogs followed the rabbit's scent.
28. She didn't hear the bell because she was deaf.
29. My father took the car to a mechanic.
30. The baker made cakes with the dough.
31. A friend is someone you can rely on.
32. Jeff won the race and Tim came in ninth.
33. I shouted at him but he didn't react.
34. Father baked the cake from this recipe.
35. We both wanted a drink so we bought a pint.
36. If you ask mother nicely, she won't deny you.
37. Her memory of what happened was vague.
38. The hero lay in an unmarked tomb.
39. The corn died during the drought.
40. The horse drank from a trough.
41. The train pulled into the depot.
42. The little bird perched on the bough.
43. The flowers were tied in a pretty bouquet.
44. The pretty girl sat across the aisle.
45. Lifting heavy boxes will make your back ache.
46. They sailed across the bay on their yacht.
47. The general's car was driven by a chauffeur.
48. He strummed a tune on his ukulele.
49. Her Jacket and shoes were both made of suede.
50. She wrote a love letter to her fiance.
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APPENDIX E
Experiments 4 and 5
Stimuli used for the Lexical Decision and Phonological Decision Tasks
Pseudo
homophones
loe
hoase
bair
wosp
moove
layd
gon
luv
poast
woz
hoam
wotch
teech
gole
bild
bloan
wosh
oan
wurd
boath

O rdinary non
words
poe
loase
nair
gosp
doove
sayd
bon
druv
loast
hoz
soam
cotch
spreed
brode
brise
doan
mosh
goan
lurd
moath

Real words

Real words

scare
hope
chop
pot
hat
top
well
stab
seen
pat
shot
stay
snow
hung
shop
rag
wait
bang
very
pin

have
red
bank
box
burn
sell
that
like
three
them
jam
hunt
tug
beat
help
bats
mend
set
yes
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APPENDIX F
Experiment 6
Instructions for doing the anomaly detection and correction task
Front page of the booklet

This is your last task for me.
Thank you for all your hard work over the
past four years.
Your task today is to read the sentences in
this booklet and to mark them. Just like a
teacher!

If you think a sentence is RIG H T you
should TICK it.
If you think there is a MISTAKE, draw a
RING round any word you think is
WRONG. Then write the CORRECT word above it.

Turn over
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Page two of each booklet
I have done some for you to show you what to do.

The baby was asleep.

rO w 5
They put the chairs i n t o j r o s ^

They re a c ^ ig ^ in the library.

He had a ^ t a ^ f o r supper.

w ent
She(^ u s ^ to the shops.

Look across to the next page where there are some
examples for us to try together.

Page three of each booklet
I bought ate buns.

The cat's fer was smooth.

The little girl cried.

They wait to bed at ten.

Now you are on your own.
There are four sentences on each page.

Remember to read very carefully.
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Each subject then had a booklet composed of the following sentences in sixteen
random orders.

Anomalous sentences with real word homophones.
The none reads the bible.
His shoe has a whole.
The earn has hot water.
He through it down.
The man court a fish.
The king sits on his thrown.
She wood like to go.
The bird sword up high.
Anomalous sentences with ordinary real words.
Let’s dig a big while.
The nine prays to God.
The queen had a gold thorns.
She thought a ball.
The ball scared into the goal
He word not come home.
The tea is in the worn.
The girl count the bus.

Anomalous sentences with pseudo-homophones.
She may noe the girl.
The ring is rele gold.
It rained for two daiz.
She loves her teddy bair.
Please wate for me.
The weke girl fell down.
The bloo dress was too big.
The birds floo away.

Anomalous sentences with ordinary non-words.
The bloa flower is very pretty.
They wite for dinner.
A week has seven dawz.
We flor to Spain.
He will nue the way.
He has a teddy here.
He has a roal clock.
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I ’m too waik to run.
Acceptable sentences.
It is a real gun.
She went away for six days.
They earn some money.
He thought she was nice.
The white house is big.
The floor was hard.
She did not say a word.
All thorns are very sharp.
There are nine chairs
They know the girl.
His new shoes hurt.
She feels sick and weak.
He takes his teddy bear.
She sings while she plays.
Mother was worn out.
They wait for the bus.
The plane flew high.
She walks the whole way.
The roof will blow away
There were none left.
They wake up at seven.
It was a tennis court.
The red car has four doors.
The bang scared him.
Roll the ball down here.
The sword was sharp.
He drinks lots of beer.
They ran through the park.
The blue car goes fast.
She can count to ten.
The table is made of wood.
The ball was thrown up.
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APPENDIX G
A uthor Recognition Test (U.K.)
On this page you will see a list of 50 names.
Some of the people in the list have written books for children. Some of them have
not.
Your task is to read the list and then to put a tick next to the names of the people
you know are the writers.
Do not guess.
Only tick those you are really sure about.
Dick King-Smith
Helen Andrews
Enid Blyton
Roald Dahl
Dawn Glennie
Judith Blume
Penelope Lively
J.R.R. Tolkein
David Wise
Diana Rule
Betsy Byars
Susan Edis
Nina Bawden
Ian Lawson
C.S.Lewis
John Shelmadine
Terry Pratchett
Gillian Cross
Norma Cooke
Duncan Smith
Jan Mark
Myra Kersner
Louise Rosenberg
Philippa Pearce
Mary Barker

Peter Massey
Helen Cresswell
Pamela Yeadon
Allan Ahlberg
Bernard Ashley
Pamela Woolley
Nicholas Fiske
Paul Kaiserman
David Taylor
F.R.Smith
Raymond Briggs
Kathleen Butterworth
Arthur Ransome
C. I. James
Merle Broxton
David Henry Wilson
P. E. Davies
Beverley Cleary
Michael Rosen
Malcom Adamson
Stephanie Weinberg
Lewis Carroll
Rosemary Sutcliff
Michael Kelly
Sue Townsend
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APPENDIX H
Sample of errors made by a Good Reader and a Poor Reader in Experiment 3^
Test year Year 3, 1989

Subject GR4
Regular

Response

Cat.

Exception

Response

Cat.

Non-word

dome

come

gome

days

says

tays

gave

have

tave

counter

country

countly

bone

done

yone

hole

hour

houl

new

sew

rew

along

among

anong

great

preat

hoe

shoe

voe

chair

chord

choid

soul

noul

choke

chute

chuke

towers

towards

pleat

foul

plait

fool

VC

VC

VC

Itnktai

VC

created

gleated

sparse

IsfiàSj

VC

scarce

scarse

curtain

li s. ronlr

^

/vail

Cat.

OTH

VC

towark

treated

contain

Response

VC

cortain

OTH

dallet

/

/boLctY

pellet

ballet

harps

corps

coipse

OTH

horps

urchin

orchid

M ral

OTH

orchin

sneak

steak

smeak

maid

said

haid

brood

blood

slood

while

whole

whule

both

poth

moth

mouth

VC

rose

lose

closer

closet

closen

gone

sone

pouch

touch

rouch

groan

broad

groad

police

poline

lone

polite

lion

/poirLitj

VC

VC

loose

OTH

wose

’ An empty cell indicates a correct response. Where the reading error resulted in a real word,
traditional orthography has been used. Where the error resulted in a non-word, phonetic script has
been used.
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Test year Year 4, 1990

Subject GR4
Regular

Response

Cat.

Exception

Cat.

Response

Non-word

dome

come

gome

days

says

tays

gave

have

tave

counter

country

countly

bone

done

yone

hole

hour

houl

new

sew

along

among

anong

pleat

great

preat

shoe

voe

chord

choid

soul

noul

hoe

IkoLj

VC

chair
foul

foal

VC

sue

VC

chute

towers

towards

towark

VC

created

gleated

OTH

scarce

scarse

contain

curtain

cortain

pellet

ballet

harps

corps

urchin

orchid

treated
sparse

ï r ù

, b ^

spares

lb i r i Dtj
corpse

h h Jf u l'

*

lY ù C i

VC

roach

VC

chuke

OTH

dallet

OTH

horps

OTH

orchin

sneak

steak

smeak

maid

said

haid

brood

blood

slood

while

whole

whule

moth

both

poth

rose

lose

wose

closer

closet

VC

Cat.

rew

choke

OTH

Response

closen

I
lone

gone

sone

pouch

touch

rouch

groan

broad

groad

police

poline

polite

VC
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Test year Year 5, 1991

Subject GR4
Regular

Response

Cat.

Exception

Response

Cat.

Non-word

dome

come

gome

days

says

tays

gave

have

tave

counter

country

countly

bone

done

yone

hole

hour

houl

new

sew

along

among

anong

pleat

great

preat

shoe

voe

hoe

/^or/

VC

sue

VC

Response

rew

I

chair

chord

choid

foul

soul

noul

choke

chute

towers

towards

towark

treated

created

gleated

sparse

scarce

J^U hl

kkasi
1

*

OTH

OTH

Cat.

VC

chuke

scarse

contain

curtain

pellet

ballet

harps

corps

urchin

orchid

sneak

steak

smeak

maid

said

haid

brood

blood

slood

while

whole

whule

moth

both

poth

rose

lose

wose

closer

closet

closen

lone

gone

sone

pouch

touch

rouch

groan

broad

groad

polite

police

poline

cortain

J b rI i ,t (
corpse

lot{Ldl

OTH

dallet

OTH

horps

OTH

orchin

you'll

OTH

/ w DSl

VC
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Test year Year 3, 1989

Subject PR7
Regular

Response

Cat.

Exception

Response

Cat.

Non-word

dome

dumb

VC

come

came

VC

gome

days

says

tays

gave

have

tave

counter

country

OTH

country

countly

bone

1b o n i

VC

done

yone

hole

hour

/h a v d j

OTH

houl

new

sew

/Sw i I

OTH

rew

along

among

anong

great

preat

pleat

/péler/

OTH

Response

IprLtj

'

Cat.

VC

1

hoe

shoe

chair

chord

OTH

choid

chewed

VC

OTH

noul

null

VC

voe

foul

few

OTH

soul

choke

cloak

OTH

chute

chuke

towers

trousers

OTH

towards

towark

treated
sparse

created

Ikr'iltidl

OTH

gleated

grated

OTH

OTH

scarse

sharps

OTH

VC

scarce

OTH

curtain

cortain

certain

OTH

pellet

ballet

dallet

delight

VC

harps

corps

crops

OTH

horps

hopes

VC

urchin

orchid

l k i u {

OTH

orchin

h k i t j1

OTH

smeak

skimped

OTH

Iskol

OTH

contain

space

IkdntrC C J

f

sneak

squeak

OTH

steak

maid

mind

OTH

said

brood
while

blood

white

space

haid
VC

slood

/ujoir//

OTH

whule

both

boat

OTH

poth

pot

OTH

OTH

lose

1 L o i r 2. /

VC

wose

loads

OTH

scone

OTH

OTH

whole

blowed

’
moth
rose

•

I

I

closer

glass

OTH

closet

lone

long

OTH

gone

gun

VC

sone

touch

teach

VC

rouch

pouch
groan
polite

ground

OTH

closen

broad

groad

police

poline

OTH

road

OTH
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Test year Year 4, 1990

Subject PR7
Regular

Cat.

Response

Exception

Response

Cat.

Non-word

dome

come

gome

days

says

tays

gave

have

tave

counter

country

countly

bone

done

hole

hour

houl

new

sew

rew

along

among

anong

pleat

great

preat

shoe

voe

hoe

hoare

VC

jdonl

VC

OTH

choid

soul

shoal

OTH

noul

choice

chute

chat

OTH

chuke

towers

towards

treated

created

* J
foul

fool

sparse

VC

spears

OTH

grated

scarce

gleated

greeted

OTH

OTH

scarse

scorch

OTH

herbs

OTH

haid

hoard

VC

slood

sold

OTH

/wot/1

VC

pellet

ballet

bullet

OTH

dallet

corps

crops

OTH

horps

orchid

/j't/iV/

OTH

orchin

OTH

smeak

I h d 'p s lI

VC

urchin
sneak

speak

OTH

maid
brood

cortain

sneak

said

board

OTH

while
moth

steak

blood

bulled

OTH

whole

mouth

VC

whule

both

rose

lose

closer

closet

lone

gone

pouch

touch

VC

OTH

curtain

'

chuck

towark

contain

harps

Cat.

yone

j t f M l1

chord

chair

Response

'

poth
OTH

wose

OTH

closen

groan

OTH

sone

torch

VC

rouch

loss

Ikoiscd

both

■ 'I

*
groan
polite

broad

f

pdL/tl

VC

police

board

OTH

groad

OTH

groan

OTH
OTH

poline
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Test year Year 5, 1991

Subject PR7
Regular

Response

Cat.

Exception

Response

Cat.

Non-word

dome

come

gome

days

says

tays

gave

have

tave

counter

country

countly

bone

done

yone

hole

hour

houl

new

sew

along

among

anong

pleat

great

preat

hoe

shoe

voe

chair

chord

Icjj dj

OTH

choid

soul

slow

OTH

noul

OTH

chuke

foul

fall

VC

sue

VC

chute

choke

J
towers

towards

treated

created

Response

Cat.

It j Ml

VC

chuck

VC

rew

'
towark

grated

OTH

gleated

kr'tÜÀ

'J
sparse

kùièl
1 r
1

VC

scarce

scar

OTH

OTH

1

scarse

contain

curtain

pellet

ballet

bullet

OTH

dallet

harps

corps

crops

OTH

horps

urchin

orchid

'jd'eW
J
1

OTH

orchin

sneak

steak

smeak

maid

said

haid

heard

VC

blood

slood

sold

OTH

while

whole

whule

moth

both

poth

rose

lose

closer

closet

closen

lone

gone

sone

touch

rouch

groan

OTH

brood

pouch

board

porch

OTH

VC

broad

groan
polite

/ndlitl

VC

police

cortain

loss

board

OTH

OTH

VC

wose

groad
poline
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APPENDIX I
Corpus of spelling errors made in Experiment 6

Classification code:
Non-word - NW
Anomalous Real word - AR
Wrong Homophone - WH
Phonetic - P
Semi-phonetic - SP
Non-phonetic - NP

Good Readers
Anomalous
item
bair
bloo
count
count
count
court
court
court
earn
floo
flor
flor
nine
scared
thorns
thought
thought
through
weke

Target word
bear
blue
caught
caught
caught
caught
caught
caught
urn
flew
flew
flew
nun
soared
throne
threw
threw
threw
weak

Error
beer
blarina's**
court
cought
caugh
caugh
cout
cought
yearn
flu
few
flow
none
scoored
thorne
through
throw
thew
week

Classification
AR
NW
WH
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
AR
WH
AR
AR
WH
NW
AR
WH
AR
NW
NW

SP
NP
P
P
NP
NP
SP
P
NP
P
NP
SP
P
NP
NP
P
SP
NP
SP

** This error has been classified as a non-word, non-phonetic error on the assumption that the
intended word was "ballerina's" which would make sense in the context
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Poor Readers
Anomalous
item
bloo
count
count
court
court
floo
floo
floo
flor
nine
nine
noe
noe
none
nue
nue
scared
thorns
thorns
thorns
thought
thought
thought
waik
waik
wate
weke
weke
wite

Target word
blue
caught
caught
caught
caught
flew
flew
flew
flew
nun
nun
know
know
nun
know
know
soared
throne
throne
throne
threw
threw
caught
weak
weak
wait
weak
weak
wait

Error
bull
cought
cought
cought
cought
flow
fluw
flow
flow
nigh
noun
no
now
noun
now
now
scoored
thrown
thrown
thrown
though
throw
cought
week
week
want
week
week
wat

Classification
AR
NW
NW
NW
NW
AR
NW
AR
AR
AR
AR
WH
AR
AR
AR
AR
NW
WH
WH
WH
AR
AR
NW
WH
NW
AR
WH
NW
NW

NP
P
P
P
P
SP
P
SP
SP
NP
SP
P
SP
SP
SP
SP
NP
P
P
P
NP
SP
P
P
SP
NP
P
SP
SP
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